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ABSTRACT 

Though artificial intelligence scientists frequently use 

words such as "belief" and "desire" when describing the computa

tional capacities of their programs and computers, they have 

completely ignored the philosophical and psychological theories of 

belief and desire. Hence, their explanations of computational 

capacities which use these terms are frequently little better than 

folk-psychological explanations. Conversely, though philosophers 

and psychologists attempt to couch their theories of belief and 

desire in computational terms, they have consistently misunder

stood the notions of computation and computational semantics. 

Hence, their theories of such attitudes are frequently inadequate. 

A computational theory of propositional attitudes (belief 

and desire) is presented here. It is argued that the theory of 

propositional attitudes put forth by philosophers and psycholo

gists entails that propositional attitudes are a kind of abstract 

data type. This refined computational view of propositional 

attitudes bridges the gap between artificial intelligence, 

philosophy and psychology. 

Lastly, it is argued that this theory of propositional 

attitudes has consequences for meta-precessing and consciousness 

in computers. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

I have an acquaintance whose vocation is artificial 

intelligence. His research involves a sort of robot--a computer 

equipped with a camera and one manipulator arm--and some colored 

blocks. The robot arranges the blocks in any manner one wishes: 

being told to pick up a red block and put it on a green one, his 

robot scans its work area for a red block, extends its arm and 

grasps the block; then finding a green block, it puts the former 

on the latter. 

Recently, this acquaintance of mine discovered a mouse in 

his home kitchen and, characteristically, built an electronic 

mousetrap which could sense a mouse, exterminate it, and then 

signal that it had a dead mouse in its chamber. He placed this 

mousetrap out on the floor in a corner of his kitchen. A few 

mornings later, awakened by the signal, he found the mouse caught 

in the trap, dead. When I heard of this incident a few days later 

I remarked that there seemed to be little difference between his 

mousetrap and the robot in his laboratory. He disagreed claiming 

that, in fact, his robot reasoned but the mousetrap did not. The 

trap was merely an electro-mechanical device obeying the laws of 

physics. On the other hand, he claimed that his robot had 
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thoughts, in particular beliefs, because it could perform a 

cluster of processes and actions associated with manipulating an 

environment consisting of itself and various blocks. The mouse

trap, on the other hand, had no beliefs or thoughts of any kind. 

As an example, he said, his robot could believe that a red cube 

was located at such and such a position relative to it, that a 

block it had picked up was red, that it had been requested to pick 

up a red block, that there were such things as blocks, and so 

forth. 

I asked him what would be required to turn the mousetrap 

into a thinking mousetrap as opposed to a merely well-functioning 

physical device. His answer was quite typical of researchers in 

artificial intelligence. 

The essential ingredient, he claimed, was a capacity to 

represent. A thinking mousetrap would need representations and 

processes defined over them. According to him, computers can 

have thoughts because they have internal structures the processing 

of which can count as adding 2 and 2, parsing "please pick up a 

red block," etc. Processing such structures could count as adding 

2 and 2, parsing "please pick up a red block," etc., only if these 

structures are representations. Supplying a mousetrap with repre

sentations and attendant processes would be a necessary step in 

making it a thinking mousetrap. 
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Would anything more be required I asked. He felt that 

there was but wasn't sure how to describe it. Roughly, he said, 

the complexity of the representations and their interrelationships 

would be important in attributing thought to a computational 

mousetrap. Such complexity, he admitted, played a role in his 

attributing thought to his block-manipulating computer. In fact, 

he said, one would probably never want to attribute thought to a 

mousetrap (or rather to a computational device that only caught 

mice) because, since all the device would be able to do would be 

to catch mice, it couldn't possibly have the sort of complexity 

required .. 

It was interesting (and not uncommon) that upon trying 

to express sufficient conditions as opposed to only necessary 

ones, he had switched stories. On the one hand he held that, 

minimally, a device would need representations if it was to be a 

thinking device, but on the other hand sufficiently complex repre

sentations and relations among them were sufficient for attribu

ting thought to a device. The difference is that thinking devices 

have thoughts, whereas devices warranting the attribution of 

thought mayor may not have thoughts. This difference means that 

one nrust be careful when inferring from x warrants the ascription 

of thought that x thinks. Nevertheless, in AI it is widely and 

uncritically held that because a machine warrants the ascription 
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of thought, it thinks (McCarthy, 1979). This inference is not 

plausible for machines. 

A non-human such as an animal, machine, or alien warrants 

the ascription of thought if it warrants the ascription of 

particular thoughts. For example, it would be reasonable to say 

that ascribing thoughts to M was warranted provided that ascribing 

particular beliefs, hopes, and desires was warranted. In virtue 

of what, then, may we ascribe to M beliefs, hopes, and desires? 

In virtue of the fact that we have a theory of such kinds of 

thoughts that M realizes. We must have (focusing on computers) an 

explanation of M's input/output behavior that makes essential use 

of types of thoughts and also shows how the structure of M (M's 

hardware configuration and mrs program) could realize the theory 

in its details (cf. Cummins, 1983.) AI is bereft of such theo

ries. (Indeed, I shall argue in Chapter 1 that AI doesn't take 

such thoughts seriously, in spite of what one finds in the 

literature. AI researchers are, 1 will claim, best thought of as 

e1iminativists.) Now, if we have no way of asr.ribing particular 

thoughts to M then we have no reason to believe M thinks and, 

thus, no reason ascribe thought to M. Machines might warrant 

ascribing thoughts to them, but, as yet, we have no way of doing 

so. 

There is a commonly drawn inference we use every day 

that is like the one above: because person p warrants the 
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ascription of the thought of type x, p has that thought. This 

inference is plausible. Indeed, it is reasonable for you and me 

to make this inference, even in the absence of a theory of thought 

types, because we believe antecedently that humans have thoughts. 

We can make the inference based on behavior. So, inferring which 

thought something has, assuming that it has thoughts, is plaus-

ible, even in the absence of a theory of thought types. But 

inferring whether ~omething thinks in the absence of such a 

theory, is not. It appears, then, that in AI, at least, reliance 

on ascription of thought is a confusion. 

Taking the ascription of thought as basic needn't be a 

confusion, however, because one might believe that attributing 

thoughts is the best psychology and philosophy of mind can hope 

for. Daniel Dennett apparently believes something like this. He 

has a theory which claims that thought ascription is all that is 

required for doing cognitive psychology, for doing the science of 

the mind (Dennett, 1978). For Dennett, ascribing thoughts is a 

precise enterprise. If we can predict or best explain a subject's 

behavior by ascribing thoughts to it (Dennett's technical phrase 

is adopting the intentional stance towards it), then we have all 

that is required for doing the psychology of that subject or 

subjects of that type. The success in adopting the intentional 

stance warrants calling the subject an intentional system. Inten

tional systems, however, are not systems to which one ascribes the 
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kinds of thoughts found in our ordinary folk psychology. Rather, 

the kinds of thoughts ascribed to an intentional system are 

improvements on the kinds found in our folk psychology. Dennett 

envisions making these improvements by employing a normative 

rationality. So, outfitted with rationalized psychological 

notions, we proceed to do psychology, all the while ascribing 

thoughts. 

Here then is an influential philosopher whose theory of 

mind entails nothing about the inner workings of the mind. 

Rather, the theory seeks to provide substitutes for our pretheore-

tic (folk) psychological notions which will work precisely in a 

scientific psychology. Dennett acivocates adopting an instrumenta-

list stance towards the subject matter of psychology, and its 

ontological quest~ons. Far from conflating ontological claims 

about thoughts with epistemological ones, Dennett eschews the 

former, viewing them as non-questions. He says: 

Lingering doubts about whether [a] chess-playing computer 
really has beliefs and desires are misplaced; for the defini
tion of intentional systems I have given does not say that 
intentional systems really have beliefs and desires, but 
that one can expl~in and predict their behavior by ascribing 
beliefs and desires to them. (Dennett, 1978, p. 7) 

However, instrumental or pragmatic reasons for attribu-

ting thoughts to a device or machine need not coincide with 

reasons for believing that a device has thoughts. Such attribu-

tion is either useful or not, beliefs are either true or not. 

What I am interested in are the conditions a given device or 
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machine must meet in order for it to have thoughts. So, I take 

seriously the question of whether computers or persons have 

thoughts, and I intend to explo:e the conditions a computer must 

satisfy if it is to have thoughts. 

We already have a first pass at these conditions. They 

are those of my acquaintance, provided that we are careful to 
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admit only ontological questions: if a machine is to have thoughts 

it must have complex representations and complex computational 

states in which the representationa figure. This answer is 

unsatisfying because complexity is not a theoretical notion; it is 

undefined. In fact, it signifies hand-waving. Yet this hand

waving bespeaks a certain understanding too. We expect an account 

of computer thought, an account which relies on representations 

and computational states, to mirror and enable and explain the 

complexity we discover when we reflect on human thought. 

This study, then, is devoted to an exploration of what 

it would take to realize thoughts (specifically, propositional 

attitudes -- beliefs, hopes, desires, etc.) in a computer. Since 

such a realization appears possible only if thoughts are computa

tional states, this commits me to a certain view about these kinds 

of thoughts, a view we will call the computational theory of 

propositional attitudes (CTPA). (The champion of this view is 

Jerry Fodor.) This study involves a two-fold strategy: we will 

first consider the computational theory of propositional 
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attitudes, uncovering the theoretical entities which it posits. 

Then we will discuss each of these entities as they relate to 

computers, computer science, and the theory of computation. We 

want to know what processes and structures in a computer must play 

the role of the theoretical entities CTPA posits for human thought 

if the computer is itself"to have thoughts. Looked at another 

way, CTPA is a theory of propositional attitude thought which 

explicitly views this phenomenon as computational. So, from the 

point of view of CTPA, computers and humans are on a par. Hence 

computers ought to be able to have propositional attitudes. 

Exploring this possibility requires exploring the machine ana

logues of the theoretical entities posited by CTPA. The sorts of 

questions that will occupy us are: How are these analogues 

related to one another? Why are they the counterparts of the 

theoretical entities of CTPA, if they are? What is their role, 

if any, in computer thought? 

ing about thought in humans? 

And, what may we learn for theoriz-

I will spend the first part of this study on the computa-

tional theory of propositional attitudes and its analogous 

formulation for machines. Chapter 2 will be devoted to an 

adumbration of the theory itself and a proposal of the machine 

analogues. Then, in Chapters 3 and 4, I will consider, in turn, 

each machine analogue. Chapter 5 is devoted to philosophizing 

about thought. Here, I will ask "Suppose we implemented a program 



on a machine that realized the theory of propositional attitudes, 

would this machine be a thinking machine, would it have a mental 

life?" Many researchers in AI talk as if this question is 

uninteresting (see, for example, The Handbook of Artificial 

Intelligence, pp. 143- 144), and as if the only contribution AI 

has is making computers more useful, i.e., as if AI is only an 
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engineering discipline. But no AI researcher really believes this. 

Many researchers believe their computers can think, or at least 

that they will think in the near future. This means that there 

are implicit views prevalent among AI researchers as to what 

thought is, or what the correct account of thought is. And it is 

(as with any discipline) the philosopher's task to see to it that 

such implicit views are subjected to close analysis and scrutiny. 

We do a great disservice to ourselves and the cognitive sciences 

if we permit unexamined assumptions, confusion, or unclari.ty in 

our thinking about thought. 



CHAPTER 2 

FOUR PROBLEMS FOR A COMPUTATIONAL THEORY OF 

PROPOSITIONAL ATTITUDES 

2.1 Introduction 

The theory of propositional attitudes that we are concerned 

with--the computational theory of propositional attitudes--is 

actually not so much of a theory as a theory schema because it 

leaves certain fundamental questions unanswered. Before asking 

these questions, I want to discuss this account of propositional 

attitudes and then locate it within the philosophical space of 

theories of the mind by considering some alternative views of such 

thoughts and of minds. This will take us up through Section 2. 

In Section 2.4, I will attempt a list of the questions a theory like 

CTI (of propositional attitudes) should answer. 

2.2 Functionalism 

Propositional attitudes are thoughts; and quite common 

thoughts too, such as believing, hoping, pretending, realizing, 

doubting, supposing, and desiring. Thoughts like depression, 

anxiety, happiness, love and the like, are not (or not obviously) 

propositional attitudes and shall be excluded from this study. I 

have made the assumption, therefore, (in keeping with most 

10 
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philosophers who theorize about propositional attitudes) that these 

excluded kinds of thoughts are not cp.~sally necessary for propositi

onal attitudes and that theories of propositional attitudes need 

not advert to them. One may have all sorts of propositional atti

tudes even though unable to have any emotions. This "Spock 

Assumption" is made not only because it seems reasonable and nicely 

restricts the domain of the theory but also because there are no 

computational theories of emotions. So if we are to attempt computer 

thought, the subject matter has to be propositional attitudes and 

only propositional attitudes, at least for the present. 

A thought is a propositional attitude if it can be character

ized as a certain attitude towards (a rela~ion to) a mentally repre

sented proposition. For example, if Ralph believes that it is rain

ing, then the proposition "it is raining" describes the content of 

some mental representation of Ralph's, and the relation, or "atti

tude," that Ralph has to his mental representation is belief. The 

relation is what makes a given propositional attitude the attitude 

that it is. One goal within CTPA is to functionally specify the 

relation. In fact, functional specific~tion is crucial to this 

account. Hence, CTPA is a functionalist theory. 

Functionalism comes in more than one guise which we will 

see in the next section. For our purposes, though, we must assume 

a certain type of functionalism because, in CTPA, the relation is 

considered a type of computational relation. We will call this brand 
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of functionalism computational functionalism. It is not exactly 

clear what computational functionalism is, so let us start with 

functionalism broadly construed and (in this and the next section) 

work our way to a reasonable understanding. 

The slogan all functionalists seem to agree to is that what 

makes a certain mental state the mental state that it is is its func

tional role in the mental life of the organism. A mental state's 

functional role is usually taken to be its (abstract) causal role. 

For example, a mental state is a belief if it has such and such kind 

of causal relations to other mental states and it is a desire if it 

has so and so kind of causal relations. Up to this point, then, most 

functionalists agree. Beyond this point, however, there is consid

erable disagreement. 

We may distinguish between what I will call causal function

alism and computational functionalism. Though a significant portion 

of functionalists agree that functional role is causal role, com

putational functionalists believe that the illuminating, theoret

ically interesting, and psychologically important relations will 

be couched in computational terms using formal operations defined 

over some class of symbols, which operations proceed solely in virtue 

of the syntax of the symbols they are defined over. Causal func

tionalists deny this. I will use the words "functionalism" for the 

general, broad notion, "causal functionalism" for the 
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non-computional variety, and "computational functionalism" for the 

computational variety. Computational functionalism is the version 

I am mainly concerned to characterize. 

Computational functionalism is the view that what makes a 

mental state the mental state that it is, is its computational role 

in the subject's mental life. A mental state's computational role 

is defined in terms of its inputs, outputs, and computational 

relations to other mental states. Stating clearly what these com

putational relations are (beyond what I said above about formal 

operations, symbols, and syntax) has proven to be quite difficult. 

One attempt (initiated by Putnam [Putnam, 1960]) viewed computat

ional functionalism as Turing machine functionalism. Turing mac

hines are "abstract machines," mathematical constructs studied in 

the branch of mathematics called the theory of computation. Their 

inputs, outputs, and inter-state relations can be explicitly defined, 

so if mental states were Turing machine states, viewing computational 

functionalism as Turing machine functionalism would provide (at 

least theoretically) the definitions required for a computational 

theory of propositional attitudes. In particular, it would provide 

a definition of "computationally related" which would allow speci

fication of the computational relations definitive ~f belief, desire, 

and the other propositional atti~udes. 

Viewing computational functionalism as Turing machine func

tionalism looked promising until Block and Fodor published "What 
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Psychological States Are Not" (Block & Fodor, 1980). In this paper, 

Block and Fodor argued that our mental states cannot be placed in 

a one-to-one correspondence with the machine states of a Turing 

machine. This has the consequence that propositional attitudes are 

not Turing machine states. In spite of their paper, however, it 

continues to be widely accepted that the machinery of the theory 

of computation will figure significantly in specifying the relation 

between subject and representation. Hauge1and, for example, states: 

intelligent beings are semantic engines - in other words, 
automatic formal systems with interpretations under which 
they consistently make sense. (Mind Design, p. 31) 

by which he means that thinking beings are interestingly like Turing 

machines with the added feature that the formal system on which they 

operate admits of semantic interpretation. Apparently, the view 

Hauge1and and others have adopted is that humans (and other thinking 

things), qua thinkers, are computational machines of some sort 

(Turing machines, labeled Markov algorithm machines, Post production 

machines, etc., etc.), but that our mental states are not to be 

identified with the states of the machine(s) we realize. We will 

continue the discussion of this view, the role of the theory of 

computation in CTPA, and the relation in Chapter 4; for now I would 

just like to note that this reliance on the machinery of the theory 

of computation appears justified because this theory embodies our 

knowledge of computation and computational relations. If CTPA is 

to be computational then it must somehow specify the relation between 



subject and representation computationally. The only way we know 

how to do that is by using the theory of computation. 
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This concludes the preliminary discussion of both func

tionalism and computational functionalism. For now, we will content 

ourselves with saying that computational functionalism identifies 

mental states with computational states, that these states are 

somehow causally related and computationally related. What com

putational states are and what, "computationally related" means 

remains to be developed. Return to the example of Ralph and his 

belief that it is raining. This example illustrates two degrees 

of freedom in our account of propositional attitudes (Fodor, 1981). 

Along one "axis," we can alter the relation. So, Ralph may hope 

that it is raining or doubt that it is raining, etc. Along the 

other, orthogonal, "axis" (assuming, of course, that we hold the 

subject constant), we can alter the content. So, Ralph may believe 

that it is snowing, or that the wind is blowing, or that the weather 

is a boring subject, etc. Thus, according to the computational 

theory of propositional attitudes we are to suppose that propos

itional attitudes are thoughts characterized as relations between 

the subject wherein the thought is occurring and a representation 

having the propositional content of that thought, and that each 

propositional attitude, qua relation, is to be functionally 

characterized; that is, characterized by its role in the mental and 

behavioral life of the subject (Fodor, 1981, p. 11). 
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2.3 A Taxonomy of Theories of the Mind 

The computational theory of propositional attitudes (CTPA) 

is not the only theory on the market. In fact, it is not even the 

most widely held theory. Nevertheless, functionalism in some form 

dominates the philosophy of mind. 

A certain group of theories competing against CTPA can be 

seen, without too much distortion, as differing along two dimensions. 

Soma deny that there are propositional attitudes. Others deny that 

the relevant functionalism is in any way computational. One would 

expect, therefore, four general classes of competing theories of the 

mind. 

1a. Theories that countenance propositional attitudes and 

opt for computational functionalism. 

lb. Theories that countenance propositional attitudes but 

opt for non-computational functionalism (causal 

functionalism) • 

2a. 

2b. 

Theories that deny the existence of propositional atti-

tudes but opt for computational functionalism for 

whatever replaces propositional attitudes. 

Theories that deny the existence of propositional atti-

tudes and opt for a solely causal view of the functional 

relations between whatever replaces propositional atti

tudes. 
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It turns out, however, that there are no theories of the 2a. sort, 

though there certainly could be as we shall see. Lewis and Arwstrong 

have theories falling in the lb. category; Fodor, of course, falls 

into la.; and the Church lands are in the 2b. category. 

It would certainly be neat and orderly if this were the tax-

onomy of tunctionalist theories of the mind. Alas, the views of 

several prominent philosophers skew this classification scheme. 

Dennett is an obvious example (as is Dretske whom I will not dis-

cuss). A survey of most of these theories and views is in order. 

Of particular concern are the disagreements between CTPA and these 

other views, and how each rival view answe~s the question of com-

puter thought. I will start with the philosophers who appear to 

resist classification in the above taxonomy. 

2.3.1 An Introduction to Dennett's 
Intentional-System Theory 

The key notion in Dennett's philosophy of mind is that of 

an intentional system. Something is an intentional system if one 

can best explain and predict its behavior by ascribing rationalized 

psychological notions to it (Dennett, 1978, pp.237-238 and pp 4-7). 

Explaining and predicting th~s thing's behavior by ascribing these 

rationali~ed psychological notions to it is called adopting the 

intentional stance towards it (Dennett, 1978, pp 5-6). Dennett 

wishes to use rationalized psychological notions because he sees 

these as improvements on our ordinary psychological notions. Dennett 
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thinks our ordinary, folk psychology is riddled with incoherencies, 

that our notions of belief, desire, pain, sensation, etc., are all 

confused. He sees only failure if we try to explain/predict a sub-

ject's behavior by ascribing these notions to it because we cannot 

make consistent ascriptions. What is needed, according to Dennett, 

are well-behaved, coherent substitutes of our usual notions. He 

envisions using a normative theory of rationa1ity--one that uses 

game theory, decision theory, and 10gic--to produce the substitutes, 

and it is these he wishes to ascribe to subjects in adopting the 

intentional stance. Dennett, then, is an instrumentalist about 

these notions, and in particular, propositional attitudes. He says: 

Lingering doubts about whether [a] chess-playing computer 
really has beliefs and desires are misplaced; for the defi
nition of intentional systems I have given does not say that 
intentional systems really have beliefs and desires, but that 
one can explain and predict their behavior by ascribing 
beliefs and desires to them. (Dennett, 1978, p. 7) 

But apparently he is not an instrumentalist about some other types 

of mental states (or events): " ••. every mental event is some func-

tiona1, physical event or other ••. " (Dennett, 1978, p. xix), 

which, since he wishes to overthrow our folk psychology, must be the 

posited theoretical entities of some advanced psychology or neuro-

physiology. Dennett seems to think that these mental states will 

have no resemblance to anything in our current psychology. 

A good case can be made that Dennett's intentional system 

theory belongs in 2b. Being an instrumentalist, he needn't coun-

tenance propositional attitudes, but he does believe that every 
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mental state (the kinds of which we will presumably one day learn 

about) is some functional state. So he seems to be a causal func

tionalist about some sorts of mental states or events, but certainly 

not about propositional attitudes and the other notions from our 

folk psychology. The problem with Dennett, however, is that it is 

not clear what he is a functionalist about. Instrumentalists do 

not need to countenance any mental states. Whatever mental states 

Dennett does countenance, it is pretty clear that he is an instru

mentalist about all of our propositional attitudes, and about these 

he doesn't need to be a functionalist at all. So he is not to be 

placed in any category. Rather, he should receive his own cate

gory--the instrumentalist category. 

Qua instrumentalist, what impact does Dennett have on our 

project? He renders it moot •• Computers, when running various AI 

and other sophisticated software, are intentional systems and 

becoming more worthy of the intentional stance every year. Since 

that is all Dennett allows (even with respect to us), some computers 

already "think." So the question of computer thought is answered 

in the affirmative . with a yawn. Instrumentalism is not a 

very interesting thesis. We ought to give some other theory (like 

CTPA) a chance if only in the pursuit of intellectual excitement. 

But more importantly, instrumentalism does so much violence to our 

ontological intuitions that we should pursue some other thesis. 
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The above discussion gives the view we should take towards 

Dennett insofar as he is an instrumentalist. However, in the above 

discussion, complete instrumentalism was farced on Dennett. He does 

countenance mental states and we should take his instrumentalist-

functionalist position seriously. How can we do this? 

According to Stich, Dennett is an eliminative materialist 

(Stich, 1982, p. 44); a claim Dennett doesn't deny (Dennett, 1982). 

The reconciliation of Dennett's instrumentalism and his functionalism 

is found here. Stich claims that Dennett's intentional system sub-

stitutes of our ordinary psychological notions are to support the 

psychological sciences, but, more importantly, to insulate "our moral 

view from the threat posed by a scientific psychology" and sustain 

"our vision of ourselves as persons" (Stich, 1982, p. 47). On this 

latter point Stich says: 

We can now see one of the principal virtues of Dennett's 
instrumentalism about intentional systems. Since describing 
an object as an intentional system entails nothing whatever 
about either the physico-chemical nature or the functional 
design of the mechanism that causes the object's behavior, 
neither neurophysiology nor "sub-personal cognitive psychology" 
(which studies the functional organization or program of the 
organism) could possibly show that the object was not an 
intentional system. Thus if beliefs and desires (or some 
respectable [substitutions]) can be characterized in terms of 
intentional system theory. we need have no fear that advances 
in psychology or brain acience might establish that people do 
not really have beliefs and desires. So the viability of our 
conceptual scheme of moral agents" is sustained, in this 
quarter at least. (Stidl, 1982, p. 46) 

So Dennett is an instrumentalist partially in order to provide well-

behaved psychological notions for science but, more importantly, to 
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insulate our moral views of ourselves from the onslaught of science. 

He is a functionalist about whatever mental kinds a future, complete, 

bottom-up, eliminative materialist strategy provides. Thus Dennett's 

instrumentalism can be seen,.r think, not as his theory of mind, 

which apparently is eliminative materialist, but as his theory of 

persons which is a theory of humans (or any other creature satisfying 

the conditions of personhood) qua moral/rational agents. Such a 

theory, apparently, would motivate and explain our conception of 

ouselves as moral/rational agents and would analyze the relationship 

"between our vision of ourelves as responsible, free, rational 

agents, and our vision of ourselves as complex parts of the physical 

world of science" (Dennett, 1978, p. x). We perhaps need such a 

theory, but it certainly doesn't'concern us here. So, finally, 

Dennett can reasonably be placed in 2b, r think, because this is 

the category for eliminative materialists, among others. Let's 

now consider this category along with category 2a in some detail. 

2.3.2 Functional Theories that Deny the 
Existence of Propositional Attitudes 

Some philosophers deny the existence of propositional 

attitudes because they think that "our common-sense conception of 

psychological phenomena constitutes a radically false theory" 

(Churchland, 1981). These philosophers throw out our entire folk 

psychology and the modern cognitive psychology built on it. Not 

only are there no propositiona~ attitudes, but there are no 
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sensations or emotions. We've got it all wrong. Our current psycho

logical notions are like ancient alchemical notions or aboriginal 

notions concerning the physical universe. They are grossly erroneous 

and will simply be displaced by a future psychology that will be 

built, bottom-up, from a future, more advanced·, neuroscience just 

as alchemical notions were displaced by a sophisticated physical 

chemistry and aboriginal animism by meteorology, geology, physics, 

and astronomy. 

Philosophers of this ilk are eliminative materialists. They 

look to neuroscience to provide us with the concepts and models for 

our future psychology. Though every functionalist agrees that the 

psychology in our future will be different from our current folk 

psychology, almost no functionalist believes that our intuitive 

notions are radically wrong. I say "almost no functionalist" because 

the Church lands themselves are functionalists (Churchland & 

Churchland, 1982). 

It turns out that functionalism is compatible with elimi

native materialism. In particular, both causal and computational 

functionalism are compatible with it. Causal functionalism is 

compatible with eliminative materialism because causal functionalism 

is not committed to any view about what the constituents of our 

functional organization are. The causal elements that are func

tionally organized could be those discovered by a future neuro

science and not those postulated by our current psychological 
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sciences. But more importantly, considering our purposes, compu

tational functionalism is compatible with eliminative materialism, 

and for the same reason. A pure, computational functionalist is 

not committed to any particular psychological catologue, but insists 

only that othe relata of the functional relations have some certain 

computationally efficacious syntax, for it is via this syntax or 

shape that the computations aOre carried out. Conceivably, a future 

neuroscience might provide us with such relata. 

Note that an eliminative materialist that is a computational 

functionalist must admit two of the major elements in CTPA, namely, 

representations and content. As oa computationalist, he must coun

tenance mental structures over which the computations are defined. 

This computationally efficacious syntax just is the computational 

reflection of the content or information these structures contain. 

Hence he must countenance content. Furthermore, such structures 

just are (mental) representations because representations are, by 

definition, the informational structures that allow for the compu

tational manipulation of content. What the (computationally in

clined) eliminative materialist will insist on, though, is that 

these representations are not involved in any way with such things 

as beliefs, desires, hopes, and feelings because there simply are 

no such things. Note also that a computationally inclined elimi

native materialist would fit into category 2a above. So, the 

eliminative materialist can be a functionalist, in particular, a 
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computational functionalist. This means that the eliminative 

materialist can be perfectly optimistic about computer thought, 

readily admitting that if a completed neuroscience provides compu

tationally viable models, these same models could be realized on a 

digital computer so that it too could have "thoughts" (though, of 

course, it wouldn't have propositional attitudes as we currently 

understand them). 

There is another computational view which fits into categ?ry 

2a. This view sees the eliminative materialist as having confused 

allegiances. This position is eliminative computationalism and looks 

not to neuroscience but to computer scienc~ for the proper elements, 

mechanisms, and models of our mental life. An elimin~tive computa

tiona list believes human thought is best studied from a computational 

perspective. There are no propositional attitudes (or any other 

kind of thought from our folk psychology), only programs and 

representations (inputs, outputs, processes, and data structures). 

An eliminative computationalist, then, can view current AI programs 

as primitive precursors of more sophisticated programs which will 

one day exhibit the computational organization of humans. To such 

a person, the question of computer thought is moot. There is merely 

a continuum from one's checkbook calculator to humans. None of them 

have beliefs, but all of them process information via formal ope

rations defined over symbols. It is just a matter of time before 

computers computationally equivalent to humans are produced. At 
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such time, humans (Homo computatis) will be seen to be of the same 

genus as these computers (Mechano computatis). Are there any 

eliminative computationalists? I think there are. AI researchers 

are eliminative computationalists, on one interpretation. 

A striking feature of the AI literature is the cavalier 

manner with which the words denoting the propositional attitudes 

are used. It seems plausible that AI researchers have a purely 

pragmatic attitude towards the use of the propositional attitude 

idiom. This attitude derives in part from this idiom's ease of 

use. Having learned to talk and think in it, we are quite facile 

in using it. Furthermore, computer science hasn't (yet) provided 

us any substitute idiom with which to work. What terms and expr

essions that have been provided are cumbersome when used for des

cribing the sophisticated AI software, and not up to the task of 

explaining the apparently complicated inner workings of our minds. 

Beyond this, their pragmatism also fosters an attitude that beliefs, 

hopes, desires, etc., are really anything they want them to be. 

In point of fact, there really are no such things; researchers and 

theorists are free to use the terms almost any way they deem fit. 

Evidence for this is that AI researchers do not use the proposi

tional idiom consistently. They don't even attempt to capture our 

ordinary notions of belief, desire, etc., and they certainly do 

not attempt to provide us with clarifications of the terms of the 

idiom. So, they must be using the idiom only for convenience. 
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They do not really believe that there are beliefs and desires. 

Computer science will provide us (and is providing us) with the 

real elements and constituents of our mental life. It seems to me, 

therefore, that the eliminative computationalists in the world 

are AI researchers. 

Finally, I would like to point out that the computational 

theory of propositional attitudes is incompatible with both elim

inative materialism and eliminative computationalism but not because 

of its computational functionalism; rather, because of the theo

retical and ontological status it accords propositional attitudes. 

There is an eliminative materialist variation that deserves 

mention here. Though we don't have propositional attitudes, etc. 

(so the story goes), these notions might be intrinsically coherent 

and interesting enough to warrant special treatment. Suppose that 

the special treatment comes from an advanced computer science. 

Specifically, suppose that some clever, future computer scientist 

devises computationally viable models for propositional attitudes 

and then programs these into robots or computers. It would then 

turn out that the only creatures on our planet that had beliefs, 

etc., would be the C3PO'S, HAL'S, and R2D2'S. Varying the varia

tion: it is not impossible that though the (2b sort of) eliminative 

materialist might be right about us, virtually the only way to 

realize computer thought is by programming for propositional att-

itudes. That is, the models a completed human neuroscience 
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produces might not be computational at all. Which is to say, humans 

might not be computational engines in any interesting sense. But 

computers are computational engines and, as the Fates might have 

it, propositional attitudes might be the only mental kinds readily 

available that are computationally realizable and so implementing 

them might be the only way to achieve computer thought. 

Though eliminativist positions are not without some appeal, 

especially eliminative computationalism, they all suffer from a kind 

of defeatism: we are currently very confused, and trying to do psy

chology in this state is parochial and mildly pathethic. But such 

defeatism is both intellectually expensive and really quite impos

sible to maintain. Consider the expense. We can be eliminativists 

(of the materialist or computationalist sort discussed above) but 

at the expense of putting off both the enterprise of computer thought 

and the study of human thought. Both eliminativists, remember, 

are going to wait for some future, well-developed science to provide 

the models with which to study thought. This could be a long wait. 

We don't have anything approaching a completed neuroscience nor a 

completed computer science. And, remembering the second eliminative 

materialist variation above, waiting for the models of a future 

neuroscience might postpone forever any attempt to program computers 

to think because the discovered models might not be computationally 

viable. So if we want to study thought today, especially computer 
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thought, we certainly ought to study propositional attitutudes, 

and, try to implement them. 

But really, all these arguments from expense are quite beside 

the point. We can do nothing else but study propositional attitudes; 

after all, CTPA is currently the theory with the most explanatory 

power, it is currently the best positive candidate. The only way 

we have of finding the best possible theory is through it. We simply 

must use it to get to a completed, future psychology even an elimina-

tivist one. Moreover, science proceeds best by letting everyone 

play. We should, therefore, press ahead just as should the neuro-

scientists. 

Whatever the future holds, implementing propositional 

attitudes in our computers is a worthwhile endeavor. One way of 

viewing this study, then, is as a prologomenon to such a programming 

project because we will explore the elements of a computational 

theory of propositional attitudes that we would need detailed designs 

of and implementation strategies for were we to begin programming 

our machines to have such attitudes. 

2.3.3 Causal Functionalism and 
Propositional Attitudes 

As we are construing the thesis, causal functionalism denies 

that computations are constitutive of attitudes. Beliefs, for 

example, are not computational states. They are only causal states, 

or causally specified states. Causal functionalists believe that 
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mental states are nothing but physical states of the central nervous 

system. The causal mechanisms such states exhibit are the mecha

nisms of theoretical importance and will be discovered by neuro

physiologists. These causal mechanisms will allow us to functionally 

specify the physical states as to what mental state they are. 

This view of causal functionalism allows for two different 

interpretations. One way sees causal functionalism as supporting 

type physicalism which is the view that each thought type is a 

certain physical type. So construed, this causal functionalism 

seeks to define causal role in terms of types of neural states. 

The other way sees causal functionalism as compatible with token 

physicalism (which is the barest denial of dualism), incompatible 

with type physicalism, and relying on the abstract causal role of 

mental states to be constitutive of which mental state they are. 

(No causal functionalist has, to my knowledge, explicitly denied 

computational functionalism. Instead, they argue for their particular 

theory which is usually a version of one of the above two inter

pretations. When they argue against a particular theory it is 

usually the other of the two interpretations.) According to Block 

(1980, pp. 179-181), the first interpretation is the view of Lewis 

and Armstrong, among others. The second view is often touted as the 

definition of (general) functionalism (see e.g., Block, 1980; 

Church land , 1982; Dennett, 1982a). It turns out that only by 

maintaining the first view can one maintain a view that is strictly 
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non-computational. But this view faces serious problems raised by 

Block and others (Block, 1980, p. 180). 

As Block points out, Lewis and Armstrong claim that e.g., 

desire is the physical state type with such and such causal role, 

though the types might vary from organism to organism, person to 

person, etc. (Block, 1980). To illustrate, a version of the argument 

Lewis uses goes: desire is the occupant of causal role R, neural 

state N is the occupant of causal role R, so desire is neural state 

N (Lewis, 1980). What desires have in common in virtue of which 

they are desires is their physical nature which is some causal role. 

So, for Lewis et a1., neural state types are mental s~ate types. 

This identity insures the truth of type physicalism, and neural state 

types are where we should look when seeking causal roles. Causal 

roles, then, are those roles played by neural state types. Such 

roles are, therefore, not likely to be computational roles at all, 

or if they are this is unessential coincidence. 

However, Block argues that Lewis and other causAl function

alists of his variety are, in fact, committed to the view that what 

makes a certain propositional attitude the propositional attitude 

that it is, is its causal role only. W~ can disregard the type of 

physical nature of the object under investigation. What e.g. desires 

have in common in virtue of which they are desires is only their 

causal role and not any type of physical structure (Block, 1980, 

p. 180). Block then points out that this pOSition is antithetical 
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to type physicalism because it allows different physical substances 

to realize the same thought types, something which type physicalism 

disallows. Thus the first interpretation collapse.s into the second. 

I think that another way of understanding Block's objection 

is that Lewis is equivocating on the term "causal role" in his arg

ument above. In order to make to first premise true "causal role" 

must mean "abstract causal role," but in order to make the second 

premise true "causal role" must mean "neurophysical causal role." 

"Abstract causal role" is not "neurophysica1 causal role" because 

thoughts of different thinkers can share the former but not the 

latter. The conclusion here is different (the argument is unsound), 

but the effect is the same: the first interpretation cannot be 

maintained. What then of the second interpretation? First, it 

appears to be compatible with computational functionalism because 

abstract causal roles are, likely, compatible with computational 

roles. Second, though Block doesn't say so, the version of causal 

functionalism in the second interpretation is an abstraction from 

the notion Lewis, etc. have because it allows that the very same 

causal roles can be realized in a variety of creatures from Mar

tians to ghosts. It is coarse-grained enough to allow a variety 

of creatures to have the same kinds of mental states, a necessary 

condition of computer thought and a view we should try to preserve 

·here. The notion Lewis etc. have, on the other hand, is as fine

grained as physical type (see Fields, and Fields and Cummins for 
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a serious new proposal on the notion of physical type). Since 

Martians and ghosts are presumably not of the same physical type 

(or if they are, then consider humans and ghosts), it follows that 

they cannot realize the same causal roles, with the consequence 

that they cannot have the same types of mental states (but see 

Fields, and Fields and Cummins). 

But what if someone wanted to be stubborn and insist that 

abstract causal roles will not be computational in any sense, and, 

in fact, will be incompatible with computationalism. There are two 

points to be made with respect to this position. First, the claim 

cannot be sustained for computers. The abstract causal roles of 

their states will most certainly be compatible with their states' 

computational roles. The second point concerns humans. It seems to 

me that any abstract causal specification of human thought could be 

naturally rendered as an effective procedure (especially if it is 

to be as abstract as, e.g., Fodor seems to demand). At the very 

least, we could take a Humean approach to these causal specifications 

and render the resulting constant conjunctions as rules. Church's 

Thesis, then, guarantees us that we will be able to build Turing 

characterizable machines realizing these rules. We could even 

implement these rules on a computer. None of this means that the 

computer would have thoughts, but it does mean, I think, that even 

where humans are concerned, abstract causal roles are compatible 
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with computationalism. It appears, then, that the only viable 

causal functionalism is compatible with computational functionalism. 

This concludes our survey of some of the theories competing 

with CTPA. The main difficulties are disagreements as to what mental 

states are and what exactly functionalism is. Interestingly, no one 

need deny that computers can, or will be able to, think. What then 

is the status of CTPA? Though it is an open question as to which 

view is the best theory of the mind, it is clear that CTPA wins if 

the contest is couched in terms of realizing computer thought in the 

near (or maybe not so near) future. As far as computer thought is 

concerned, CTPA has everything going for it: it opts for computa

tional functionalism, it posits computationally well-behaved entities 

(representations), it is compatible with causal functionalism, and 

it provides a rich collection of mental entities with which to 

work. The real advantage, though, is that CTPA has an account of 

thought. The member theories of the other classes do not. 

2.4. The Four Problems 

Recall the example of Section 1. There, Ralph had the belief 

that it is raining. We said that this thought was a certain func

tional relation between Ralph and one of his mental representations 

having the content "it is raining." Also, we noted CTPA's two 

degrees of freedom: content and relation. Within these two degrees 

of freedom CTPA claims to have all the latitude required for 
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constructing a computational theory of the mind. Relations between 

computational states constitute the attitudes and computational 

representations are the vehicles of content. It might appear that 

these two dimensions are the sole elements of CTPA, but actually, 

there are four elements: the representation, the subject, the 

relation between the two, and the content of the representation. 

In the example, Ralph is the subject, "it is raining" is the pro

positional content of the representation, the representation is 

some mental informational structure, and the relation between Ralph 

and this representation is the one definitive of belief. 

As I stated at the beginning, the computational theory of 

propositional attitudes leaves certain fundamental questions un

answered with the consequence that it is not really a theory at 

all, but a theory schema. These questions, of course, deal with 

CTPA's four elements. 

1) What is it to (mentally) represent? 

2) What is a (mental) representation? 

3) What makes a given propositional attitude the proposi

tional attitude that it is? 

4) Is having propositional attitudes having a mind? 

(There is, of course, the question of whether the theory is true. 

Any success implementing propositional attitudes on a computer must 

be seen as supporting CTPA since a consequence of CTPA is that such 

implementation is possible. However, a more informed decision 
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regarding CTPA must await the empirical investigation of psycholo

gists and computer scientists.) 

I do not think that each question is univocal, rather I 

think that each question should be viewed as being at the center 

of a cluster of concerns regarding each of the four elements: 

representation, content, relation, and subject. 

Question 1 is about content. What is it to represent? What 

is it to have propositional content? Are there other kinds of 

content represented in the mind? Is propositional content basic? 

Do representations have content solely in virtue of being infor

mation stores or is something else required? In virtue of what 

does a given representation represent x but not y? 

Question 2 is about the representation. How alike are mental 

representations and the data structures and representation systems 

used in computer science and artificial intelligence? Are several 

kinds of representations required to realize the full range of 

propositional attitudes or will one kind do? In trying to realize 

computer thought, will any representation do or must we try to 

emulate our human representational formalisms (assuming, of course, 

we have such)? 

Question 3 concerns the attitude or relation. What distin

guishes, functionally speaking, a belief from a desire? Are some 

propositional attitudes (e.g. belief and desire) basic in the sense 

that the other are built out of them? If so, what is it about the 
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basic ones that makes them basic? Are the kinds of propositional 

attitudes limited in principle? Are the kinds of computational 

states limited in principal? We often know that we believe some

thing rather than s say, hope it. Does this mean that the relations 

themselves are represented? If so, then we are confronted with an 

interesting (though probably not formidable) obstacle to implementing 

computer thought. Computers operate on data. Their computational 

states are realized when they do their computing and are not data 

at all. If a computer is parsing "the cat ate the mouse" or adding 

2 and 2, it has access to "the cat ate the mouse" and 2. But it 

doesn't standardly have access to the information that it is parsing 

or adding. This is probably nothing more than a design problem, 

but it will have to be dealt with (assuming we want to, for, another 

question is why on earth would a computer need such information? 

Why do we?) 

Also, in a computer different computational states are 

closely tied to what data are being processed and what the context 

of the data is. The fact that a computer is parsing depends partly 

on what operations it is performing and partly on what data it is 

operating on. If numbers were all that its representations repre

sented, we would not be very inclined to call what it was doing 

parsing regardless of what operations it was performing. In fact, 

if its representations only represented numbers, it couldn't do 

some operations (or, rather, the operations wouldn't have their 
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standard interpretations) and so couldn't be (or wouldn't be inter

preted as) parsing. (This important pOint will emerge again in 

Chapter 3.) So, some computational relations depend, in part, on 

what content the representations have. Could this be true for the 

functional relations definitive of propositional attitudes? It 

seems not because, as noted above, content is orthogonal to the 

relation. It seems that for any proposition, we can entertain any 

propositional attitude towards it. This antinomy will have to be 

resolved in order to be able to specify the identity conditions 

for propositional attitudes. 

Lastly, Question 4 addresses the complex issue of being a 

creature with a mental life. Will implementing propositional 

attitudes provide a machine with a mental life? Will it, for ex-

ample, provide a computer with the sort of complex inner life we 

note in ourselves and that will satisfy the intuition we noted in 

the introduction that thought, as opposed to mere processing, should 

be complex, rich, and variegated? Would a machine with propositional 

attitudes pass Nagel's Test (Nagel, 1974), i.e., would there be 

something it is like to be that machine in the way that there is 

something it is like to be you, me, or a vampire bat? Is there 

something it is like to be a computer even today when it is running, 

for example, some story understanding program or a statistics pro

gram? What are the identity conditions for a subject with propo

sitional attitudes? Suppose that a certain computer has 
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housing the computer? 
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We need to be able to say something about each of these ques

tions and concerns. The rest of this study tries to do so. 

Finally, we can list the machine analogues of the four 

elements of CTPA. Data structures are the analogues of represen

tations, the computer is the subject, content is content (whatever 

that is), and the functional relations (or idealizations thereof) 

that characterize a human as, e.g., believing that p should also 

so characterize a computer. 



CHAPTER 3 

SEMANTICS AND MENTAL REPRESENTATION 

3.1 Introduction 

This chapter is about representations and their content--

both Questions 1) and 2). 

1) What is it to (mentally) represent? 

2) What is a (mental) representation? 

It is reasonable to treat these questions together because 

representations are the bearers of content, and content is realized 

in representations. 

CTPA implies that computers can have propositional attitudes. 

More strongly put: CTPA implies that anything that computes can have 

propositional attitudes. Since computers can only compute, if they 

can have propOSitional attitudes, will CTPA will be a favored theory 

among the competing theories of mind? Establishing that computers 

can have propositional attitudes of the type required by standard 

CTPA requires establishing that computers can have representations 

and that they can have the appropriate computational relations 

involving representations. It is uncontentious that computers can 

store and manipulate data, and so it is widely assumed (in AI at 

least) that computers currently have representations, though this 
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claim is, in fact, more contentious. That computers can currently 

represent in a manner adequate for having propositional attitudes 

is very contentious, especially for advocates of CTPA like Fodor who 

think that correct kinds of causal connections to the world are nec

essary for semantic or representational content--connections that 

are currently unavailable to computers most part (Fodor, 1980). In 

this chapter I shall argue for this latter claim, the claim that 

computers currently have representations adequate for having propo

sitional attitudes. This will be tantamount to answering both 

Questions 1 and 2. My answer to Question 1 will not coincide with 

the view most often propounded by advocates of CTPA: I shall argue 

for an attributivist view of semantics (intentionality) rather 

than a causal one. My answer to Question 2 is much less contro

versial since current answers to it in AI seem headed in the right 

direction. 

I need to point out here that I draw a sharp distinction 

between intelligence and thought: thoughts are at bottom computa

tions which can be more or less intelligent. Thought is not suf

ficient for intelligence and, given the definition of propositional 

attitudes in CTPA, it may be that a computer (or some other subject) 

could be intelligent without having the representations or compu

tational relations requisite for thought. Thus, intelligence may 
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not, it seems, imply thought. 1 Intelligent thought certainly is 

more useful than mere thought, and intelligent thought, not thought 

simpliciter is (or should be) the ultimate goal of AI research. 2 

Accordingly, then, I am interested not only in computer thought 

but in intelligent computer thought. And, though I think current 

representational formalisms in AI are adequate for implementing 

propositional attitudes, I do not think that current representational 

formalisms are adequate for implementing intelligent computer 

thought. This will be discussed in Section 3.3. 

In Section 3.2, I will explore the field of representation 

in artificial intelligence and examine some of the more prevalent 

types of representations. Finally in Section 3.4, I will discuss 

Question 1 and attributive semantics. 

3.2 Representation in Computers 

AI researchers ~ interested in Question 1, but, an 

afternoon spent perusing the AI literature reveals that AI resear-

chers are primarily interested in Question 2: they engage consi-

derable resourses exploring the issues surrounding representational 

formalisms (c.f. Bobrow & Collins, 1975). In AI, asking what a 

lNotice that intelligence but not thought comes in degrees. 
Thus one either has thoughts or not, but one can be more or less 
intelligent. 

2 I do not think it is going too far to claim that some AI 
researchers think that intelligence does imply thought. Others, the 
e1iminativists, think that intelligent computations are all that we 
are going to get: thought will be eliminated in favor of intelligence. 
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representation is is asking what a representation looks like, for

mally speaking. 

The subject of representation, representational formalisms, 

and their appropriate interpretive procedures is called knowledge 

representation. It is the most active area of research in artificial 

intelligence (Barr & Feigenbaum, 1981, p. 144), and cuts across the 

domains of computer vision, natural language understanding, and de

cision making. The term "knowledge representation" is used not 

only to denote the area of study but also the subject studied, viz. 

representation of knowledge. Because our goal is exploring the 

hypothesis that computers can have propositional attitudes, all AI 

research on representation is potentially useful to us. In par

ticular, I will argue, we may view knowledge representations as 

being structures sufficient for thought, i.e., knowledge represen

tations can play the role of mental representations posited in 

CTPA. First, I discuss data structures to provide background 

understanding of the subject of storing information in a computer. 

In Section 3.2.2, I present some needed definitions and discuss five 

prevalent types of formalisms for knowledge representation. Then 

in Section 3.2.3 I will discuss a functional definition of knowledge 

representations. 

3.2.1 Data Structures 

As I said at the end of Chapter 1, data structures are the 

machine analogues of representations. A data structure type is a 
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method for organizing and structuring data, that is, information. 

The basic component of a data structure is the variable. Think of 

a variable as a box--with a name on it so it can be referred to--that 

can contclin values of some particular kind. The type of which a 

given variable is a token is called that variable's data type. The 

data type of a particular variable determines the set of ya1ues it 

may assume and the operations that may be performed on it. LISTS, 

INTEGERS (1, 2, ••• ), and REALS (1.0, 2.0 ••. ), are examples of data 

types. So, a variable has a name, a value (possibly), and a type. 

Because variables with values represent information in a computer, 

a data structure can be thought of as a collection of variables, 

possibly of several different data types. 

This definition is incomplete, however. Consider a phone 

book. A phone book is a type of data structure called an array. 

If we put all the names and phone numbers in your phone book on a 

disc for your personal home computer, we would create a 2 by n array, 

where n is the number of names in your phone book. We could then 

write a little program that took a person's name as input and 

returned that person's phone number as output, thereby saving you 

the trouble of having to look up names and phone numbers (though 

typing in all the names and phone numbers of the people in your 

community would be less than pleasant). Such a system is what the 

"directory assistance" people have. There are other operations 

besides retrieving information for which you would write programs. 
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To add a name and phone number, you could just insert it in the 

appropriate place maintaining the alphabetized ordering. To remove 

a name and phone number, you need only go to its location in the 

array and delete it. 3 

We can see from this example that a data structure is not 

merely a collection of information. It is an ordered collection of 

information. Each individual piece of information, each datum, 

must have some specified relationship to the other pieces of infor-

mation in the data structure. The information in your phone book 

exhibits this characteristic: it is alphabetized. It is this rela-

tionship between data elements that enables a data structure to be 

used for adding, retrieving, and manipulating information. Alpha-

betized phone books are more useful than unordered lists of names, 

and if the information in your phone book is jumbled enough so 

that names are not pai.red with (located next to) their correct 

phone number, your phone book and all its information is useless--

indeed, it ceases to contain any information (though it does rep-

resent things, viz. people and numbers). 

The structure of the information in a data structure is ach-

ieved by defining an ordering function over the information. The 

order is maintained by coupling with the ordering function a certain 

set of functions for adding, deleting, and retrieving information. 

3This is not exactly correct. In some languages, like FORTRAN, 
inserting and deleting are not this easy. However, these details 
have no consequence here. 
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Thus a data structure can be defined as an ordered triple: a set 

of data (i.e., symbols assumed to have some user-defined interpre

tation), an ordering function that structures the data, and a set 

of functions for adding, deleting, and retrieving information. 

In the above example of an array (the phone book example), 

the ordering function structures information by mapping it into the 

natural numbers. The operations for inserting, deleting, and re

trieving names and phone numbers allow the names and numbers to be 

accessed anywhere in the array. A stack is another kind of 

sequential ordering that structures information by age; the oldest 

information is always at the "bottom" and the youngest is at the 

"top". In a stack, the first element added must be the last element 

deleted. The individual data element of a stack that is standardly 

of interest is the youngest, so information may be added, deleted, 

or retrieved only at its "top." A stack of dinner plates or poker 

chips (though not data structures) are examples. Another kind of 

sequential data structure that orders information by age is a queue. 

In a queue, information must be added to one end and deleted from 

the other; the first element added is the first element deleted. 

A ticket line is an illustration of a queue. 

From the infinitely many possible data structures arrays, 

stacks, queues, etc. are the ones computer scientists concern them

selves with because they are the ones worth implementing, i.e., the 

implementation of which proves both feasible and useful. 
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AI researchers always speak of the knowledge a computer would 

need in order to do intelligent processing such as understanding 

natural language and reasoning (Barr & Feigenbaum, 1981, p. 143). 

In order to put knowledge into a computer, it needs to be couched 

in some formalism, the implementation of which enables the computer 

to do intelligent processing. This is because processing is the 

execution of an algorithm and algorithms are defined over shapes, 

that is, the formal features of the information/knowledge. The 

important assumption in the field of knowledge representation, 

therefore, is that intelligent behavior, behavior that depends on 

knowledge, results from such representational states (Brachman & 

Smith, 1980, p. 4). 

To a philosopher, the use of the word "knowledge" throughout 

the subject of knowledge representation and the field of artificial 

intelligence must seem a little loose. In particular, knowing that 

p does not, for an AI scientist, imply that p is true or justified 

(let alone immune to Gettier-type counter-examples). Nor does it 

imply the existence of propositional attitudes in the subject. 4 The 

term "knowledge" is used rather more or less as it is in cognitive 

4When I put ~ knowledge in a computer, it is knowledge (and 
not just *knowledge, see below), but it is not the computer's know
ledge; it doesn't know. 
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psychology, viz., knowledge is information available for solving 

problems. Thus "knowledge," "knowledge representation," etc., are 

best viewed as technical terms of AI. As a working understanding, 

a knowledge representation is a data structure that enables ~!tel-

1igent behavior. S From now on, I shall use the term "*know1edge" 

whenever I intend the technical meaning as used in AI.6 An under-

standing of the kinds of structures *know1edge representations are 

will facilitate discussion of this functional definition, so I 

will postpone this discussion until after I have presented the 

standard types of *know1edge representations. 

In order to facilitate our survey of these types, it will 

be useful to introduce three definitions at this point. 

1) *know1edge representation scheme: a formalism that 

specifies how information (*know1edge) is to be rep 

resented for problem solving; a scheme with a set of 

primitives and a set of operations or functions for 

adding, deleting, retrieving, and ordering information 

is a data structure type. 

2) *know1edge representation system: a computer program that 

implements a *know1edge representation scheme, i.e., a 

SThis isn't much, but it isn't empty either. It is, in fact, 
a functional definition such as that for belief: a belief is infor
mation available for inferencing. 

6The use of this term was suggested by Rob Cummins; c.f. his 
use of *cognition in NPE. 
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program that 1) creates the data structures and 2) pro

vides utilities that allow access and alteration. 

3) a *knowledge representation: some specific information, 

such as "Socrates is a philosopher," stored in a c.omputer 

by using a system; the information will, in virtue of 

being implemented by the system, conform to a scheme. 

To put *knowledge into a computer, one decides on a scheme, 

devises a method of implementing the scheme (i.e. devises a sys

tem), then uses the system to represent specific pieces of infor

mation, or specific pieces of *knowledge. This last task will result 

in a *knowledge representation that represents the fact that, e.g., 

Socrates is a philosopher. The central problem in *knowledge rep

resentation is developing useful (complete, appropriate, correct) 

*knowledge representation schemes. 

3.2.2.1 Some Types of *Knowledge Representation Schemes 

The more important types of *knowledge representation schemes 

are the predicate calculus, semantic nets, production systems, 

frames, and scripts. It is variations of these that dominate current 

representation research. 

3.2.2.1.1 Logic Schemes 

*Knowledge representation schemes that are based on logical 

notation of one type or another are fairly common. The most com

monly picked notations are those devised for the first order 
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predicate calculus. Others are those devised for fuzzy logic (Zadeh, 

1965, 1971) higher order logics, especially second order logics, 

and modal logic. It is no accident that logic receives a lot of 

attention in AI. The predicate calculus especially is easy to 

implement and a logic system together with standard algorithms 

for deduction result in a representation system with inference-making 

abilities. Predicate calculus representation systems have the 

advantage that we know a lot about their properties (e.g. comp-

leteness, etc.) and about how to manipulate the token representations 

of the system to implement, e.g., inference making (trees, natural 

deduction, axioms and rules, etc.). That is, we have inference 

modeling algorithms already defined on this formalism. As an 

example, "all philosophers are smart" would be represented something 

like: 

(x) (philosopher x -) smart x) 

or 

(for-all x (if (philosopher x) then (smart x))).7 

Using such a scheme, all of the information represented in a computer 

would be represented in a programming language rendition of the 

corresponding statements in the predicate calculus. The *knowledge 

a computer had could be given by a list of such renditions. 

7Tbe system contains instructions to create in the machine 
states that will have formal properties isomorphic to those of the 
written tokens. 
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3.2.2.1.2 Semantic Nets 

Semantic nets (first developed by Quillian [1968]) for 

the representation of the semantics of sentences) are graphical 

representations composed of nodes connected by directed arcs just 

as are the graphs studied in graph theory. In spite of their name, 

.semantic nets are a general-purpose representational formalism. 

They are not used only for representing the semantics of sentences. 

The name, however, is common parlance and I shall sometimes adhere 

to tradition and call such networks "semantic nets" though I will 

simply use "nets" most often. As an example, "Socrates is a phi1-

osopher" could be represented by the following 
graph: 

Socrates is-a philosopher. 

"Socrates" and "philosopher" are names of nodes and "is-a" is the 

name of the arc connecting them. "All philosophers are smart" could 

be represented as: 

philosopher have-prop smart 

quantity 

all 

Putting the above two nets together, we would have 
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Socrates is-a philosopher have-prop smart 

quant 

all 

from which a computer could readily derive the proposition that Soc

rates is smart. This method of deduction uses the inheritance 

property of semantic nets. Nodes connected by certain types of 

arcs (e.g. "is-a" arcs) inherit the properties of nodes to which 

they are connected. Of course, this inheritance property can be 

captured in predicate calculus representation systems too. 

Unlike the predicate calculus, however, semantic nets have 

no formal semantics. That is, there is no agreed-upon method for 

interpreting a given semantic net. This, however, does not mean 

that there is a lot of confusion about the meanings of nets. They 

almost always, and quite naturally, acquire their meanings from 

English (or whatever natural language is being used). In fact, it 

is not stretching the notion of semantic nets too far to view them 

as merely orthographically different renditions of English sentences. 

By contrast, statements in the first order predicate calculus cannot 

be so viewed. In fact, it is quite controversial whether it is 

possible to capture the meaning of any English sentence using the 

predicate calculus. 
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This lack of a formal semantics probably helps explain the 

popularity of semantic nets, for it gives them a certain flexibility 

in that it gives researchers who use them tremendous flexibility in 

labeling the nodes and arcs (Find1er, 1979). This flexibility is 

also the source of a lot of debate because it allows arguments to 

flourish over which semantic net system is the best (Brachman, 1979). 

("Best" roughly means "able to systematically represent what there 

is to represent." We will discuss this in Section 3.2.) 

There are other features of nets that make them popular. 

They are viewed as "powerful" representational formalisms, meaning 

that they are capable of representing many different kinds of things. 

This power is directly related to their flexibility. Since it is 

up to the researcher to decide how to label nodes and arcs, by 

picking the labels judiciously, the researcher can use nets for 

virtually any situation or domain. It is important to note that 

this flexibility is purchased at the price of well-defined/complete 

inference procedures. Another feature is that semantic nets appear 

to capture nicely the notion of association in the psychology of 

memory. Anderson (Anderson & Bower, 1973) and others use nets as 

psychological models of human memory. Semantic nets also capture 

the notion of conceptual distance. Some of our concepts or ideas 

seem closely related while others seem only distantly related. 

For example, your concept of the presidency is (probably) closely 

related to your concepts of government and politics in the United 
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States. But this concept is only distantly related to your concept 

of Mount Everest or the Big Bang. If nodes are considered concepts, 

then the namber of arcs that must be traversed to get to another 

node can be used to model conceptual distance. 

3.2.2.1.3 Frames and Scripts 

It is generally conceded that not all of the content of 

our current representations comes from the environment. Some of 

it is already present in our representations-- expectations are an 

example. Thus, for any situation in which we find ourselves, we 

have certain expectations about what can or might happen, about 

what the objects of our perception are, and what relationships 

there are between them. Frames and scripts are two formalisms 

that enable this sort of representation. Frames (Minsky, 1975) 

are structures that provide a framework of expectations for inter

preting situations. Scripts (Schank & Abelson, 1977) are like 

frames except that they are designed primarily for representing 

expectations regarding sequences of events. 

A frame is a data structure containing a number of slots. 

An expectation is a slot that is already filled. The informatjon 

stored in slots can also be changed depending on the environment. 

The form of a frame is 

Frame <frame name> 

<slot-name>: <slot-filler> 
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For example, consider the concept of a car. Suppose that in a con

versation, you are told John bought a car. Your car frame then gets 

activated. 

Frame CAR 

specialization of: object 

number of wheels: 4 

value: expensive 

size: large 

type: 4-door 

other parts: steering wheel, radio, seats 

The claim now is that your concept of a typical car is a 

frame like the one above. You expect (for a variety of reasons, 

presumably) cars to be large, expensive, four-door objects. Later 

on, if you find out that John bought a small, old Fiat, sans seats, 

from his uncle for $50, you will build a new frame with the appro

priate slots changed. 

Frame JOHN'S CAR 

specialization of: CAR 

number of wheels: four 

value: inexpensive 

size: small 

type: 4-door 

other parts: steering wheel, radio 
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bought from: John's uncle 

missing parts: seats8 

There could, of course, still be errors in this frame. For example, 

the Fiat could, in fact, be a 2-door, but you won't change that slot 

until you have reason to do so. The slot-filler "John's uncle" could 

be the name of another frame which might contain slot-fillers 

inherited from your generic-uncle frame. This frame, in turn, 

could contain names of other frames, etc. etc. 

Scripts are frame-like structures that represent episodic 

*know1edge. The activation of a script enables one to do certain 

things like check a book out of the library, take out a loan, buy 

groceries, and eat at restaurant. The classic example of a script 

is the restaurant script (Schank & Ab1eson, 1977). 

Script EAT-AT-RESTAURANT 

props: (restaurant, money, food, menu, tables, chairs) 

roles: (hungry-persons, wait-persons, chef-persons) point 

of view: hungry- person 

8There is a consistency problem that arises between a frame 
and a specialization of that frame. (Note: the frame JOHN'S CAR is 
a specialization of the CAR frame.) We see an example here: a car 
is expected to be expensive, yet John's car is not expensive. Since 
expectations mayor may not be met, inconsistencies merely mean that 
expectations were not met, which in itself is an important piece of 
information. Of course, the more specialized a frame, the more 
strained the interpretation of its slot-fillers as expectations 
becomes. Usually, then, very specialized frames are not interpreted 
as representing expectations. 
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time of occurence: times of operation of restaurant place 

of occurrence: location of restaurant 

Event sequence: 

first: enter restaurant script 

then: if (wait-to-be-seated-sign or reservations) then 

(get-maitre-d's-attention script) 

then: be-seated script 

then: order-food script 

then: eat-food script 

then: pay-for-food script 

then: leave-restaurant script 

(Barr & Feigenbaum, 1981, pp. 218-219) 

Notice that the slots don't have names, that they hold slot

fillers that are intended to be executed sequentially, and that the 

slot-fillers are scripts. In order to have any success at eating 

at a restaurant, one would need these other scripts. Eventually, 

some script (e.g., the eat-food script) must have slot-fillers, 

the execution of which would cause one's hands to bring food to 

one's mouth, i.e., fillers that are not themselves scripts, but 

executable procedures. 

Also notice that both frames and scripts can be considered 

as types of semantic nets. For example, slot names can be thought 

of as arcs connecting the nodes (slot-fillers) to a parent-node that 

could be the name of the particular frame or script. Notice also, 
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that the contents of slots could be rendered in the predicate cal

culus. 

3.2.2.1.4 Production Schemes 

A production scheme is a representation method based 

on productions. (Following standard usage, I will call them "pro-

duction systems.") A production is a rule specifying a certain 

action in a certain situation; it pairs situations and actions 

such that the action is done in the given situation. Productions 

have the form: 

if <such and such is true> then <do so and so>. 

An example of a production is provided by the first "then" slot in 

the restaurant script: if (wait-to-be-seated-sign of reservations) 

then (get-maitre-d's-attention script). Another example is: 

if (it is fourth down and long yardage is required for a 

first down) 

then (punt). 

Humans who are experts in some field, e.g., medicine, chem

istry, or football, may use such rules in their roles as experts. 

It is hypothesized that expertise in a given field just is the pos

session of thousands of such rules or productions. Furthermore, 

these rules can often be discovered by involved discussions with 

experts on the way they solve problems in their domain. The imple

mentation of productions derived from these sustained interviews 

has provided AI with one of its biggest successes--the expert system. 
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An expert system is a computer program containing hundreds of produc-

tions, each rather painfully derived form interviews with human 

experts. When the program is run, it produces behavior sometimes 

commensurate with that of the human expert. The most famous expert 

system is MYCIN (Short1iffe, 1976). This system diagnoses and 

selects therapy for patients with bacteremia or various meningitis 

infections. 

This concludes the survey of the major types of represen-

tation schemes. Each of these is the focus of significant research 

in the artificial intelligence community, but few members of this 

community are concerned about the philosophical issues the research 

fosters. I will examine some of these issues in Sections 1.3 and 

1. 2. 

3.2.3 The Functional Definition of 
Knowledge Representations 

Almost all AI researchers believe that *knowledge represen-

tations are significantly unlike ordinary data structures. How does 

a *knowledge representation differ from an ordinary data structure? 

It contains information that enables a computer to do things such 

as plan courses of action and process natural language. However, 

the distinction cannot be drawn by looking at the information only, 

for the same information might be realized in a *knowledge represen-

tation or an "ordinary" data structure. For example, a set of 

coordinates stored in a multi-dimensional array and processed by 
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coordinate transformation~ might represent a car chassis being 

rotated on a graphics terminal by an automative design engineer. 

Or, the same information, if stored in a frame might represent the 

chassis to a robot that is supposed to be welding it. Only in the 

second case do the stored coordinates constitute a *knowledge rep-

resentation, for it is only in this case that the coordinates rep-

resent information enabling a machine (the robot) to plan its con-

struction and inspection routine, to talk about what it is working 

on, and to decide what to do if its plan goes awry. So, information 

content alone does not make a data structure a *knowledge repre-

sentation. What does, of course, is the nature of the program 

that uses the data structure. It is the computational behavior of 

the machine that determines if a given data structure is thought 

of as a *know1edge representation or not. Thus we might say that 

a *know1edge representation is a data structure that enables a 

computer to exhibit intelligent behavior. 9 "Intelligent behavior" 

is never defined, but the following paradigms seem to control usage 

of the concept: communicating in a natural language, manipulating 

the environment in a manner that exhibits a plan, making complicated 

decisions based on a wide variety of information, and behaving in 

a manner that indicates learning. (I think one needs to be careful 

9Cf. Barr's and Feigenbaum's statement: "In AI, a represen
tation of knowledge is a combination of data struccures and inter
pretive procedures that, if used in the right way in a program, will 
lead to "knowledgeable behavior" (Barr & Feigenbaum, 1981, p. 1431). 
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when evaluating the level of performance of computers on these 

tasks. They do some of them well and some of them not so well. Of 

course, the fact that they do them at all is some cause for optimism. 

It is best, when evaluating such computer performance, to consider 

their behaviors as more, or less, intelligent; intelligence comes 

in degrees. Hence whether one regards a data structure as repre

senting *knowledge depends on one's assessment of the relative 

intelligence of the behavior. Since this is evidently a matter on 

which it is easy for reasonable people to disagree, corresponding 

disputes about *knowledge should be expected.) Since, certain pro

cesses, certain kinds of computations, enable intelligent behavior, 

it would be more accurate to couch the functional definition in 

terms of these computations rather than in terms of machine behavior. 

These computations include inferencing, planning, and deriving 

goals; but not, probably, merely calculating. Call such kinds of 

computations intelligence-enabling computations. Thus, the promotion 

of data (data structures) to *knowledge (*knowledge representations) 

is achieved (in part) by pressing data into the service of intel

ligent computations. 

This promotion does not depend solely on defining intelligent 

computations over some set of data because interpretation of com

putations and resulting behavior as intelligent is related to our 

interpretation of the information being computed. And, vice versa. 

That is, whether a computation is intelligent or not (for example, 
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whether a computation is inferencing) depends on the kind of data 

being processed which in turn depends on how we interpret the data. 

And, vice versa. So, the content of a data structure is relevant 

to its determination as a *knowledge representation. 

3.3 The Constraints on Intelligent Computer Thought 

As I said at the start of this chapter, I am not only 

interested in computer thought, i.e., in implementing propositional 

attitudes, but also in intelligent computer thought, i.e., in imple-

menting intelligent propositional attitude programs. There are 

two what might be called engineering constraints on implementing 

intelligent computer programs. These are constraints on imple-

menting highly intelligent programs whether or not the programs 

are implementations of propositional attitudes. The constraints 

are computational efficiency and expressive power, (they will be 

explained below. 10 So, though our primary concern is investigating 

computer thought, I want to digress slightly in this section to 

investigate intelligent programs and these constraints. There are 

three reasons for doing this. First, there are several interesting 

philosophical issues surrounding the two constraints which often 

go ignored. Second, we are not really done discussing Question 2. 

lOThe Al literature on representation abounds with proposals 
for *knowledge representation schemes that attempt to meet either 
one or both of these constraints. (See, for example, Rep & Under, 
Ass. Nets, and Volume I of Handbook of AI. Another good source is 
Brachman and Smith, ). 
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That is, there is more to say about (mental) representations beyond 

what I have said in Section 1. And third, I will claim in Chapter 

4 that intelligence of a special sort is intimately related to the 

existence of mind. This section is also an excursion into, and an 

assessment of th~ state of, the art in *know1edge representation. 

So, the results of this section will be an understanding for what 

lies ahead if we seriously set out to implement intelligent computer 

thought, and the prospects for success. 

3.3.1 Definitions of Computational 
Efficiency and Expressive Power 

3.3.1.1 Computational Efficiency 

One of the reasons for the many proposals for representation 

schemes derives from the reasons computer scientists have for pro-

posing different kinds of data structures in general, viz., different 

data structures are useful for different purposes. For example, 

if one intends to provide a certain programming language with 

recursion (the ability to have functions invoke themselves) one 

will have to use stacks. Queues are used in operating systems to 

queue up processes that require the same resource, e.g. a prin-

ter. In general, the kinds of computations and data access one 

needs dictates (or should) the kinds of data structures one will 

use to store data. 

Concerns about task/structure fit are therefore a motivating 

influence for the many proposals of *know1edge representation 
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schemes. Expert systems, for example, make decisions based on 

heuristics derived from human experts. Production system archi-

tectures are well-suited to this task because productions are if-then 

pairs which admirably implement heuristics (see Section 1). And, 

semantic net schemas are usually used for implementing natural 

language processors. 

The idea of task/structure fit has an important impact on 

intellgent programs. Intelligent computations alone do not suffice, 

except abstractly, to turn a data structure (with appropriate con-

tent) into a *knowledge representation because some data structures, 

but not others, facilitate intelligent computations. ll Researchers 

in *knowledge representation appreciate this. This is one reason 

why, in their search for such optimal data structures, they, as it 

were, hold the computations constant and vary the *knowledge rep-

resentations. (Another is that AI scientists, like computer scien-

tists in general, know more about representation than computations.) 

It is not that there is any major theoretical difference 

between e.g., arrays and frames. That is, we could use arrays if 

IIThis difference among data structures has a large effect on 
humans who build intelligently behaving programs. A feeling for 
this is elicited if you imagine implementing an AI program, for 
example, a natural language understanding system, using standard 
data structures. It would be quite tedious. Standard data structures 
are too cumbersome for these sorts of programs. They make the pro
gramming very difficult, sometimes prohibitively so. It is less 
than clear why this should be so, but there is plenty of empirical 
evidence for it. Perhaps this has something to do with our organi
zation of information and our own "computational efficiency." 
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we wanted to, eschewing forever frames, nets, etc. Arrays could hold 

*knowledge; they could serve the right function. But, there is a 

constraint they do not satisfy that the typical *knowledge represen-

tations do, viz., computational efficiency. It has become apparent 

in artificial intelligence that the host of problems requiring 

intelligence (intelligent problem-solving techniques) for their 

solution characteristically demand considerable computation time and 

memory-space. Solving such problems in real-time and within current 

memory limitations is exceedingly difficult. Yet, any problem solving 

(intelligent or otherwise) must standardly be done in real-time and 

real memory space to be useful. This is the constraint of computa-

tional efficiency. Its consequence is that the way the information 

(*knowledge) is organized is very important. If it weren't, a 

world-class chess-playing program would have been written years ago. 

Also, as Hofstadter points out (Hofstadter, 1979), if we do not get 

candidate AI programs operating on our time scale, we won't be able 

to recognize their behavior as intelligent. 

Organization, then, is the key; especially so since computers 

are currently Von Neuman machines, i.e., all of their processing 

is serial as opposed to paralle1. l2 Call a *knowledge 

l2If some entity can work on two problems at the same time, 
then it is processing in parallel. If it cannot, if it can only 
work on one problem at a time, then it is processing serially. Current 
computers can only process serially; there is evidence, however, 
that humans are parallel processors. 
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efficiency sciential scheme. 

3.3.1.2 Expressive Power 
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The search for a sciential scheme, however, does not seem 

to receive as much attention in AI as the search for a scheme that 

has sufficient expressive power. The overriding concern in *know

ledge representation research is to develop schemes capable of 

expressing anything and to avoid schemes that hinder or prevent 

the representation of certain contents (though, because applications 

for AI programs, e.g. expert systems, are becoming more plentiful, 

the search for sciential schemes is becoming more important). In 

exploring the constraint of expressive power we must turn to the 

area of AI where most of the proposals for schemes germinate: natural 

language understanding. 

The reason that proposals for *knowledge representation 

schemes abound here is that the problem of computer understanding/ 

processing of natural language is, mostly, the problem of relating 

natural language input to some *knowledge representation. Success 

in natural language understanding turns on successfully developing 

a representation scheme adequate to the task of representing any

thing that can be meant. Anyone who has spent any time thinking 

about language and semantics knows that providing a general method 

for formally specifying the meaning of any sentence is a problem 

of tremendous difficulty. AI scientists are confronted with just 
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this problem. A *know1edge representation scheme intended for use 

in a language understanding program is just an attempt at a general 

method of meaning specification. 13 

Call a representation scheme that has sufficient expressive 

power for representing any sentence in some natural language a 

universal *know1edge representation scheme. More specifically, a 

universal scheme: 1) has a representation for every sentence in a 

natural language; each natural language sentence can be mapped 

onto one or more of its token expressions; 2) has all inter-meaning 

relations that matter defined over these tokens; and 3) is finitely 

computable, i.e., there is an algorithm for translating any sentence 

into an associated token of this scheme and there are algorithms 

that compute each inter-meaning relation, given the relevant tokens 

of the scheme. How will AI scientists know that they have developed 

the universal representation scheme? One way would be to concentrate 

on designing a scheme, the implementation of which enabled a machine 

to pass the Turing test (Turing, 1950). This method is not stan-

dard1y used directly in AI in part because it is too difficult. 

13It is not arguable, for example, that predicate logic schemes 
will not be expressively powerful enough. Roughly, the argument is 
this. Any adequate representational scheme will be able to represent 
the meaning of any English sentence. This is because English is 
itself an adequate scheme, and it is not implausible that English 
is only as strong as it needs to be, i.e., that it is minimally 
adequate. But predicate logic cannot represent the meaning of 
every English sentence. (This, I take it, is the lesson learned 
from the very limited success of the Davidson project (Davidson 
& Harman, 1975). 
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However, there is a tacit test that is employed which would probably 

be used even if AI scientists directly employed the Turing test. 

I call it the portability test. Let's consider how it arises. 

All of the proposed *know1edge representation schemes compete 

for the honor of being the universal scheme. The consensus is that, 

as of now, there are no universal schemes, though some come closer 

than others. As new schemes are suggested, arguments emerge that 

attempt to impugn the representational adequacy of various competing 

schemes, (for a good presentation of some of these arguments, see 

Woods [1975] and Brachman [1979]). To argue that scheme r is inade

quate to the task of representing something is to argue that r lacks 

an adequate set of primitives for representing that thing (Brachman, 

1979). This inadequacy manifests itself, for any particular scheme, 

as implausible or ad hoc representations or as an inability to 

compute inter-meaning relations between given *know1edge represen

tations. (Often the inadequacy is due to a lack of a coherent and 

detailed specification of the semantics of the scheme involved 

[Woods, 1975].) Good examples of implausible or ad hoc represen

tations are found in natural language understanding research. 

Arguments designed to show that scheme r is an inadequate attempt 

to show that r cannot, or cannot adequately, represent the meaning 

of a certain kind of sentence. Other examples can be found in 

attempts to get computers to understand, paraphrase, and answer 

questions about stories (Lehnert, 1982). In these cases, the sen-
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tences on which the scheme fails are ususally from a domain (a 

certain subject or body of *knowledge) for which the scheme was 

not intended. Therefore, the more general a scheme is, i.e., the 

more domains it can handle, the closer it is to the universal scheme. 

The scheme that produces no implausible or ad hoc representations 

ever, no matter what the domain, will be a scheme that can represent 

the meaning of virtually any sentence. It will be a universal 

scheme. 14 

Domain-independence is called portability in computer sci-

ence. The universal representation scheme will be completely port-

able. So, presented with a scheme, check its portability. If it 

produces reasonable meaning representations regardless of the domain, 

l4Real cases of the failure of natural language representation 
schemes to move across domains are found in natural interfaces to 
databases. (A database is simply a store of data about some subject. 
A natural language interface is a program that can produce semantic 
representations in some scheme of natural language sentences and 
then translate these representations into a database language.) In 
these programs, a natural language interface sits between a database 
and a user. So instead of typing in opaque, complicated requests 
for data directly to the database, the user types common English 
sentences or fragments, letting the natural language interface 
translate the sentence into the opaque, complicated database commands. 
The problem emerges when one attempts to port a natural language 
interface from one database to another. The non-universality of the 
scheme becomes all too appare~t: parsing algorithms that worked on 
the old database won't work on the new one, semantic recovery routines 
no longer build proper semantic representations of input sentences, 
and pragmatic algorithms no longer apply. By contrast, humans can 
switch willy-nilly from "database" to "database." For example, you 
are now deeply engrossed in matters philosophical; now, explain how 
the game of baseball is played. You are no doubt ready to do so. In 
my opinion, we are years from getting a machine to do what you just 
did. It's not the speed, it's the switching. 
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it passes the test: the portability test. AI scientists are looking 

for a *knowledge representation scheme that can pass the portability 

test. If they could but find such a scheme, they would have the 

universal scheme. So, the portability test is the (tacit) method 

employed by AI researchers to test whether or not some proposed 

scheme is universal. 

We can see now that the search for a universal scheme is 

better defined than the search for a sciential scheme. AI research-

ers know what capacity a universal scheme should have. It should 

be able to represent any sentence or meaning. And, given any scheme, 

they know how to test for this capacity--use the portability test. 

Researchers do not have such clear criteria in their search for a 

sciential scheme. They do not know what capacity a sciential scheme 

would have beyond enabling behavior that is recognizably intelligent, 

i.e., both the time scale and memory space requirements should not 

prevent us from recognizing the behavior as intelligent. IS And, 

they do not have a test for a sciential scheme. There is, then, a 

difference in specificity between the definitions of the two con-

straints. A sciential scheme, I said, satisfied the constraint of 

computational efficiency, whatever that amounted to, relative to 

intelligence. A universal scheme, on the other hand, can represent 

any sentence. 

lSActually, we require machines to be much faster than people 
in a variety of areas, for example, when learning. No one is going 
to allow a machine five years to master English. 
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Lastly, it should be noted that there is strong sentiment 

in AI for the claim that a universal scheme is expre~sively powerful 

enough for intelligent computer thought--a sentiment I share. 

Finding a *knowledge representation scheme that fits the task of 

representing natural language will be finding a scheme of significant 

representational power; so significant, in fact, that it would 

enable intelligent thought. The reason natural language finds 

itself as the testbed for this enterprise is that, barring the 

ineffable, being able to represent anything that can be meant is 

being able to represent anything that can be thought. 16 

l6There is a tendency among some AI scientists to think that a 
universal scheme would be sufficient for intelligent thought. They 
forget that 1) no scheme by itself will suffice--intelligent compu
tations are also needed, and 2) to really be intelligent thought, 
the computations need to be done in real-time and real space--the 
scheme needs to be a sciential scheme. 

Also, much of the preceding is a reconstruction of the ideas 
and research comprising the field of *knowledge representation. The 
actual state of the field is rather confused. For example, in 1980, 
issue number 70 of the SIGART Newsletter published a special issue 
on *know1edge representation. The guest editors were Ronald Brachman 
and Brian Smith. They had developed a questionnaire on issues in 
representation and had mailed it to nearly every scientist in AI 
conducting research in representation. The special issue was their 
analysis of the answers they received. In the introduction they say: 

the most decisive "result" that we found in the responses we 
analyzed was one of wide-ranging diversity within the know
ledge representation community. Sometimes, it seemed as if, 
no matter what question we asked, there were several people 
ready to support each of all possible answers. This is 
doubtless not strictly true, but it is certainly the case 
that metatheoretic consensus does not characterize 
present practice. 
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Is a *knowledge representation scheme that is both universal 

and sciential an adequate data structure for implementing intelli-

gence? I certainly think so. Such a scheme would allow us to 

represent any proposition and would facilitate those computations 

required to implement intelligence. The prospects of finding such 

a scheme are the subject of this section. (I should reiterate 

that discussing these prospects is a slight digression from our 

main concern.) 

First, it should be noted that the constraint of computa-

tional efficiency is not independent of the constraint of expressive 

power. They seem to vary inversely - the more expressively powerful 

a *knowledge representation, the more computationally inefficient 

it is, and vice versa. Nevertheless, the strategy I advocate is to 

concentrate on finding a universal scheme, while ignoring computa-

tional efficiency. This would satisfy one constraint, leaving us 

with a very inefficient scheme. However, since it seems that the 

constraint of computational efficiency can be met by relying on 

better hardware, it appears we needn't search for a sciential scheme. 

What we need to do instead is build a non-Von Neuman machine--a 

parallel processor. Now for some details to this strategy. 
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3.3.2.1 The Search for a Universal Scheme 

All *know1edge representation schemes have primitives 

out of which token representations are constructed. Primitives 

are the undefined, basic constituents out of which all representa

tional properties of the scheme can be characterized. If one takes 

the search for a universal scheme to involve the search for a decom

posing set of such primitives, then one is searching for a chimera. 

A decomposing set of primitives is a set "whose vocabulary is 

restricted to only the universal, irreducible component meanings" 

(J. D. Fodor 1977, p. 153). Several theories of meaning, especially 

those in AI (all of which are descriptive theories) do not consider 

words to be the relevant components. Rather, the proposed primitives 

analyze lexical items too. So, the meanings of both words and 

sentences are composed of these primitives. This set of primitives 

is what I mean by a decomposing set. Many AI language theorists 

search for a set that is (much) smaller than the set of lexical 

items. Good examples are Wilks (1973) with 80 primitives currently, 

and Schank and Abelson (1977) with about 12 to 14 primitives. 

(Descriptive semanticists in linguistics and philosophy also search 

for a set of decomposing primitives, e.g., Katz [1972].) 

That a small set of primitives could suffice for representing 

the meaning of every sentence seems implausible. All of what can 

be meant cannot be captured in a vocabulary of 80 words regardless 

of e.g., what metaphysical quintessence they embody. AI scientists 
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are quite aware of this. Wilks, for example, has "common sense" 

inference rules that fill in word meaning (or, better, relevant 

information) when the primitives fail to capture the meaning of a 

word (Wilks, 1973). However, many philosophers have argued that 

decomposition is not a viable approach to semantic representation. 

They believe in effect that decomposition is not going to yield a 

universal scheme. I am not going to add anything to the 

philosophical discussions of the viability of decomposition but I 

am going to borrow arguments against decomposition to show that a 

scheme relying on decomposing primitives will not pass the port

ability test, even if it utilizes inference rules to fill out the 

meanings of words and phrases. 

The essential problem is that there are not "enough" primi

tives. The specific primitives into which a lexical item is analyzed 

are analytically tied to that item. If they weren't, there would 

be no reason to suppose that those particular primitives and not 

others analyzed that item. The problem is that very little is 

analytically tied to (the concept denoted by) any lexical item. 

(For simplicity, I am going to be a little loose about my use of 

the words "concept," "word," and "lexical item." I don't think 

anything turns on this.) For example, "cow" analyzes into the 

primitives "(Anima!)" and, perhaps "(Mammal)" and nothing else, 

because nothing else is analytically tied to being a cow. But if 

this is the meaning of "cow," then we cannot distinguish between 
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it and the meaning of "horse." As J. D. Fodor puts it, "there are 

too few analytical connections between the meaning of 'cow' and 

other concepts to permit a complete decomposition of the meaning 

of 'cow' into a complex of more primitive concepts" (1979, p. 149). 

She goes on to say". .. the meaning of a word [or lexical item] 

is sometimes pretty threadbare [and] (contrary to commonly received 

views) it does not even in principle determine the extension of 

the word" (1979, p. 149). 

But now suppose we supplement a set of decomposing primitives 

with a set of inference rules that fill in what the primitives leave 

out. If the rules were general enough, i.e., not context dependent, 

then the primitives together with the rules might indeed be a uni

versal scheme. The problem is though that the rules will rely 

crucially on the primitives in such a way that the rules will not 

not be general. Given that no set of decomposing primitives is 

available--that is, no set is available which is general enough by 

itself to be universal--it follows that there will be no set of 

general rules adding to the primitives because the rules are logi

cally tied to the primitives. Here is the argument for this. 

Consider for example a set of rules of the form IF THEN 

and a set of decomposing primitives (p, Q, R). The only way a 

rule of this type can be executed is if the IF part matches some 

combination of P, Q, and R. Consequently, the rules will not be 

general if P, Q, R are not. A natural response to this, however, 
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is that the rules may not themselves be general but that taken 

together, the rules and primitives might be general, i.e., constitute 

a universal scheme. I think that this response is correct, but 

notice that it is tantamount to suggesting that the rules could 

add more primitives logically tied to the basic ones «p, Q, R) in 

our example) so that the resulting set of primitives is universal. 

This response then, gives up the notion of a small set of primitives 

and thus gives up (or very nearly gives up) the idea of decomposi

tion. That is why I think it is correct. What gives the strategy 

of using decomposing primitives plus inference rules its plausibility 

is that for a given domain some analyzing concepts or decomposing 

concepts can be found. That is, domain specificity facilitates 

decomposition to some extent because for any domain it is possible 

to pick concepts partially definitive of that domain and then call 

them the relevant primitives. But then, if the rules do not "add" 

enough primitives, changing domains creates ad hoc representations 

that do not represent the meaning of the new sentences. So, schemes 

relying on analysis into decomposing primitives will not be portable. 

There is another argument against relying on decomposing 

primitives for a universal scheme. There is a reason to think that 

when we represent meanings, we utilize concepts and that the 

structure of our concepts is reflected in the structure of the 

meanings of the sentences we use, of the things we intend to com

municate. Now the question is whether or not some of our concepts 
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are more basic than others, whether, that is to say, some of our 

concepts are such that they can be combined to produce all the 

other concepts. The answer to this, at least on the available 

evidence is no, (Fodor, Fodor, & Garret, 1975; J. A. Fodor, 1975). 

No doubt some concepts can be analyzed into others, but it seems 

to me that we have no reason to suppose that most can be so 

analyzed. Indeed, it is reasonable to suppose that most of our con

cepts are on a par with each other. So, our concepts are, probably, 

about as basic as they can be. Thus, if I am right about the logical 

parity of our concepts and thoughts, then we have no reason to try 

to represent all that can be said with a few primitive concepts. 

It seems to me, then, that the search for a decomposing set 

of primitives is a search for a chimera. The assumption that "word 

meaning can be broken up into a number of independent parts and that 

all semantic properties and relations can be characterized by appeal 

to these independent bits of meaning and the ways they combine" (J. 

D. Fodor, 1977, p. 150) is not plausible. Using a set of decomposing 

primitives might be tolerable for "natural language" systems used 

in very restricted domains such as data bases, but such a strategy 

could never be adequate for real natural language processing. 

However, I agrel~ with Wilks that "primitives are to be found 

in all natural language understanding systems--even those ..• that 

argue vigorously against them" (Wilks, 1977). I have been arguing 

against using a small set of decomposing primitives. So what 
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primitives do I countenance? Ones that are "atomic in the sense 

that they are not themselves fully decomposable into other, smaller 

components, but are nevertheless internally complex in the sens~ 

that they contain other smaller components" (J. D. Fodor 1977, p. 

150). Ones that are as obvious as the noses on our faces, viz., 

words. 

My proposal for a universal scheme is a semantic net whose 

nodes are labeled with English words and whose arcs are labeled with 

"is-connected-to" together with a set of rules that say how the words 

fit together to form phrases and sentences. Upon parsing "the dog 

ran home quickly," the words in the net "the," "dog," "ran," "home," 

"quickly," the arcs connnecting them, and arcs connecting these 

node-words to other node-words are "lit" up. This lighted portion 

of the semantic net, which is established by the rules, constitutes 

an adequate representation of the sentence. The lighted portions 

of the net realize all the semantic relations that matter: quantifier 

scope, referent specification, disambiguation, etc. Thus which other 

node-words the ones recovered from the input sentence connect to is 

determined by formal considerations as well as situational and idio

syncratic ones. These considerations are implemented as the rules. 

I claim that a scheme such as the one just sketched is 

universal. Actually, I hope that such a scheme is universal because 

I have no argument that it is--perhaps the only point in its favor 

is that it is not decompositional. Moreover, implementing such a 
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scheme as this one may be prohibitively difficult--a possibility 

that may strike one as a sure bet. I, however, am sanquine about 

the chances for the success of a natural language system based on 

this idea, so much so that I am involved in a project to implement 

it.17 

3.3.2.2 The Search for a Sciential Scheme 

Assume that the sort of scheme I have proposed here is uni-

versal. If the net is very large, or if connentions between node-

words are numerous (as it would be for a robust language under-

stander), then translating an input sentence using this scheme will 

be quite slow. Taking my proposed scheme and making it into a 

sciential scheme would provide us with a scheme adequate for imp le-

menting propositional attitudes. But I do not see how to turn 

this scheme into a sciential scheme. The force of the arguments 

above was that limiting the number of primitives in an effort to 

limit the number of, and time required for, meaning specification 

computations was incompatible with developing a universal repre-

sentation scheme. The same is probably true for this proposed 

universal scheme: developing it is probably incompatible with lim-

iting the number of and time required for computations resulting 

l7The view adumbrated here was developed by Ron Sauers, who is 
presently with Breit International, and myself. It was derived from 
the word-expert parsing system of Sma1l (1982), and since the rules 
are collected together into subroutines that are "experts" at what 
they do, the scheme, together with the program, is ca1led "A Linguistic 
Expert Parser." Detailed design of the scheme is in progress. 
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in representations of input sentences. 80, though I am reasonably 

confident that a system modeled on this scheme could process English 

with the competence of humans, I do think that for this system to 

process English with the facility of humans it would require a 

significant hardware development, viz., non-Von Neuman architectures. 

I think that parallel architectures will provide us with capability 

to render our representations sciential. 

I have a specific architecture in mind: the connection 

machine (Hills, 1981). A connection machine will (when one is 

built) greatly decrease the amount of time required for doing the 

standard operations associated with processing semantic nets: 

deduction, matching, sorting, and searching (Hills, 1981, p. 3). 

This is achieved by describing each of these operations in terms 

of concurrent processes and then developing a processor that realizes 

the description. Hills says: 

The connection memory architecture ••• is a way of connecting 
together millions of tiny processing cells so that they can work 
on a problem together. Each cell can communicate with a few 
others through a communications network. The communication 
connections are configured to mimic the structure of the specific 
problem being solved. For a particular semantic network, the 
cells are connected in the same way as the data in the network. 
Thus, each chunk of data has its own processor, connected to 
processors of related data. 

If the connections were physical wires, the machine would have 
to [be] rewired for every problem. 8ince this is impractical, 
the processing cells are connected through a switching network. 
They communicate by sending messages. (p. 4) 

Of course, describing the relevant operations in terms of 

concurrent processes is very complicated and the descriptions we 
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have have taken years to derive. Nevertheless, I share the opti

mism of the hardware researchers involved in constructing parallel 

machines. Such machines are not far off, so sciential schemes-

real-time/space representation schemes--are not far off either. 

3.4 Two Theories of Mental Representation 

In the first two sections of this chapter I concerned myself 

with structures, or forms, of representation. In this last section, 

I shall discuss representation. Both AI researchers and philoso

phers are enchanted with this notion. According to Allen Newell, 

AI scientists are so enamored of it that, in fact "[they are] con

tinually giving to representation a somewhat magical role" (Newell, 

1981, p. 2). And why not? The notion of representation is very 

intriguing, all the more so because it is remarkably resistant to 

analysis. Our Question 1 (What is (mental) representation?) seeks 

an understanding of this notion. (Question 2, by way of contrast, 

wants to know which things represent.) 

Should one of these questions be answered prior to attempting 

an answer to the other? An answer to Question 2 would have the form 

"a representation is a thing that does such and such." An answer to 

Question 1 would have the form "when something is doing such and 
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such it is representing."lB In order to find a thing that does 

such and such, one needs to know what such and such is, i.e., one 

needs an answer to Question 1. So, to answer Question 2, it seems, 

we need to know what representation is i.e., we need to have an 

answer to Question 1. But this is slightly misleading. We need 

only a rough answer to Question 1. Thus, for computers, we already 

have a good, partial answer to Question 2; we know, roughly, what 

an internal representation is: it is a collection of information 

--a data structure. And this answer works well for cognitive psy-

chologists, as far as it goes. Thus, a mental representation is 

something that stores or holds information. (We haven't yet, of 

course, succeeded in duplicating within cognitive psychology the 

level of complexity our answers to question 2 exhibit for computers.) 

All this means that we have rough answers to question 1: lllhen 

something is standing for something else it is representing. 

AI musters no real attempt to answer Question 1. Instead, 

as noted at the beginning of this chapter, AI concerns itself with 

issues of formalism (Question 2). It seem~ that AI researchers 

believe that saying what a (mental) representation is, is saying 

what it is to (mentally) represent. If one writes "Socrates is a 

philosopher" using some formalism, say a semantic net scheme, then 

l8There is an ambiguity here depending on the substituends 
for "thing": 1) when something, e.g., a pencil, a rock, or a string 
of characters is doing such and such it is representing; 2) when 
something, e.g., you, me, or some cognitive agent is doing such 
and such it is representing. 
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one has represented the fact that Socrates is a philosopher. To 

"what is it to (mentally) represent x?" AI answers "it is for x to 

be some *knowledge representation". On their view (if it is their 

view) to (mentally) represent something it is sufficient merely to 

write it in some formal language or scheme. But we want to know 

more than this. We want to know why it is sufficient for repre-

sentation (assuming it is) to write what is to be represented in 

some formal language; that is, we want to know why we can represent 

at all, using a formal language or anything else. 

"What is it to represent?" breaks into two sub-questions: 

"what is it to mentally represent?" and "what is it to non-mentally 

represent?" I take types of non-mental representation to include 

language. For me, an account of non-mental representation would 

include an account of language understanding. I take myself to be 

a philosopher in the Gricean tradition: the semantics of a public 

or natural language reduces completely to communicative intentions 

and other propositional attitudes. My view, then, is that language 

understanding is determined by computational relations to mental 

representations. Since I am taking language to be a species of non-

mental representation, my view expands: non-mental representation 

is determined by mental repres.~ntation and computational relations. 19 

19Because so little is known about the nature of mental rep
resentation and even less is known about the computational relations 
that are constitutive of the propositional attitudes, my view is 
little more than a promissory note. 
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So, the strategy I ~lbrace in answering the question 'vhat is it 

to represent?" is to explain what it is to non-mentally represent 

in terms of what it is to mentally represent. 

But, this strategy appears to fail as an account of mental 

representation. Mental representation figures in an account of 

non-mental representation, but how could mental representation figure 

in an account of mental representation? We seem, then, to be unable 

to answer the question "what is mental representation?" In arguing 

that this is not the case, I will first briefly discuss non-mental 

representation and then turn to mental representation. 

3.4.1 Non-mental Representation 

Consider the notion "r non-mentally represents x". Proper 

substituends for "r" are physical objects or tokens of some lan-

20 guage. If r is a representation then r can be understood. So, 

for me, to ask what it is to represent is, in part anyway, to ask 

what it is to be understandable. 

Grice (1957), Schiffer (1972), Bennett (1973) Cummins 

(1979) and others, have spent a great deal at effort trying to 

answer the question "what is linguistic meaning?" Though their 

answers differ in detail, they are cut from the same block: some 

expression e has a meaning just in case someone means, or could 

201 am mindful of the considerable work done in philosophy 
meaning, semantics, representation, and language. Because this is 
only a section, some of this work will be used, some will just be 
referred to, and the rest, which is the preponderance, will have 
to be ignored. 

on 
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mean, something by producing (uttering).2l Meaning, or being 

able to mean something by producing e is completely dependent on 

propositional attitudes and, often, linguistic conventions (which 

are also in part dependent on propositional attitudes). (What is 

meant is also dependent on propositional attitudes and linguistic 

conventions.) 

I am interested in a generalization of linguistic meaning 

that the analyses of the above philosophers (and others) suggests: 

something (anything) has a meaning (is meaningful) just in case 

someone could attribute a meaning to it. Likewise for represen-

tation. To non-mentally represent is for something to be able to 

have content attributed to it by some cognitive agent. Non-mental 

representations "acquire" their semantics beceuse we give semantics 

to them. Attribution is the key to non-mental meaning. 

It is not exactly clear what it is to attribute a meaning 

to a thing, but it involves, I think, 1) having an internal (mental) 

representation and 2) intending to attribute the interpretation of 

internal representation to the external one. One version of 

intending to attribute meaning is intending to adhere to a system 

of conventions governing the use of the external representation 

2lThis is a rough definition of meaningfulness. The other 
aspect of meaning is specification: specifying, for any expression 
e, what e means. 
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(see, e.g., Bennett, 1973; Cummins, 1979; Schiffer, 1972).22 If 

1) and 2) are even approximately correct, some propositional atti-

tudes play a significant role in the explanation of non-mental 

representation. So, cognitive agents, agents capable of having 

propositional attitudes, are ultimately responsible for (non-mental) 

"meaning", linguistic or otherwise. Their responsibility is due 

to their ability to attribute meaning to objects, marks, sounds, 

etc. 

Because attribution is a generalization of certain accounts 

of linguistic meaning, it suffers a bit from vacuity, but only a 

bit, I think. Brian Smith, for example, argues that semantic 

attribution is crucial to an understanding of computation and com-

putational devices: "computers are just those devices whose func-

tional architecture we understand in terms of external semantic 

attribution" (Smith, 1982, p. 3) (emphasis added). On his view, 

attribution plays a significant role in our understanding of rather 

significant devices. Cummins, too, seems to subscribe to an 

attributional view of computation and computational devices (Cummins, 

1983, ch. 2, esp. pp. 42-43, 44-51). Furthermore, it is no accident 

22There is another way to intend to attribute meaning that 
does not rely on the existence of communicative conventions. It 
relies instead on communicative intentions, trust, mutual beliefs, 
and inferencing. This way to intend to attribute meaning can be 
thought of as pre linguistic because presumably we could communicate 
before we had established conventions. See Bennett (1973) 
and Cummins, 1979). Bach and Harnish's theory (1979) lends itself 
to an explanation of prelinguistic communication. Also, c.f. Cummins 
and Dietrich (1982). 
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both that Smith endorses a view of computers that employs attribution 

and that computers are taken to be devices that manipulate symbols; 

for, symbols are things that admit of semantic attribution 

(cf. Cummins, p. 34 and Smith p. 3). Dennett also has pointed out 

that "nothing is intrinsically a representation of anything; some

thing is a representation only for or to someone; any representation 

or system of representations requires at least one user of the 

system who is external to the system" (Dennett, 1978, p. 1011). 

Cummins (1983) uses the notion of attribution in his theory 

of psychological explanation. His view is that explanations of 

mental capacities of a subject sometime involve interpreting inputs 

and outputs of its analyzing functions semantically. That is, many 

of our mental capacities characterizable as "processing information" 

(such as our capacity to add numbers) are to be explained using 

the strategy of interpretive functional analysis (see pp. 32 ff. and 

Section 2.1, as well as Section 3.1). Interpretive analysis involves 

attributing content (an interpretation) to the inputs and outputs 

of the analyzing functions. Moreover, our mental capacities of 

interest to cognitive psychologists are all of the information 

processing type. So, interpretation, hence attribution, is involved 

in explaining a crucial portion of our psychological capacities. 

(Cummins also advocates an interpretive approach to the semantics 

of psychological states [po vii].) 
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The point of all this is that attribution is something 

real. It is not a vacuous concept. It plays a role in theories of 

meaning, in understanding what computation is, and in psychological 

explanation. What I am interested in here is that attribution is 

useful in understanding representation, in general. Representations 

are things to which someone could attribute meaning. 80, something 

is a representation if it is interpretable or capable of having a 

meaning attributed to it. This is an abstract (and rough) definition 

of what it is to represent. There remains the task of specifying 

the content of a representation. Being true to the thesis of section 

3, I'll say that R non-mentally represents x iff there exists an 

8 such that 8 attributes the representing of x to R. What is it 

to attribute the representing of x to R? It is to understand R as 

representing x. I am not going to spend any more time on this 

because I think our "intuitive" notion of attribution and under

standing will suffice for my purposes. 

3.4.2 Mental Representation 

I like the notion of attribution not only because it is a 

generalization that makes explicit what seems to be the underlying 

insight of Gricean semantics, but also because it makes explicit 

an important feature of the Gricean approach--viz., in using it, 

we really do put off an important amount of the hard work of theo

rizing about non-mental representation; we explain non-mental rep

resentation in terms of mental representation and computational 
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relations while leaving mental representation unexplained. Endor

sing the general concept of an "attributive semantics" enables us 

to be honest about what theoretical gains the Gricean approach 

really provides. Furthermore, it eventually forces our hand: having 

put off for a time the agony of having to theorize about mental 

representations by adverting to propositional attitudes, we are 

finally cornered - we must say what it is to mentally represent. 

And, if Fodor is right, we must do this without reference to pro

positional attitudes, hence without reference to attribution of 

content (Fodor, 1982, 1983). In the remainder of this section, I 

am going to argue that Fodor is wrong about the attribution of 

content to mental representations: I am going to argue that a view 

I call attributive semantics is a viable approach to the semantics 

of mental representations. Furthermore, I am going to argue that 

Fodor's alternative to attributive semantics is not viable. To be 

explicit, attributive semantics is the view that mental represen

tations have the content they do through the attribution of that 

content by attributors. I am not going to present a theory of 

what it takes to be.an attributor because I don't know what it 

takes to be an attributor; for example I do not know whether 

propositional attitudes are either sufficient or necessary for being 

an attributor. I suspect that a wide variety of things can be 

attributors. Humans, of course, are our best examples. They are 

what we might ca1l "external" attributors. In Chapter 5, I wi1l 
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attributor. I take this to be one of the major results of this 

essay. Now, into the fray. 
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One argument that attributive semantics cannot be utilized 

in explaining mental representation is a version of the undischarged 

.homunculus argument. I adopt from Dennett (1978, p. 101) the notion 

of an exempt agent: "nothing is intrinsically a representation of 

anything; something is a representation only for or to someone; 

any representations or system of representations requires at least 

one ~ of the system who is external to the system. Call such a 

user an exempt agent." Now, if representations require an exempt 

agent (because nothing is a representation unless it is a repre

sentation for some agent) then mental representations seem to require 

inner exempt agents. Assuming that attribution is a general prin

cipal by which we want to explain representation (an assumption 

I embrace) then the inner exempt agent attributes content to our 

mental representations. Since propositional attitudes figure in our 

explanation of how we manage to engage in attribution, it seems we 

must use propositional attitudes to explain how the inner exempt 

agent manages to attribute content to our mental representations. 

Now the argument begins its deadly descent. The inner exempt agent 

is a cognitive agent. How do its representations acquire content? 

The principals we have endorsed force us to yet another exempt 

agent, one inside the inner one--an inner-inner exempt agent. Ad 
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infinitum. The attribution can never get started. The only way 

out of this is to explain mental representation in terms that are 

not semantical at all. What sort of terms are available for such 

an explanation? Naturalistic or physicalistic ones. Thus Fodor is 

apparently correct: a theory of mental representation requires 

abandoning attributive semantics. 

Naturalistic semantics (which includes what Fodor calls Wis-

consin semantics [Fodor, 1983]) explains mental representation in 

a vocabulary comprised of physical or natural order terms only; no 

semantical or intentional terms are allowed. The reason for this 

is to avoid complete vacuity in semantics. A theory of represen-

tational content that explained what it was to represent by adverting 

to notions of representational content would be no theory at all. 

Fodor expresses this worry in "Psychosemantics": 

••• there is one kind of symbol whose semanticity is not, in point 
of principle, to be traced to the psychological state;-of agents, 
and that sort of symbol is a mental symbol. The reason is, of 
course, that the representational theory of the mind RTM [which 
is CTPA] wants to use the notion of a mental symbol as part of 
the explanatory apparatus for a theory of the intentionality 
of mental states: according to RTM, mental states are intentional 
in virtue of the semantic properties of mental representations. 
So it had better not also be that mental representations have 
semantic properties in virtue of the intentionality of mental 
states. (Fodor, 1982 p. 5) 

Fodor has a way of handling this worry. He subscribes to 

attributive semantics for all non-mental representation, but endor-

ses a naturalistic semantics for internal, mental representation. 

He is a member of a group of philosophers, advocates of propositional 
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attitude psychology, who endorse a naturalistic semantics. This group 

includes Dretske (1981) and Stampe (1975 and 1977). Each of these 

philosophers seek to reduce the semantics of mental representations 

to the physical by relying in one way or another on causation for 

their account of how mental representations represent. Causation 

is not a semantica1 notion. Adverting to it does not run any risk 

of circularity or of leaving around undischarged homunculi. Invoking 

causation, then, appears to be an impeccable move, allowing us to 

utilize the physical in our theory of mental representations. To 

succeed in having attributive/interpretivist semantics taken seri

ously, I must show how it is not circular; I have to show why it 

is a theory. 

Attributive semantics is not circular because the attribution 

need only be possible, no actual attribution need take place. Fur

thermore, the attribution need only be possible for external exempt 

agents. Actual attribution (either by inner or external exempt 

agents) is not required because mental representations do not need 

to be interpreted in order to function in our mental lives any 

more than data structures need to be interpreted in order to function 

in the computations of a computer (c.f. Dennett 1978, p. 102). 

Above, I said "attributive semantics explains the semantics 

of mental representations in terms of the semantics of mental repre

sentations." This is actually a mis-statement of the attributivist 

view. Correctly stated, the view is "attributive semantics explains 
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the semantics of mental representations in terms of the semantics 

of possible mental representations, viz. the mental representations 

of external exempt agents who could attribute meaning if they wanted 

to." Mental representations have content (and have the specific 

content they do) by virtue of the fact that it is possible to (so) 

interpret them, not because they are interpreted. The problem 

with the infinite regress argument is that it assumes that actual 

attribution--actual interpretation--must take place. This assumption 

requires inner exempt agents because only they could have access 

to one's mental representations. However, since only interpret-

ability is required, inner exempt agents are not. It is sufficient 

to posit "would-be" external ones. 

The infinite regress argument is only plausible as a problem 

for actual interpretation. That is, it seems to show that attribu-

tion/interpretation cannot get started before each of an infinite 

number of exempt agents attribute meaning. 23 But, whatever it 

shows about attribution, it clearly does not show that interpret-

ability (the possibility of attibution) cannot get started before 

23The reason for my caution regarding what the regress argument 
shows is that I don't think that it even causes a problem for 
attribution. The move to inner exempt is invalid because, as I've 
said, mental representations are data structures. They don't need 
to be interpreted--they only need to be computationally efficacious. 
But they are interpretable. And this requires only external exempt 
agents. Now we can aSk:-"Does the regress argument work for external 
agents?" No. Each external exempt agent can interpret another's 
mental representations without having his/hers interpreted. Of 
course, we can't interpret everyone's all at once, but so what? 
(See the quote from Cummins below.) 
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an infinite number of exempt agents interpret or are interpreted. 

Said another way, all the infinite regress argument shows is that 

we cannot establish the semantics of all representation systems at 

once. But this situation is perfectly compatible with being able 

to establish as much of it as we care to at any time, i.e., in 

being able to attribute content, which in turn is all that is needed 

to ground an attributive theory of semantics. 

Consider a case other than our own. Suppose that we suddenly 

came upon a race of intelligent robots for whom CTPA was true. And, 

suppose that we employed a version of CTPA to explain them. Their 

representations would represent what they did in virtue of the fact 

that they were so interpretable by us. (I am not claiming that we 

could attribute any content we wanted. Physical and computational 

facts constrain interpretation.) Now, being able to attribute such 

content would consist in being able to have certain propositional 

attitudes. We need not actually have such attitudes; rather, the 

possiblity implies that we are interpretable as interpreters. It 

does not imply any sort of regress. A fortiori it does not prevent 

us from being able to interpret the mental representations of the 

intelligent robots. 

This situation is precisely analogous to formal semantics 

a la Tarski. We establish the semantics of a language L by using 

the metalanguage ML and a truth definition for L. If we then want 

to establish the semantics of ML we use a truth definition for ML 
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and MML--a meta-metalanguage. As Cummins remarks " ••• though we 

can't make all of our semantics explicit, we can make any of it 

exp1icit--as much as we care to. The possession of a recipe for 

formulating truth definitions demonstrates our understanding as well 

as possession of the actual definitions" (Cummins, 1983 p. 114). 

Not only does possession of such an algorithm demonstrate our under

standing, it provides us with a semantic theory. 

Contrast this situation with communication. Communication 

requires actually interpreting some representation. Hearer must 

interpret what Speaker uttered in order for communication to suc

ceed. Semantic theory is different. One needn't interpret every 

representation in order for it to have content. The mere possession 

of content depends only on the possibility of interpretation/attri

bution, i.e., interpretability. 

A natural response to attributive semantics is that every

thing is interpretable, so everything has content, so everything 

is a representation. But everything isn't a representation, so 

Modus to11ens. I, however, embrace the conc1usion--everything is 

interpretable. But not everything is interestingly interpretable. 

That is, much of the world is understandable without invoking 

interpretation. One can use a key in a lock without having to 

interpret its bumps as instructions to displace tumb1ers. 24 But 

much of the world requires interpretation. Significantly, adding 

241 got this example from Rob Cummins, in conversation. 
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machines, computers, and many animals including humans. We cannot 

understand these latter things without engaging in interpretation 

of some sort. 80, the possibility of attribution is what confers 

content. But we only actually confer content, i.e., attribute 

content, in those cases where it is useful to do so.25 

This establishes that attributive semantics is not circu-

lar. 26 Therefore, it is on as firm a footing as naturalistic 

semantics, logically speaking. However, though attributive seman-

tics is a viable alternative to naturalistic semantics, we still 

need a reason to accept it over naturalistic semantics. The reason 

is that naturalistic semantics won't work. 

All theories of what it is to represent must specify a condi-

tion C such that R represents 8 iff C. Mine included. All 

25The present point can be pushed a bit further. What cog
nitive scientists and philosophers of mind are interested in is 
understanding humans. There are three ways to understand humans. 
Qua physical scientists (neurophysiologists, etc.), we need a theory 
of theory of *knowledge. Qua psychologists and philosophers of 
mind we need an account of the mind that explains how we interpret 
or attribute such and such a content to thoughts in order to explain 
behavior. However, for me, a single human seeking to understand 
other humans, understanding does not consist in possessing scientific 
theories; rather, it consists in actually attributing such and 
such a content to the thoughts of others. (1 am not suggesting 
that any of these alone is sufficient, or even that we can do one 
without the rest.) 

The point can be pushed still deeper: interpretation is 
all that we've got: Protagorus was right. This is a metaphysical 
point 1 shall not argue for. 

261 am indebted to Prof. Rob Cummins for help in understanding 
and articulating the role of the distinction between interpretation 
and interpretability in saving attributive semantics from circularity. 
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naturalistic theories have the form "Non-semantic conditions E are 

those in virtue of which R represents S." These non-semantic con

ditions are typically causal in some way and, in general, specify 

how R comes to represent S. The different theories have different 

stories about how R causally comes to represent S. The problem 

with naturalistic semantics is that there is no non-circular way 

to pick out mental representations. On the one hand, a mental 

representation, R, is that which conditions E cause to represent 

S; and on the other hand, conditions E are those which cause R to 

represent S. We cannot specify E without first specifying R, and 

we cannot specify R without first specifying E. The underlying 

reason for this is that once physicalistic terms are employed one 

has no principled, non-semantic way of picking out that part of 

the mind that is the representational system. One has, as it were, 

no way to return to the mental, the semantical, once physical

istic/naturalistic terms are employed. This is exactly the situation 

for computers: we pick out their data structures via attribution--we 

couldn't do it naturalistically. This problem is, in fact, just a 

general version of the problem of specifying within one's theory 

which links in a causal chain are those where the causation stops 

and the semantics begins. 

Consider this example. Suppose we find a machine in the 

desert that in fact is a computer with a camera attached to it, and 

that the computer can process certain optical input in such a way 
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that it can determine boundaries or edges of objects. Suppose 

further that we are completely ignorant of computers, but we know 

some electronics. Given our state of ignorance, we have no way of 

picking out the data structures in virtue of which the camera pro

cesses optical input, let alone what the data structures 

represent. All we can do is describe from the point of view of 

optics and electronics what causal changes take place as the result 

of the light input; we would not be able to explain any capacities 

we find in the computer other than physical capacities. We would 

not be able to explain how the machine could determine edges or 

boundaries of objects. In fact, we would not be able to tell whether 

the machine could see edges or boundaries except possibly by its 

overt behavior. It seems to me that this state of ignorance is 

exactly the same state the "natural" semanticists would have us be 

in. However, on attributive semantics, we can determine what is a 

data structure and what isn't, and we can interpret the data in 

the data structure. This is a process, as Cummins has pointed 

out, of interpretive functional analysis (Cummins, 1983, pp. 40-44). 

We supply the assignment of content in our effort to explain the 

relevant capacities of the computer. But if we are providing the 

assignment of content, then attributive semantics, not naturalistic 

semantics, seems to be the better semantica1 theory. 

Of course, presented with such a computer, we could point 

to where the semantics begins, though it might be very difficult 
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and take many generations to figure out exactly, (it may not be much 

different from figuring out vision in humans). It is the place where 

attribution is possible and useful. Attribution, then, is grounding 

mental and non-mental representation. In the case of the computer 

in the desert, what happens is that the goal of providing a coherent 

interpretation constrains both what things are representations and 

what things are relevant causal conditions. For example, changes in 

temperature inside the computer mayor may not be relevant to deter

mining that it has the capacity to "see" edges. That is, we post

ulate representations to fit causal conditions and vice versa until 

we get an interpretation that works. But, again it is attribution 

that is the basis of such specification and, hence, of our theory 

of representation (c.f. Cummins, 1983, pp. 70-71). 

There may be· another problem with naturalistic semantics. 

It seems to entail that no mental representation has semantic content 

unless it is, or was at some time, connected to the world. But it 

seems to me that there could be some contentf~l mental represen

tations that have never been connected world. But this, it could 

be claimed, just begs the question against naturalistic semantics. 

So, more conservatively put, it seems that there might be repre

sentations figuring in an explanation of one of our cognitive 

capacities that have never been connected to the world. But, since 

representations figure in explanations of cognitive capacities in 

virtue of their content, it seems that there could be representations 
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never connected to the world that have content. If this is right 

then attributive semantics is the better theory of semantics, since 

it is the theory that explains how it is that representations have 

content without every having been connected to the world. 

Before concluding this chapter, I want to briefly discuss 

what should perhaps be regarded as four parameters or conditions 

on the attribution of semantics to a representation. These cond

itions seem necessary for attributing semantics to mental represen

tations. At any rate they do help to delimit and guide attribution. 

I call these four conditions or parameters the "Hauge land Holisms," 

and I take them from a thoughtful and interesting paper by John 

Haugeland (1979, pp. 619-632). 

It is Haugeland's thesis that artificial intelligence really 

has not made any serious progress towards implementing a capacity 

for understanding natural language, and that the main reason for 

this lack of progress is that no one has implemented the capacity 

for using holistic information when processing language (p. 619). 

Haugeland states that "brief segments of text cannot be understood 

'in isolation' or 'on a one-by-one basis.'" Rather, to understand 

a segment of text (at least) four kinds of or levels of holisms must 

be employed. These four holisms are 1) intentional interpretation 

holism, 2) common sense holism, 3) situation holism, and 4) existen

tial holism. Though Haugeland sees these holisms as conditions on 

understanding natural language, it is a straight-forward matter to 
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see these holisms as conditions on interpretation or attribution of 

meaning to segments of natural language, after all, part of achieving 

understanding of a segment of language is coming up with a sensible 

interpretation. What I shall do is define each holism in turn from 

the point of view of interpreting segments of natural language. 

Then I will try to relate the definitions to attributive semantics. 

The holism of intentional interpretation is the condition 

that interpretations be sensible relative to the current, relevant 

circumstances. But, which circumstances are relevant is determined 

by prior interpretations of other similar texts. Hence, any inter

pretation "distributes its support over a whole range of specific 

interpretations, no one of which is supported apart from the others" 

(p. 620). Haugeland gives this example: " .•• a chess move is legal 

and plausible only relative to the board position, which is itself 

just the result of the previous moves. So one output can be con

strued sensibly as a certai.n que'en mmle, only if that other was a 

certain knight move, still another a certain bishop move, and so on" 

(p. 620). 

Common-sense holism is the condition that to interpret any 

given segment of text, any ordinary fact about the world may be rel

evant, and there is no way of knowing ahead of time which fact will 

be relevant nor how it will be relevant. Interpreting "The box is 

in the pen," Haugeland points out, requires common-sense knowledge 

about the standard sizes of boxes and pens. Haugeland also points 
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out that this holism is frequently confused with the holism of 

intentional interpretation (p. 621). Common-sense holism is employed 

for each new sentence or segment of language. It is, as Hauge1and 

says, " ••• freshly relevant to each new sentence, and it can never 

be ignored" (p. 622). Intentional interpretation holism, on the 

other hand, admits of deriving a translation scheme that can be set 

once and for all. Hauge1and p~ts the point this way: intentional 

interpretation holism is compatible with the view that the meaning 

of a sentence is determined by thE!: meanings of its parts and how the 

parts are combined, but common-sense holism is incompatible with 

this view. The condition of common-sense is tantamount to the view 

that more than a grammar and a dictionary are required to interpret 

a segment of natural language. 

Situation holism is the condition that to interpret a segment 

of text, the situation to which it pertains must also be understood. 

Thus the sentence "The box is in the pen" might mean that a small 

box containing micro-film was in a fountain pen, or ballpoint pen, 

which might happen in a James Bond movie, for example. To get this 

interpretation we mUBt understand the situation in which this sen

tence is produced. Hauge1and points out that situation holism is 

especially relevant to interpleting longer segments of natural 

language (p. 627) where we must constantly supply "local" situations 

against which we interpret sub-segments. We must then attempt to 

keep the sub-segments consistent with each other. We keep the 
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"over-all" situation (pp. 626-627). 
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Existential holism is the condition that to interpret a 

segment of text we must understand (have an interpretation for) 

ourselves as some sort of enduring whole. Hauge1and claims that 

th.is is the condition that funds our capacity to find humor, guilt, 

folly, horror, achievement, and despair in stories (pp. 628-632). 

It is this condition that allows us to see ourselves or our thoughts 

in stories and other texts. 

These, then, are the definitions of the four Haugeland Hol

isms. This is not the place to defend their perspicuity nor their 

completeness. I suspect that there are many problems with these 

definitions; however, given the definitions, I think one can see 

that they indeed shed some light on important aspects of interpre

tation that standardly get pretty short shrift. The unfortunate 

fact is that we do not know how to treat the notions defined here 

in any sort of formal context. Be that as it may, I am going to 

assume that these definitions do define notions that are relevant 

to interpreting natural language. Given this, here is one way to 

relate these notions to attributive semantics. The thesis of 

attributive semantics is that mental representations have the content 

they do in virtue of the possibility of attributing semantic content 

to them by external agents. Attributing semantics to mental rep

resentations requires interpreting them. The interpretations of 
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these representations, their contents, are for the most part, 

propositional, i.e., they are logically similar to the contents, 

meanings, we attribute to natural language texts. Therefore, con

ditions on deriving meanings for natural language texts or segments 

ought to be relevant to interpreting mental representations. That 

is, for both natural language and mental representations we want 

to produce the same things: propositional contents or interpreta

tions. Anything relevant to producing the contents for the former 

is p'robably relevant to producing contents for the latter. If 

this is correct, then since it is these interpretations that we 

attribute to mental representations, our attributions probably 

ought to be informed by the same conditions as our attributions of 

content to natural language texts. Lastly, if the Haugeland Holism 

are required for interpreting natural language, as Haugeland argues, 

then it seems that our attributions of semantics to mental repre

sentations require them, too. 

3.5 Conclusion 

I claim that token *knowledge representations of some scheme 

like the kinds discussed in section 1.2 could adequately serve as 

mental representations and, hence, could serve as content-bearers 

for propositional attitudes. Thus, in order to implement propos

itional attitudes, we need only derive, 01' discover, the right kinds 

of computational relations constitutive of attitude type and then 

arrange for some *knowledge representation to be in one of the rela-
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tions. But, there is yet an objection apparently barring us from 

this project. Fodor thinks that representations acquire their 

semantic content from being causally connected to the world (Fodor, 

1982, 1983, and 1981, pp. 204-224). And, he thinks that we do not 

yet know how to connect *knowledge representations to the world. 

He says (1981, p. 224): "Nobody has the foggiest idea of how to 

connect this system [of *knowledge representations] to the world 

(how to do the semantics of internal representations)." So, Fodor 

would object, it seems, to my claim: *knowledge representations 

cannot now represent and so cannot serve as mental representations. 

He doesn't think there is anything in principle barring our way, 

but rather that we are in fact currently barred from implementing 

real propositional attitudes. (This, by the way, is why he sided 

with the "robot reply" in Searle's BBS article "Minds, Brains, and 

Programs", (Searle, 1980). Also, he apparently thinks that we 

could implement propositional attitude surrogates, and that this 

might be interesting (Fodor, 1981, pp. 204-224).) 

However, if the arguments of Section 3 are correct then 

Fodor's supposed objections are met. We do not need to wait for 

robots and concommitant advances in computer sensory recognition 

in or~er to implement propositional attitudes. Representations do 

not need to be hooked up to the world in any special way for thought 

(though they probably need to be hooked up to the world for survival 

reasons). To implement propositional attitudes, all that remains 
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is to develop the right kinds of relations constitutive of attitude 

type. This is the subject of the next chapter. 



CHAPTER 4 

A THEORY OF PROPOSITIONAL ATTITUDES 

4.1 Introduction 

The third question is the focus of this chapter: 

3) What makes a given propositional attitude the attitude 

that it is? 

Section 1 is an attempt at an answer to Question 3 by 

explaining CTPA's view of propositional attitudes. This will include 

not only recounting the view of such thoughts expressed in the 

writings of CTPA theorists, most notably Fodor's, but also elabo

rating and expanding the view, for as matters currently stand, 

nowhere is CTPA cogently and fully expressed. My development of 

CTPA will include a discussion of computational functionalism and 

the doctrine of propositional attitudes as functional roles of 

representations. This doctrine is, of course, central to CTPA. 

I will argue that this doctrine finds a rigorous and formal ex

pression within computer science. 

Elaborating CTPA is only half of my task, however. Proposi

tional attitudes have taken a drubbing lately because, it is argued, 

they have no role in modern sciences of the mind. One argument 

for this is that propositional attitudes--belief, desire, hope, 
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doubt, realization ••. --are irrevocably incompatible with what Stich 

has called the autonomy principle (see Stich, 1978, 1983; for 

other kinds of arguments for similar conclusions see Churchland, 

1981; Dennett! 1982). This principle states that no environmental, 

historical, or social facts--no external facts--concerning an 

organism should be included in our psychological theorizing about 

it; in theorizing about mental states, cognitive psychology should 

advert only to internal states of the organism. But propositional 

attitudes, Stich argues, are not merely internal states. Because 

of this alleged incompatibility between the autonomy principle and 

propositional attitudes, Stich concludes that propositional attitudes 

are forever to remain denizens of our folk psychology while scien

tific psychology soars onward without them. 

Stich's argument for an incompatibility between proposi

tional attitudes and the autonomy principle turns crucially on his 

view of the content of mental states and of the attribution of 

such content. This view is crucial to another argument by Stich 

that propositional attitudes are not proper subjects of scientific 

psychology. In this argument, Stich claims that, necessarily, the 

ascription of propositional attitudes is relativized to the person 

doing the ascribing. That is, we ascribe propositional attitudes 

on the basis of what we would believe (or desire, etc.) were we to 

be in the same situation as the creature to which we are ascribing 

the attitudes. If the situation in which we find the creature is 
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so strange that we don't know what we would believe were we to be 

in the situation, then we will not be able to ascribe beliefs, 

etc., to it. Since scientific psychology should be applicable 

across a wide variety of situations, some of them rather strange, 

it must eschew propositional attitudes. Part of the force of this 

argument derives from Stich's masterly presentation of humans who 

are strange enough or in strange enough situations to be outside 

our "empathic" capacity to ascribe propositional attitudes, yet 

are not, it seems, strange enough to be outside of scientific psy

cology. 

Stich's view of mental content and the attribution of mental 

contents differs from mine. Followng my development in section 

1 of the CTPA view of propositional attitudes, I will defend at

titudes so construed against both of Stich's arguments. In this 

defense, I will attempt to show that Stich's view of the semantics 

of mental states is incorrect, and thus that it should be no sur

prize that it is an improper choice for doing computational psy

chology. After this, I will contrast Stich's "semantics" with 

one chosen from computer science that appears to do everything 

we need. I claim, then, that there are attitude-like mental states, 

th~ugh perhaps rather distant kin to our folk notions of proposi

tional attitudes, that are relevant to psychological inquiry. 

My defense of propositional attitudes is the subject of section 

4.3. 
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4.2 Computational Functionalism 

According to CTPA, propositional attitudes are computa-

tiona1 relations between representations and subjects. Here arp. four 

typical statements of this by Fodor 

and 

Token mental states crucially involved in thinking (espe-
cially such token propositional attitudes as believing that p) 
are to be viewed as relations between organisms and token mental 
representations (Fodor 1982), 

.•• there are internal representations and propositional at
titudes are relations that we bear to them (1981, p. 200) ••• 
having a propositional attitude is being in some computational 
relation to an internal representation (1975, p. 198) 

.•• for any propositional attitude of the organism (e.g., fearing, 
believing, wanting, intending, learning, perceiving, etc., 
that p) there will be a corresponding computational relation 
between the organism and some formu1a(e) of the internal code 
such that (the organism has the propositional attitude if the 
organism is in that relation) is nomo1ogica11y necessary. (1975, 
p. 198) 

The doctrine then is that beliefs, hopes, desires, preten-

sions, doubts, suppositions, realizations, etc. (surely learning 

is not just one propositional attitude) are relation to represen-

tations. What does it mean to say that a subject bears, or can 

bear, some computational relation to one of its representations? 

For a computer, propositional attitudes would be computational 

relations between *know1edge representations and the machines within 

which the *know1edge representation is encoded. What does it mean 

to say that a machine bears, or can bear, a computational relation 
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to one of its *knowledge representations? And, are relations to 

representations identical to functional roles of representations? 

4.2.1 Propositional Attitudes and 
Computational Relations 

If we take seriously the prospects for intelligent computer 

thought then we must understand the capacities involved in such 

thought. It is with respect to understanding these capacities 

that we need to invoke propositional attitudes. An understanding 

of propositional attitudes is not needed to either implement or 

explain a computer's capacity to add or compile FORTRAN programs. 

Rather, such an understanding is needed to implement and explain 

intelligent capacities such as learning, creative problem solving 

and planning, and communicating with symbols. 

Progress towards understanding capacities for intelligent 

thought is made by analyzing them into less intelligent sub-

capacities (Cummins 1983, ch. 2). Analyzing capacities into sub-

capacities can continue until the physical level is reached. Doing 

this would allow us to see how something like a brain could learn 

or creatively solve prob1ems. l Though such a complete analysis 

still eludes us, the story is unfolding. If propositional attitudes 

are to be a part of this story, and Fodor assures us that they 

1This is the program of functional analysis. In The Nature 
of Psychological Explanation, Cummins presents the methodology of 
this program in detail and argues for its importance to cognitive 
psychology. 
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are, then they must play some role as sub-capacities into which 

intelligent capacities are analyzed. 2 Thus following Fodor, 

propositional attitudes are sub-capacities which when exercised 

create relations to representations. 

We can translate this statement about propositional atti-

tudes in humans into one about attitudes in machines by substituting 

"*knowledge representations" for "representations." Therefore, 

for machines, a propositional attitude would be a capacity which, 

when exercised, creates relations between the system and its *know-

ledge representations. 

I think, however, that the above statement about propos i-

tional attitudes impedes our progress towards understanding them, 

for saying that propositional attitudes are relations focuses our 

attention on the relations and their relata: machines and *knowledge 

representations. Instead, we should focus on mechanisms for manip-

ulating representions. Consider computer science. Computer scien-

tists don't talk about relations between machines and data struc-

tures. They don't talk about machines at all when they discuss 

data structures and the sorts of computional capacities with which 

2propositional attitudes are implicated in the Gricean 
analysis of communication, in theory of linguistic communication 
advanced by Bach and Harnish (1979), and, in general, in all cog
nitive functions that Pylyshyn calls "cognitively penetrable" 
(1980). 
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we and psychology are concerned. 3 When computer scientists talk 

about data structures and computational capacities, they talk about 

programs, operations, algorithms, and the functions these define. 

That is, they talk about data structures and ways of manipulating 

them. We should change our focus to these. Thus, propositional 

attitudes should be explained in terms of data structures and their 

manipulations, that is, in terms of data structures, programs, 

operations, algorithms, and functions. 

This shift in focus can be reconciled with the relational 

view of propositional attitiudes if we are willing to see relations 

between subjects and representations as manipulations of data 

structures by programs and operations going on within the subject. 

This is reasonable, I think, especially for computers, but it should 

be noted that it is the reconciliation that makes the explanation 

of propositional attitudes as relations palatable, for it allows 

us to see what the real content of the explanation could be. To 

proceed, we need to find out how functions, programs, data struc-

tures, etc., could, in fact, be employed to explain propositional 

attitudes. 

3Computer scientists do talk about machines and data struc
tures when they discuss efficiency: execution speed and quantity. 
of memory are discussed in connection with data structures. This 
is not a serious exception, however, because capacities to execute 
so many instructions per second or store so many bytes in memory 
are probably not the sort of computational capacities we are 
interested in; propositional attitudes are probably not even related 
to these capacities. 
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We might begin by imagining different attitudes as different 

"processors." Each processor can access a "box" of representa

tions, taking one representation from the box, manipulating it 

to get new representations, and then putting the representations 

back in the box. Processors are individuated by the types of manip

ulations they perform. For example, a processor is a belief-proces

sor if its manipulations are "belief-manipulations", (for a similar 

rendition of attitudes, see David Hills, [1981, p. 19]). 

It remains to give a clear account of the notion of a "pro

cessor." Perhaps the idea that comes most easily to mind is that 

a processor is a program. That is, perhaps, e.g., having a belief 

is executing, or being able to execute, a certain program that 

manipulates certain data structures or *know1edge representations. 

Before we consider this, a brief, general discussion of programs, 

algorithms, and functions is required. 

4.2.2 Programs, Algorithms, and Functions 

Consider two programs, one in LISP and one in FORTRAN; each 

add a list of integers. 

Pl. (Define Add-Numbers 

(lambda (1) 

[cond «null (cddr 1» (add (car 1) (cadr 1») 

(t (Add-Numbers 

(cons (add (car 1) (cadr 1» (cddr 1»»] 

) ) 



P2. SUBFUNCTION ADDNUMS (A) 

INTEGER A(lO), SUM 

DO 100 I = 1, 9 

SUM = A(I) + A(I+l) 

A(I+l) = SUM 

100 CONTINUE 

ADDNUMS 

RETURN 

END 

A(I+l) 
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PI and P2 execute roughly the same function. By "function," 

I mean "mathematical function": PI and P2 pair lists of integers 

with their sum. I say "roughly" because PI and P2 don't execute 

identical functions because PI will return the sum of any list 

of intergers no matter long (up to the LISP memory capacity of 

the machine), while P2 will only add a list of 10 integers. With 

lists of 10 elements, PI and P2 do execute the same function. I 

have written PI and P2 so that one level of description their 

behavior is similar, i.e., they execute the same algorithm. Each 

adds a list of integers by adding the first two numbers in the 

list, putting that sum at the head of a new list one element smaller 

than the initial list, and then repeating this process. So, not 

only do PI and P2 execute the same function, they execute the same 

algorithm--at one level of description. However, PI uses recursion, 
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it calls itself when it repeats the process, while P2 uses succes

sive interations of the process. 

PI is composed of LISP operations--car, cdr, cons, null, 

lambda, and define, while P2 is composed of FORTRAN operations 

--adding, declaring, do-looping, assigning, etc. It is the way 

the operations are organized that determine which function PI and 

P2 execute and the way they execute it--the algorithm they execute. 

These operations are primitive in the sense that they are members 

of the set of operations that define the language--LISP or FORTRAN; 

all programs in these lanugages are ultimately decomposable into 

these respective sets of primitive operations. Non-primitive 

operations can be constructed from the primitive operations. For 

example, the operation "cadr" which returns the second element of 

a list (given the list (a b c) it will return element b) is composed 

of two primitive operations "car" and "cdr". Thus, if L is any 

list, (cadr L) equals (car (cdr L». 

The term "operation" has a quasi-technical sense in computer 

science. The term is nearly synonymous with IIfunction," but it 

connotes something less "abstract." Every operation corresponds 

to at least one algorithm. Thus, an operation is a function for 

which we can specify an algorithm, and, for implmentation purposes, 

a program that executes that algorithm. Hence, an operation is a 

Turing computable function for which, if one had to, one could 

write a program. Operations, then, can be th,ought of as 
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encapsulations of algorithms. Furthermore, we need not think of 

operations as tied to some particular programming language, we can 

think of operations more abstractly: addition can be thought of as 

an operation. I will use the term "operation" to denote a function 

the execution of which is also the execution of at least one algo

rithm. 

As I said, addition can be thought of as an operation. We 

can therefore think of PI and P2 as operations. We might want 

to do this if we had recourse to specify a domain in which PI (or 

P2) would be a useful primitive operation. For example, consider 

the domain of lists of integers. In this domain the operation 

Add-numbers could be primitive and we could use it to write a program 

AVERAGE that derives the average of a list of integers. 

Equipped now with a cursory understanding of programs, 

operations, algorithms, and functions, we are ready to explore the 

idea of processors as programs. We will find that this idea does 

not capture what we are after, though it is in the right direction. 

4.2.3 What Propositional Attitudes Are 

Let me summarize where we are at this point. We are con

ceiving of propositional attitudes as "processors", which we view 

as being capable of performing manipulations. Our task is to try 

to precisely characterize the vague notion of "processor." As a 

first pass, we have identified "processors" with programs or 

sequences of operations, and now, after a small discussion of the 
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are ready to test this identification. 
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It is easy to see that, from the point of view of theorizing 

about propositional attitudes, we do not want to view them as pro

grams. We are not interested in propositional attitudes as sequences 

of operations of some programming language, because we don't care 

which programming language the sequence of operations is from. 

This is because any sequence of operations can be replaced by 

another, different sequence that performs the same task. Thus, 

there is no unique sequence of operations the execution of which 

is constitutive of, e.g., believing that p. Though certainly a 

token propositional attitude in a computer will be the execution 

of some program or other, we do not care about the details of this 

program, for example, we do not care whether the program uses LISP 

operations or FORTRAN operations [on this pOint, see Pylyshyn (1984, 

pp. 87-89). 

This is enough to prevent identifying "processors" with pro

grams, and, hence, identifying attitudes with programs. But perhaps 

it was obvious from the start that identifying attitudes with par

ticular pieces of code was much too restrictive. Surely, the code 

executed is irrelevant. What seems relevant is the task performed. 

Just above, I said that any sequence of operations--any program 

--can be replaced by another sequence that performs the same task. 

What we want is some notion that captures the idea of programs 
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performing the same task. The notion of an algorithm nicely captures 

this idea. Instead of identifying "processors" with programs, 

perhaps we should identify them with algorithms (this is Pylyshyn's 

claim, [1984, p. 89 ff.]). We are now viewing "processors" as 

nearly synonymous with "operations". A "processor" is the encapsu-

lation of one algorithm. When a "processor" executes, it also 

executes its algorithm. Since the terms "processor" and "operation" 

are now so close, I proposed to dispense with the former. This 

will not cause any trouble if we think of operations as individuated 

not merely by the function they compute, but also by the way they 

compute it, i.e., by the algorithm they execute. The claim now is 

that attitudes are operations the execution of which is the execution 

of an algorithm. 

An algorithm corresponds to a function, but there are many 

different algorithms corresponding to one function. For example, 

there are many algorithms corresponding to the factorial function 

or division function. Thus one machine could execute algorithm 

B and another could execute algorithm C, but nevertheless both 

could executing the same function. According to Pylyshyn, the 

fact that these machines execute different algorithms is (or could 

be) relevant to cognitive science. 4 I agree with this, which 

4He says, "I suggest that the appropriate level of comparison 
[between a computational process and the mental process it is 

intended to model or explain] corresponds roughly to the intuitive 
notion of the algorithm" (Pylyshyn, 1984, p. 89). 
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"mental" algorithms get executed is important to the individuation 

of cognitive processes and hence to cognitive science. Algorithms, 

then, seem suited to the task of theorizing about propositional 

attitudes, but they alone are not sufficient to characterize atti

tudes. They are, as it were, only one part of the story. Remember, 

we began our search by conceiving of attitudes as "processors." 

Viewing "processors," or attitudes, as operations that execute 

algorithms, does not explicitly take representations into account. 

Thus now our problem is not coming up with a notion abstract enough; 

the notion of an algorithm will do this job. Our problem now lies 

with our preliminary notion of an operation ("processor"). We 

conceived of operations as independent of the representations on 

which they operated, but this will not give us the notion of a 

propositional attitude which we want. If we now, at last, intro

duce functionalism into our search we will see this. 

The doctrine within CTPA is that it is the functional role 

of a representation that determines whether it is believed or desired 

or hoped for, etc. This is the received view, and there is a natural 

way of interpreting it so that it is in conflict with the conception 

of attitudes as operations that are individuated by the algorithms 

they execute. On this interpretation, representations are as much 

a part of the type identity of an attitude as which algorithm the 

operation executes. However, we can easily tie the notion of func

tional role to the notion of an operation. Operations are 
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indi.viduated by the algorithms they execute. But, the individua

tion of operations by the algorithm it executes must go hand in 

hand with the functional individuation of the representations it 

manipulates. The functional role of a representation is deter

mined by the manipulations performed on it, i.e. by the operations 

that access it. Thus the sort of operations accessing and manip

ulating a representation determines whether that representation is 

believed or desired. This just means that the representation cannot 

be left of the specification of the type identity of an attitude. 

To get a clearer understanding of the idea that a representation's 

functional role is determined by manipulations, let's consider an 

example using ordinary programs and data structures. 

Consider two LISP functions Reverse and Powerset: 

(Define Reverse 

(lambda (L) .•• » 

(Define Powerset 

(lambda (L) ••• » 
(I have not gone to the trouble of writing out the functions; the 

details are of no concern here.) Assume that Reverse takes a data 

structure L as input and returns ("prints out") the reverse of L. 

Thus if L equals (a b c) the Reverse returns (c b a). Powerset, 

assume, returns the powerset of a data structure. So, given (a b 

c) Powerset returns «a) (b) (c) (a b) (a c) (b c) (a b c) (». 

With respect to Powerset, L functions as a set. Yet with respect to 
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reverse L functions not as a set but as a 1ist--a type of data 

structure that is a sequence of zero or more elements. L cannot 

function as a set with respect to Reverse because it makes no sense 

to reverse a set: sets are unordered collections of elements. 

However, it does make sense to reverse the elements of a list, 

i.e. to change the sequence. Conversely, in pairing L (= (a b c)) 

with the list «a) (b) (c) (a b) (a c) (b c) (a b c) ()} (= L') L 

is functioning as a set since L' is naturally interpreted as 

containing all the subsets of L rather than just combinations of the 

elements of L.S 

All kinds of examples of this type can be produced. Con-

sider two programs PI and P2 and a list of elements L. PI might 

be Powerset and P2 might be a compiler--a PASCAL compiler, for 

example. L functions as a set with respect to PI, but it functions 

as a program with respect to P2: P2 returns either true of false 

depending on whether L is a PASCAL program or not. 

This then is CTPA functionalism. Operations and representa-

tions have their type specified concommitantly. Now, we need to 

be able to identify attitudes with something that collects together 

SNotice, by the way, the role of interpretation in determining 
the functional role of L. Interpretation is what allows us to see 
the inputs to Powerset as sets. Furthermore, we interpret L as a 
set or as a list depending on our needs. Thus, we may treat L as 
a list when we are treating Powerset only as a piece of LISP code, 
i.e., as a sequence of LISP operations rather than as a function, 
which we might do if we were debugging Powerset. This is because 
LISP code operates on lists, not sets. 
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representations and operations in a sufficiently abstract way such 

that the collection constitutes a ~ applicable to a wide variety 

of subjects and instances. In computer science, such collections 

are call abstract data types. I propose, then, that propositional 

attitudes are a species of abstract data type. 

Formally, an abstract data type is a set of values (called 

a domain) and a set of operations defined over those values. Values 

are elements of any set. Note that to have a type, both values 

and operations are required. For example, the set ±O, +1, -1, +2, 

-2 ••• is not the data type integer unless the appropriate opera

tions + and - (addition and subtraction) are included. If we 

associate the set ±O, +1, -1, +2, -2 ••• with different operations, 

say union, intersetion, and set difference, then we have an entirely 

new data type: the data type set. Data types can be invented quite 

easily. We could define the data type point-in-2-space, for ex

ample. The domain would be the Cartesian product of the set of 

integers, and the set of operations would be vector addition, vector 

subtraction, finding the distance between two points, etc. Another 

data type we could define is calender-date. The domain could be 

ordered triples of integers (month/day/year) representing dates 

and the operations would be determining the day of a particular 
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date, computing the phase of the moon for a particular data, printing 

the data in several formats, etc. 6 

I can now present a first pass at my proposed identifica-

tion. The proposal is this: a propositional attitude is a col-

lection of *knowledge representations and a set of operations defined 

over them. Each such collection and set of operations defines an 

abstract data type, with the functional roles of the representations 

being determined by the collection of operations. The functional 

identity of an attitude--whether an attitude is a belief or a desire 

--is determined by the operations, and operations are individuated 

by the algorithms they perform. The content of the *knowledge 

representations determine whether an attitude is, say, the belief 

that it is snowing or the belief that it is windy. Now we are 

ready for a refinement, which will give us our second pass at the 

proposed identification. 

Notice the difference between the formal definition given 

here of an abstract data type and the formal definition of a data 

structure given in Chapter 2. We defined a data structure as a 

collection of information together with operations for ordering 

the information and adding, deleting, and retrieving the informa-

tion. An abstract data type may have such operations, but it also 

may have associated operations for performing quite different tasks, 

6For more on abstract data types, see Dahl, Dijkstra, and 
Hoare (1972, Guttag (1975, 1977), Wulf et al. (1981), and Liskov 
and Zilles (1975). 
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as we see in the two examples given above. Thus abstract data 

types are not necessarily merely stores of information as data 

structures are. They are general methods for representing infor

mation and concomitant manipulations. Given our definitions of 

data structures and data types, we could say that data structures 

are a subset of the class of data types: the subset where the 

associated operations are ~estricted to those useful for storing 

and retrieving information. This is a useful way of comparing 

data structures and abstract data types, but, it masks a distinction 

between the two that is important for our purposes. 

Data structures typically contain information of a certain 

~. Thus, the information data structures contain is standardly 

tokens of some other abstract data type. For example, an array 

might contain integers, in which case the array would contain ele

ments of the data type integer. This would give us a new data 

type: array-of-integer. Another array, containing letters of the 

alphabet, say, would contain elements of another data type and 

would therefore give us a different data type: array-of-letters

of-the-alphabet. This means that any particular kind of data 

structure is not a single type, but rather a collection of types, 

which we might specify as array-of-!, stack-of-Y, or tree-of-Z for 

example. We specify a particular, single data type by specifying 

the component data type the data structure contains. 
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Given this, we can distinguish between two kinds of abstract 

data types: simple data types such as integer, floating-point, 

or letter-of-the-a1phabet, and structured data types such as ca1en-

dar-date, 1ist-of-course-names, stack-of-function-names, array-of--

integer, array-of-ca1ender-date, etc. Notice that this distinction 

is drawn with repsect to the domains of abstract data types. The 

domains of simple data types consist of indivisible, logically 

simple entities. Structured data types have domains consisting 

of values constructed from other data types. All data structures, 

when their domains are specified, are structured data types, but 

not all structured types are data structures. 7 

The distinction between simple data types and structured 

data types allows me to refine my proposed identification of 

attiitudes and data types. Here, then, is my second pass. First, 

propositional attitudes are structured data types, which means 

that attitudes bear a similarity to data structures because data 

structures are structured types. To see this, notice that the 

domains of all propositional attitudes are comprised of *know1edge 

representations, but *know1edge representations are data types 

themselves; in particular, they are structured types. This follows 

immediately from the fact that all *know1edge representations are 

7This distinction is common in the literature on abstract 
data types. See, for example, Wu1f et a1., pp. 188 ff. and 192 
ff. In the literature, simple data types are usually called scalar 
or unstructured data types. 
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data structures, and all data structures, as noted above, are 

structured data types. But since attitudes have domains consisting 

of values constructed from other data types, it follows that atti

tudes are structured abstract data types. For example, suppose we 

assume semantic nets as our *knowledge representation. Since 

semantic nets are a kind of data structure, they are a structured 

abstract data type. Now if we define a set of operations over our 

semantic net such that we have the attitude belief say, we see 

that belief is a structured data type. 

Second, though attitudes bear some similarity to data struc

tures, it is obvious, I think, that they are not merely data struc

tures. Thus, for example, beliefs are not primarily stores of 

information, neither are hopes, nor desires. In this regard, 

propositional attitudes seem more like the data type integer or 

calendar-date than, say, the data structure array-of-integer. 

Third, notice that the values comprising the domain of a 

particular kind of attitude are data structures, i.e., *knowledge 

representations. Hence, to determine that a given attitude is 

a belief that it is snowing, as opposed to merely being a belief, 

it is necessary to determine the content of the associated *know

ledge representation. However, merely determining that something 

is a belief (an instance of the data type belief), it is sufficient 

to determine that the operations are those associated with the 

data type belief and the domain is comprised of *knowledge 
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representations. (Points two and three will be discussed further 

in Chapter 5, Section 5.4.) 

This completes my discussion of propositional attitudes as 

abstract data types. I think that it is now fairly obvious that 

the identification can be made in sufficient detail to be theo-

retically interesting. Therefore, as an answer to Question 3, I 

propose that propositional attitudes are structured abstract data 

types, and that the identity of an attitude is determined by the 

content of the values, the *knowledge representations, comprising 

the domain, and the operations operating on that domain. 

There remains the empirical matter of defining which ope-

rations constitute having a belief, which constitute having a desire, 

and which constitute hoping, etc. This is the job of cognitive 

psychologists. However, I do not want to leave this empirical 

matter completely mysterious; therefore, I will present a rough 

and superficial picture of how it might go. 

Briefly, our intuition suggests that a belief is information 

with which we can reason, and a desire is something we try to 

satisfy. Thus, intuitively: 

Believing is an information state. Information is used in 
decision-making. So a mental representation, r, is a con
stituent of a belief if it functions as information; if, that 
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is, it is available for decision-making, specifically: in
ferencing. 8 

Desiring is a goal state. Subjects attempt to satisfy 
goals, standardly. So, goals provide directions for actions 
and other thoughts. They are (or can be) used to determine 
which inferences are currently most relevant. Thus, r is 
a constituent of a desire if it is a goal; if, that is, it 
functions to det~rmine which inferences and behavior are 
to be performed. 

We can present these intuitions using abstract data types. 

For belief, we need only think of the mental representations as 

*knowledge representations and associate with them operations for 

inferencing. One way to do this would be to define operations for 

executing modus ponens, modus tollens, generalization, etc. For 

desire, we associate with the *knowledge representations operations 

for goal derivation such as forward and backward chaining. Such 

chains will determine which inferences are to be performed. 1n-

dividual links in the chain will be intermediate goals, and the 

final link will be the main goal. 

8Two caveats: 1) 1 do not mean by "information" Dretske's 
sense of the word, and 2) 1 am ignoring distinctions between such 
notions as core/derived beliefs (desires) and implicit/explicit 
beliefs (desires). 

9S tart ing from available information and trying to draw 
conclusions that are appropriate for our goals is called forward 
chaining. Starting with an assumed state, on the other hand, and 
working "backwards" looking for evidence that supports or that 
would make the assumed state true is called backward chaining. 
Both kinds of chaining are used extensively in production system 
architectures and expert systems. MYC1N, for example, performs 
backward chaining (see Shortliffe, 1976). 
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These examples further strengthen my claim that identifying 

propositional attitudes with abstract data types is both possible 

and informative. Other identifications considered previously 

(programs and algorithms) were either not possible or not useful. 

Furthermore, I think viewing propositional attitudes as abstract 

data types is far more enlightening than viewing them as relations 

between subjects and mental representations. Indeed, I view this 

latter construal as a philosophical place-holder, awaiting a more 

rigorous identification. I think, then, that we now have an ade

quate answer to Question 3: propositional attitudes are abstract 

data types; each attitude is a particular abstract data type with 

each type being defined by a set of operations that take *knowledge 

representations as input. 

This concludes my discussion and elaboration of propositional 

attitudes. I believe that my proposal goes far in making attitudes 

respectable theoretical entities. This is important because, as 

we shall see in the next section, propositional attitudes are thought 

to be in need of such a boost to their respectability. After 

defending propositional attitudes in the next section, I will turn 

my discussion to attitudes and consciousness. 
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We now have a cogent view of propositional attitudes. In 

developing this view, we developed an understanding of the crucial 

notions of representation, content, and computational functional 

role. However, even assuming its cogency, many philosophers still 

are wont to eschew propositional attitudes because they are skep-

tical about the role of propositional attitudes in modern cognitive 

psychology. Indeed, some of these philosophers are distinctly 

unfriendly towards propositional attitudes, (see, for example, 

Church land [1981] and Stich [1983]. Dennett, of course, is a hybrid. 

He is unfriendly towards them vis-a-vis science, but friendly towards 

them vis-a-vis his instrumentalist program [1978]). One essential 

problem is that propositional attitudes seem to violate many phi-

losopher's deep-seated Cartesian intuition that a person's psycho-

logical states could have just the character and contents they 

have regardless of the way the world is. This intuition manifests 

itself as a sort of methodological principle for cognitive psy-

chology. Stich calls it the autonomy principle (Stich 1978 and 

1983). He says that "the states and processes that ought to be of 
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concern to the psychologist are those that supervene on the current, 

internal, physical state of the organism (1983, p. 164).10 

Fodor, on the other hand, calls it methodological solipsism, a 

term Hilary Putnam coined for "the assumption that no psychological 

state, properly so-called, presupposes the existence of any indi-

vidual other than the subject to whom the state is ascribed" (Putnam 

1966). The argument now is that a theory of propositional attitudes 

will be at best otiose because attitudes violate the autonomy 

principle. So CTPA is perhaps theoretically pretty, but quite 

useless. In order to show that propositional attitudes do not 

violate the autonomy principle, I first need to present it in more 

detail. Part of my presentation will include Stich's argument 

for it (Stich 1983). After this, I will explore the tension between 

the principle and attitudes. Here I will present my case against 

Stich's autonomy principle. 

4.3.1 The Autonomy Principle 

To achieve as full an understanding of the autonomy prin-

ciple as possible, I begin by quoting a portion of Stich's expla-

nation of it from his paper "Autonomous Psychology and the Belief-

Desire Thesis" (1978). 

10llOne class of states and processes supervenes on another 
when, roughly speaking, the presence or absence of states and pro
cesses in the first class is completely determined by the presence 
of absence of states and processes in the second." (Stich,1983, 
p. 164; see also, Kim, 1978, 1982) 
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Perhaps the most vivid way of explaining the principle I have 
in mind is by invoking a type of science fiction example that 
has cropped up with some frequency in recent philo sophica1 
literature. Imagine that a technology were available which 
would enable us to duplicate people. That is, we can build 
living human beings who are atom for atom and molecule for 
molecule replicas of some given human being. Now suppose that 
we have before us such a human being •••. and his exact repli
ca. What the principle of autonomy claims is that these two 
humans will be psychologically identical, that any psychological 
property instantiated by one of these subjects will also be 
instantiated by the other (pp. 573-574) 

Further down he says: 

If the principle is to be observed, then the only properties 
and relations that may legitimately play a role in explanatory 
psychological theories are the properties and relations that a 
subject and its duplicate share. 

Though Stich never acknowledges it, and, indeed, would 

probably deny it, there are at least two versions of the autonomy 

principle in his writings on the subject. I shall call these two 

versions the weak and the strong principle. The strong autonomy 

principle bars from cognitive psychology any appeal to anything 

external to a subject that might allow us to supply or attribute 

any content to that subject's propositional attitudes. Thus, the 

strong autonomy principle bars from cognitive psychology any appeal 

to content whatsoever. On this version, psychology can only advert 

to the formal (syntactic) properties of mental states; all symbols 

are to be considered uninterpreted symbols. The weak version simply 

bars appeals to anything that doesn't influence a subject's current, 

internal, computational (mental) or physical state. On this ver-

sion, the world external to a subject is relevant to psychological 
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theorizing only if it is influencing its current mental states, 

for example. Thus, the weak version does not bar appeals to content 

in theorizing about mental states. ll 

Stich runs the two versions of the autonomy principle 

together. In his book From Folk Psychology to Cognitive Science, 

he says: 

historical and environmental facts will be psycholog
ically re1vant only when they influence an organism's cur
rent,interna1, physical state. So if a feature of the organ
ism's history or environment might have been different without 
affecting the organism's current, internal, physical state, 
then that historical or environmental feature must play no 
role in the psychologist's theory. (pp. 164-165) 

III have drawn the distinction between these two versions as 
a distinction based primarily on whether the external world may be 
admitted in psychological theorizing, and, if so, under what cir
cumstances. I have, following Stich as we will see below, drawn 
consequences from this way of drawing the distinction for the 
admission of content in psychological theorizing. However, Kent 
Bach has shown that there is a distinction to be drawn between 
versions of the autonomy principle even when only the attribution 
of content is considered. He says in his "De Re Belief and Method
ological Solipsism," that " ••. there are two ways of taking MS 
[methodological solipsism[. One way of taking it is that psychology 
should work on the assumption that propositional attitudes are 
realized by relations to symbols whose only relevant properties 
are formal. This austere interpretation of MS might be called 
formal methodological solipsism (FMS). The weaker version insists 
that internal representations should be treated as having not only 
formal but also conceptual properties, which are not reducible to 
or fully explainable by formal properties. This liberal form of 
MS, call it conceptual methodological solipsism (eMS), leaves open 
the nature of these conceptual properties" (Bach, 1982, p. 125). 
(It is worth noting that on both of Bach's versions of methodological 
solipsism, the external world is never admissible (p. 125). 
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No mention is made here of ruling out contents of propositional 

attitudes. This then is a statement of the weak version. Later, 

he says: 

[methodological solipsism] directly prohibits generalizations 
which turn on semantic properties of the states to which they 
apply. The principle of psychological autonomy accomplishes 
much the same goal by barring appeal to those external historical 
and environmental factors on which semantic properties like 
reference in part depend. (p. 165) 

Here Stich does not merely want to bar features of an organism's 

existence that are irrelevant to psychology, he wants to bar fea-

tures on which semantic properties depend. On the strong version, 

a subject's world is made to disappear. On the weak version, it 

is just filtered and distilled somewhat. 

I am confident that few would object to the weak version 

of the autonomy principle. After all, one way of stating the weaker 

version is to say that cognitive psychology should only countenance 

those facts concerning a subject which affect its psychological 

states--its propositional attitudes, for example. The substantive 

part of the principle then is that a subject's psychological states 

are probably not determined or much affected by its history or 

parts of its environment that are at some remove from it. In fact, 

every science accepts a version of the weak autonomy principle. 

Quantum physics, for example, supposes that the properties of 

electrons are independent of their distance from Washington, D.C. 
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and that their properties are also independent of the fact that 

all electrons used to be closer together. 12 

I am not confident that many would accept the strong version 

of the autonomy principle. In fact it seems that we cannot accept 

it because without appealing to contents of mental states, we cannot 

do psychology--or at any rate, interesting psychology. That is, 

we cannot explain the cognitive capacities of humans without 

appealing to the contents of their mental states. For example, it 

is only when we see marks as numerals, i.e., as representations of 

numbers, do we see some machine as a calculator. It is the 

assignment of this content that allows us to explain the physical 

121 should point out that history is not totally irrelevant. 
On one theory of the properties of electrons (and all other parti
cles), the properties of electrons would be different if their 
history had been different. Indeed, had the first three minutes 
following the Big Bang been radically different, there might not 
have been any electrons. The same is true in psychology. Had my 
history been different, then my current and dispositional mental 
states now would be different. Psychologists seem quite aware of 
this. When I asked some psychologists about the autonomy principle, 
they said that it was not true but assumed true. For example, they 
assumed that historical differences were largely irrelevant because 
otherwise they could not do their science. Indeed, that is the 
point of statistics: psychologists assume that the irrelevant 
stuff pertaining to a subject will show up in the noise. My 
experience with psychologists and the autonomyprinciple, then, differs 
from Stich's. He says, "It has been my experience that psychologists 
who agree on little else readily endorse the autonomy principle. 
Indeed, I have yet to find a psychologist who did not take the 
principle to be obviously true." (B-D Thesis, note 8, p. 588) 
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transactions of the machine as calculations, and, hence to explain 

its capacity to calculate (see Cummins 1983, pp. 40-44).13 

Prima facie, then, adopting the strong version of the autonomy 

priniciple as a methodological principle in psychology seems 

ill-conceived; but we need to continue in our explorations to be 

sure. 

4.3.2 An Argument for the Autonomy Principle 

The argument for the autonomy principle that I am going to 

discuss is Stich's replacement argument (Stich, 1983, pp. 165-170). 

By so restricting myself, I will be leaving aside certain other 

arguments for like principles. In particular, I will not be dis-

cussing Fodor's argument for methodological solipsism (Fodor, 1981, 

ch. 9). This is because, like Stich, I find Fodor's argument less 

persuasive than Stich's own argument, and discussing Fodor's argument 

would involve me in an exegetical morass that I can avoid by 

l3It follows from this that there could be no useful syntactic 
theory of the mind as Stich defines it in From Folk Psychology to 
Cognitive Science, Chapter 8. Another argument for this same con
clusion is that psychological explanation is interpretive functional 
analysis (Cummins, 1983). But interpretive functional analysis 
requires appeals to content. All theories in cognitive psychology 
are attempts at such psychological explanation (Cummins, 1983). 
therefore, all theories crucially involve appeals to content. 
Hence no theory (no good theory) is going to follow Stich's syntactic 
paradigm. (I wish to thank Prof. Cummins for pointing out this 
argument to me.) 
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discussing Stich's (for a good discussion of Fodor's, see Stich 1983, 

pp. 161-164).14 

The replacement argument is intended to make the autonomy 

principle plausible. The argument is that psychology is the science 

which aspires to explain behavioral and cognitive capacities (cf. 

Stich, 1983 p. 165). In order to explain such capacities, psychology 

should focus on certain states, processes, and properties of the 

subject. Which states, processes, and properties psychology should 

focus on are determined by applying the following methodological 

heuristic: replace the subject with its exact replica; then the 

only features of the subject--its states, processes, and proper-

ties--which are relevant to psychology are those the replica has 

that cause it to behave the same and have the same behavioral and 

cognitive capacities as the subject. 15 As Stich puts it " •... 

any states, processes, or properties which are not shared by Stich 

and his identically behaving replica must surely be irrelevant to 

psychology" (1983, pp. 165-166). So for example, the fact that 

the subject was, e.g., born after being carried in the womb of a 

14A1so, as far as I can tell, there is not a large difference 
between methodological solipsism and the autonomy principle; so in 
discussing only the autonomy principle, I believe I will not be 
omitting important facets of the notion of autonomy in psychology. 

15St ich often talks as if psychology seeks to explain behav
ior. This is incorrect. Psychology seeks to explain capacities, 
just like any other science (see Cummins, 1983). But this is not 
precise enough. Psychology wants to explain cognitive as well as 
behavioral capacities. 
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woman is irrelevant to psychology because this feature, we may 

suppose, is not shared by its replica, its replica being created 

in a vat marked "Top Secret." Which is only to say that features 

of a subject's coming into being need not (and do not in this fan-

tasy) affect current behavioral and cognitive dispositions. 

As Stich notes (1983, p. 166), the argument as it stands 

will not do because there are some behaviors that a replica just 

cannot replicate. The example Stich gives is selling a car (1983). 

If I own a car, I can sell it to you but my replica cannot because 

he does not own it. Clearly what is needed is to re1ativize the 

descriptions of capacities to psychology. Stich gives an example 

of such re1ativization in chemistry. Suppose I boil a bottle of 

Chateau Lafitte. Such an act would reduce its market value. But 

chemistry does not explain the bottle's market value reduction. 

Chemistry explains what the boiling does in a proprietry chemical 

language. We explain the reduction in market value by supplementing 

the chemical explanation "with facts about the way chemical changes 

affect the sensory qualities of a wine and facts about the relation 

between sensory qualities and the market value of rare Bordeaux 

wines" (Stich, 1983, p. 166). Stich claims that this sort of 

re1ativization of explanation to science is what is needed to correct 

the sorts of problems like the car-selling problem discussed above. 

He says, 

We cannot expect that a scientific psychology will explain 
behavioral events under all imaginable descriptions. Rather 
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the psychologist must select or formulate an appropriate 
descriptive language for his explananda. And the formulation 
of such a vocabulary will be a fundamental part of psychological 
theory construction. (1983, pp. 166-167) 

The specific fix Stich has in mind is to first define the term 

autonomous behavioral description as any description of behavior 

that, if it applies to a subject in a certain setting, it applies 

to that subject's replica as well (p. 167); then to argue that all 

of a psychologist's explanations will be autonomous behavioral 

descriptions. 16 Upon establishing this, Stich claims he has his 

argument for the autonomy principle. Utilizing autonomous behavioral 

descriptions, replicas will have the same behavioral and cognitive 

capacities as the subjects of which they are replicas, and the 

conclusion of the replacement argument was that only those features 

of a subject and its replica that cause or determine their identical 

behavioral and cognitive capacities are important to psychology. 

That is, only the intersection of a subject's and its replica's 

mental states, processes, and properties are important to psychol-

ogy. 

To establish that all psychological descriptions are 

autonomous behavioral descriptions, Stich argues that non-autonomous 

descriptions can always be factored into autonomous descriptions and 

descriptions from any of a diverse set of domains such as history 

or law or whatever (1983, pp. 168-169). The argument utilizes 

l6Read "autonomous behavior descriptions" as "autonomous 
behavioral and cognitive capacity descriptions." 
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an analogy with industrial robots (pp. 167-169). Consider an 

industrial robot that has just successfully performed its mill

ionth weld. "Performing its millionth weld", though maybe a true 

description, is a non-autonomous description. Descriptions like 

this are not the sort of descriptions needed to explain the robots 

behaviorial capacities. It is easy to recover the needed autonomous 

description, however. What we do is view any non-autonmous des

cription as a hybrid of an autonomous description and some other 

non-autonomous considerations (p. 168). "To successfully perform 

its one millionth weld, a device must successfully perform a weld 

and it must have previously performed 999,999 other welds. The 

first element in this conjunct describes the behavior autonomously; 

it is just the sort of fact that we expect a theory of robot beha

vior to explain. The second element is a historical fact, and is 

not at all what we expect a theory of robot behavior to explain" 

(p. 186). So all the non-autonmous descriptions of robot behavior 

"divide into two parts, the first being a theory of "robot psy

chology" which explains autonomously described behavioral events 

and the second being a heterogeneous collection of considerations 

from history, law, or what have you which collectively explain why 

the autonomously described event counts also as an event falling 

under the non-autonomous description" (pp. 168-169). We can get 

a like analogy by considering the explanation of why the market 

value of our bottle of Chateau Lafitte declined after I boiled it. 
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There the explanation factored into chemical, sensory, and economic 

explanations of what had occurred. Within the chemical explanation 

we describe what happened using the language of chemistry. And 

likewise for the sensory and economic explanations. 

I think now we have a clear enough understanding of the 

autonomy principle and its role in psychology. The question we need 

to bear in mind is whether Stich's replacement argument is an 

argument for the weak or the strong version. Before taking up 

this question, I want to review Stich's reasons for supposing that 

there is a conflict between the autonomy principle and propositional 

attitudes. Once this is completed, I will be able to show that 

adopting a reasonable autonomy prinicp1e is compatible with a sci

entific CTPA. 

4.3.3 The Tension between the Autonomy Principle 

According to Stich (1983), ascriptions of propositional 

attitudes, especially believe, we are nothing like the ascriptions 

of psychological states that will figure in a more mature cognitive 

science. Ascriptions of propositional attitudes are infested with 

judgments about how similar the subject is to the ascriber. In 

ascribing a belief, we are comparing the believer to ourselves. 

But these sorts of judgments--simi1arity judgments--are inappropriate 

for psychology because they make propositional attitude ascriptions 

vague, context sensitive, and observer relative. As Stich puts 

it, the judgments involved in ascriptions of propositional attitudes 
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(1983, p. 135). He says "A sort of Protagorean parochialism is 
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thus built into intentional folk psychological concepts [our folk 

concepts of propositional attitudes], since when it comes to 

ascribing content, men and women like us are the measure of all 

things" (p. 7). Stich nicely sums up this view: "To believe that 

p is to be in an autonomous functional state and to have a certain 

history, context, and ideological relation to the ascriber" (p. 

170). This situation, according to Stich, probably generalizes 

to all propositional attitudes. They are all hybrids of functional 

states and similarity relations to the ascriber. But now, since 

according to him psychology should be concerned only with autonomous 

(functional) states, it follows that propositional attitudes have 

no role in psychology. 

Underlying Stich's view that ascriptions of propositional 

attitudes inherently involve similarity jugdments is his view of 

content ascription. Here is where similarity judgments have their 

greatest influence and cause the most problems for a scientific 

propositional attitude psychology. Stich's view of our folk notion 

of belief is that in ascribing a belief we are ascribing not only 

belief states to the believer, but also content to such states 

(ch. 5). It is such content ascription, according to Stich, that 

inherently involves similarity. The kinds of similarity he has in 

mind are functional or causal pattern similarity, ideological 
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similarity, and reference similarity. Here are his definitions of 

these: 

functional similarity: Two beliefs have this sort of simi
larity "if they have similar patterns of potential causal inter
action with (actual or possible) stimuli, with other (actual 
or possible) mental states, and with (actual or possible) behav
ior. ( p. 89). 

ideological similarity: Two beliefs have this sort of S1m1 
larity if they are embedded in similar networks of belief. 
(p. 89). 

reference similarity: Two beliefs have this sort of simi 
larity "if the terms the subjects use to express the beliefs are 
identical in reference [depending on how reference is deter
mined, Le., ;"hich theory of reference is endorsed]. 
pp. 89-90). 

Content ascriptions, then, are an integral part of ascribing beliefs 

or other propositional attitudes. But contents, Stich argues, are 

more or less similar. Your ascriptions of content involve assessing 

how similar you are to the creature who is the object of your 

ascriptions. Content ascriptions are infused through and through 

with similarity judgments. It is this that makes propositional 

attitude ascriptions a kind of similarity judgment. And it is sim-

ilarity judgments, according to Stich, that prevent propositional 

attitudes from being a part of a scientific psychology, because to 

make these judgments, we must violate the autonomy principle. 

I should make explicit that Stich takes himself to be pro-

viding a conceptual analysis of our folk psychological notion of 

belief. (I would like to say that I agree with his analysis.) 

Furthermore, he is quite aware that in doing conceptual analyis he 
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is not doing science. But analyzing our folk notion of belief is 

crucial to his enterprise. He says, 

On my view it is up for grabs whether the terms of folk psy
chology denote anything at all. Perhaps the concepts of folk 
psychology, like many of those in folk medicine or folk cos
mology, will turn out to be true of nothing; perhaps there are 
no such things as beliefs. If one takes this possibility ser
iously, then the inevitable strategy is to get as clear as pos
sible on the workings of our folk concept and then assess the 
prospects of pressing this concept (or some elaboration of it) 
into service in a serious empirical theory." (p. 76). 

Stich's attempted death blow to propositional attitudes, of course, 

is that it is bad science to press our folk notion of belief into 

the service of psychology (see especially Chapters 7, 8, and 9). 

Furthermore, he seems to believe that any attempt to replace folk 

beliefs, which are not autonomous, with psychologically respectable 

entities that are autonomous would be replacing folk beliefs with 

entities that are not beliefs at all. This is too strong. One can 

accept, as I do, Stich's account of our folk notion of belief while 

rejecting his argument that no close cousin of that notion will 

find a place in psychology. I think that CTPA beliefs are beliefs, 

that they satisfy a reasonable autonomy principle, and that the 

content-ascriptive aspect of folk psychology, which according to 

Stich causes all the trouble, can be replaced with attributive 

semantics. I now turn to elaborating this. 

First, the argument that non-autonomous behavioral 

descriptions of a subject's psychological capacities can be factored 

into autonomous ones plus others does not establish that all 
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psychological descriptions are autonomous; it assumes it. The way 

we do the factoring is by applying our expertise as psychologists 

to non-autonomous descriptions of psychological capacities. In 

short, we look for those constituents of the non-autonomous 

descriptions that are relevant to psychology. Which ones are those? 

The ones that explain behavioral and cognitive capacities and do 

not advert to historical and environmental concerns beyond the 

reach of psycho10gy--i.e., the autonomous ones. Of course, it 

is reasonable to assume that all psychological descriptions are 

autonomous behavioral descriptions; this is just the assumption 

that there is something for the science of psychology to explain. 

Now, however, the force of the replacement argument is considerably 

weakened. The argument that all psychological descriptions are 

autonomous behavioria1 descriptions (the industrial robot argument) 

was deployed in order to defend the replacement argument against 

the objection that there are some behaviors of mine which my replica 

can never replicate (the car-selling objection). We see, though, 

that the autonomy of psychological descriptions is an assumption, 

albeit a very plausible one. The replacement argument, therefore, 

does not rest on an argument that psychological descriptions are 

autonomous; rather, it rests on the assumption that such descrip

tions are autonomous. Said another way, the replacement argument 

rests on the assumption that my replica and I will share features 
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argument begs the question. 
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There is, however, another way to take Stich's replacement 

argument. As Stich presents it, and as I presented it above, it 

seems possible that it is a heuristic rather than an argument. 

In fact, it is probably best to view the "argument" as a heuristic, 

useful for creating intuitions about which psychologically relevant 

features my replica and I share. Thus, the replacement argument 

is not a good argument, but it is a good "intuition pump." (This 

term is due to Dennett, 1982.) 

However, even as a heuristic, the replacement argument does 

not bar appeals to contents, for it is clear from his presentation 

of it that the version of the autonomy principle Stich is arguing 

for is the weak version. Nothing presupposed or entailed by the 

replacement argument precludes appeals to contentfu1 mental states, 

to representations. It may be true that all that is of interest 

to cognitive psychology is which states, processes, and properties 

my replica and I share, but this is compatible with holding that 

content ascription is essential to theorizing about mental states 

--indeed, to specifying which states we share. 

The whole case for Stich's argument that content should have 

no place in psychology depends on his view that content ascription 

inherently involves similarity judgments. But Stich is wrong in 

assuming that content ascription inherently involves such 
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judgments. One of the points of Chapter 2, Section 3 was that one 

can do content attribution and be scientifically respectable. 

Attributive semantics is a view of content ascription that does 

not involve the sorts of similarity judgments that trouble Stich. 

According to attributive semantics, content attribution is done 

just as we do other sorts of attribution: we attribute content 

on the basis of what explains behaviorial and cognitive capacities. 

We let explanatory pressures drive our attribution of content just 

as we let such pressures drive our psychological theorizing in 

general. Indeed, on the view I adopt, psychological theorizing 

is interpretive functional analysis and, so, inherently involves 

content attribution (Cummins, 1983, chs. 1 and 2). Thus, such 

attribution cannot fail to be driven by the same forces as the 

rest of our theorizing. Compare computers. In explaining the 

computational capacities of my VAX's brand new replica, we would 

still marshall appeals to the contents of its data structures and 

computations. 

Therefore, at best, Stich has only produced an argument for 

the weak autonomy prinicp1e. But the weak version of the autonomy 

principle is so plausible that it does not need an argument, or, 

rather, any argument for it is going to be more controversial that 

it is. Indeed, the only reason Stich needed an argument for the 

autonomy principle is because he insists on drawing such a strong 

conclusion from it, namely that contentfu1 mental states are to be 
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barred from psychology. His stated reason for presenting the 

replacement argument is that the autonomy prinicip1e's intuitive 

plausibility wanes once the antinomy between it and our folk notion 

of belief is pointed out (Stich, 1983, p. 165). But the reason 

he sees such an antinomy is because he has the wrong view of content 

ascription and this view forces him to draw the conclusion he does. 

Said another way: not every way of ascribing content violates the 

weak version of the autonomy prinicip1e. 

It is possible to be more precise about content attribution 

within the paradigm of interpretive functional analysis, which 

I mentioned above. On Cummins' view, cognitive capacities are 

capacities for transforming symbols, and can, therefore, be seen 

as computations (Cummins, 1983, p. 42). Therefore, cognitive psy

chology is the enterprise of discovering which computations--which 

"programs"--exp1ain our cognitive capacities. Furthermore, when 

we exercise one of our cognitive capacities, we are (or can be 

described as) executing the program which explains our capacity. 

Given this, then, a strategy for attributing content to mental 

states generally, and propositional attitudes specifically, suggests 

itself: import a theory of content attribution from computer science 

and apply it in cognitive psychology. I think that a good first 

candidate for such a theory from computer science is the theory of 

denotationa1 semantics (see Stoy, 1977). The choice of a semantic 

theory from computer science is desirable for another reason. Any 
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semantic theory from computer science attempts to provide semantics 

of operations and programs. (Denotationa1 semantics attempts this.) 

Since I have proposed identifying attitudes with data types, and 

since data types contain operations, a semantic theory from computer 

science can provide the semantics for attitudes. Futhermore, we 

can be reasonably sure in advance that the resulting content 

ascriptions will not involve "objectionable" s:tmi1arity judgments. 

In computer science, the denotationa1 approach to semantics 

involves providing valuation functions for the syntactic constructs 

of a program. These valuation functions map the constructs onto 

the abstract entities they denote, for example, numbers, truth 

values, data structures, etc. These valuation functions provide 

the semantics of the constructs in their domains by mapping the 

constructs to abstract entities in such a way that the behavior 

of the constructs is explained by the behavior of the abstract 

entities. Furthermore, under such a mapping, behavior of abstract 

entities is precisely captured by the behavior of the constructs 

(see Stoy, 1977, ch. 1, ch. 2, and Wu1f et. al., 1981,pp. 193-194). 

Denotationa1 semantics also is applicable to providing the semantics 

of abstract data types since data types contain not only represen

tations but operations, too. For example, consider the abstract 

data type integer, which consists of the set of values ±O, -1, 

+1, -2, +2 ••. and the operations Addition and Subtraction. One 

way to specify the semantics of this data type is to describe its 
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behavior in terms of the mathematical integers, focusing on such 

behaviors as communtativity, associativity, etc. 17 

With regard to propositional attitudes, my proposal, then, 

is that to provide their semantics, we consider them to be abstract 

data types and then provide the semantics of their constituent 

operations. Though this enterprise is the job of the cognitive 

psychologists, it will be instructive to provide a rough (and cer-

tainly false) sketch of how it might go. 

Assume, as we did above, that beliefs are information 

states. Let ±rl, ••• rn be a set of *know1edge representations 

constituting the domain of the data type belief. Assume that these 

representations are instantiated in a type of physical memory called 

working memory. Let MP be the one operation associated with this 

domain. MP works as follows: 1) it looks in working memory for 

representations of the form "ri --> rj"; 2) if it finds one then 

it looks in working memory for "r i" ; 3) if it finds r i then it 

17There is a similarity between semantic valuation functions 
in denotationa1 semantics, and valuation functions in logic that 
assign terms in a formal language L to an interpretation of L. 
The similarity is that both kinds of valuation functions map syn
tactic constructs onto objects of interpretation, thereby providing 
a meaning for the constructs. A difference is that the constructs 
cOMputers scientists are interested in are operations or programs 
which have an imperative aspect, whereas in logic, the constructs 
are statements. Also as Stoy points out (1977), providing the 
semantics of the constructs of programming languages has a utility 
that is lacking in logic. Because of the amount and complexity of 
notation in programming languages, their computational power fre
quently outstrips our conceptual understanding of them. Given the 
increasing importance of programs in human society, we cannot afford 
to not understand exactly what our programs are doing. 
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adds "rj" to working memory. This, then, is a description of the 

data type belief. 

To provide the semantics of belief, we need to notice first 

that MP is a function from working memory to working memory, i.e., 

it changes the contents of working memory. (Assignment statements 

are an example of another kind of operation that alter memory.) 

Letting Wm stand for working memory, we have: 

MP: Wm --) Wm 

Given the description of MP, we are interested, then, in the con

tents of working memory. Let W be a predicate that stands for 

"is in working memory". Thus, ~(rl) means "rl is in working mem

ory". Now we can provide the semantics of MP. 

Let E.. designate "ri --) r j". Then B is a valuation function 

that maps descriptions of working memory onto descriptions of working 

memory, where the descriptions describe the contents of memory 

before and after MP operates. Thus, 

= 

~ provides the semantics of MP. ! says, roughly, that if something 

of the form X --) Y is in working memory and X is there, too, then 

after MP is done executing working memory will contain something 
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Y. This, then, is the semantics of the data type belief. We, 

therefore, attribute to belief the semantics of changing the contents 

of working memory in a certain way. 

The importance of this example is that it shows how we might 

attribute semantic properties to mental states without having to 

make similarity judgments. We can attribute the semantics of 

changing the contents of working memory to the beliefs of some 

subject (to its tokens of the data type belief) without getting 

bogged down in how similar the subject is to us. Absent now are 

any judgments which inherently involving ideological, functional, 

and reference similarity. These sorts of similarities still exist, 

but they are not influencing our semantics, nor our semantic attri-

butions. We see then that, though our attributions of folk psycho-

logical notions may involve such similarity judgments, our attri-

butions of scientific psychological notions need not involve such 

judgments. 18 

There are two objections one might make to this example. 

First, it might be thought that MP should have been defined over 

*knowledge representations, and that B should have been defined 

over propositions rather than contents of working memory. After all, 

belief seems to denote propositions, and, indeed, many philosophers 

l8rt should also be noted that this way of describing the 
semantics of belief does not violate the weak version of the autonomy 
principle. However, as r said earlier, this principle is so plau
sible and basic that it is hard to imagine a semantics that would 
violate it. 
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think of belief as a relation between a subject and propositions. 

But, this is only an example, remember. I am not seriously trying 

to provide the semantics of belief. Rather, I am providing the 

semantics of the data type belief, that I made up in order to 

demonstrate how denotational semantics works. It is very probable 

that belief the data type has nothing to do with belief the atti-

tude. This means that my data type belief probably has nothing to 

do with the data type cognitive psychologists could uncover one 

day in humans, and it means that if we wanted to implement belief 

in machines, we would probably not want to use the data type I 

have defined here. These disclaimers aside, it is important to 

notice that, given the definition of belief above, MP really is 

defined over working memory and not *knowledge representations. 

Given this, ~ must be defined over descriptions of working memory. 

Moreover, this exercise is not complete fancy because expert systems 

in fact work, in part, the way that ~ says they do. Whether this 

means the expert systems have beliefs is a matter for speculation. 

I address this matter in the next chapter. 

Second, one might say that the example leaves out the con

tent, the real content, of beliefs, or even of beliefs (tokens of 

the data type belief). Concentrating on the example, it is true that 

it does leave out the content in the following sense: belief has 

one operation, MP, and a domain consisting of *knowledge repre

entations, yet nowhere have I specified the content of the 
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representations. As I said, this is true; but it is not a problem. 

Content can be attributed to these *knowledge representations on 

the basis of what explains the capacities we notice. This is just 

like the example I gave above with the calculator. There I said 

that it is only when we attribute the content of representing numbers 

to the marks, to the "representations," that we can explain the 

calculator's capacity to calculate. With respect to this objection, 

therefore, at most my example is incomplete. This objection is 

also considered again in the next chapter, where I discuss a type 

of processor that attributes contents to data types. 

4.4 Conclusion 

In this chapter I have concentrated on CTPA's view of at

titudes, and I have proposed construing attitudes as abstract data 

types. Together with Chapter 3--the notions of *know1edge rep

resentation and attributive semantics--we have now before us a 

more complete view of propositional attitudes. And, given my defense 

of propositional attitudes from Stich's brand of the autonomy prin

ciple, I think that we have before us a cogent, scientifically 

respectable CTPA. It is not Fodor's CTPA, however, because of the 

reliance on attributive semantics. It differs from other functional 

views of the mind such as Lewis's because it takes thoughts to be 

distinctly computational, i.e., representational. And, it is 

incompatible with the views of the Churchlands, Stich, and Dennett 

because it takes thoughts--propositional attitudes--seriously. 
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I claim that the propositional attitudes posited by CTPA are cousins 

of our folk notions. They are not identical to our folk notions 

because our folk notions do rely on notions of similarity that are 

not useful for science, and our folk notions do not rely on compu-

tational theory in explaining beliefs. However, the propositional 

attitudes of CTPA are like our folk notions because they behave 

roughly like our folk psychology says they do. For example, beliefs 

are information used for inferencing and desires are goals we try 

to satisfy. The difference is that CTPA propositional attitudes 

involve content ascription done in accordance with attributive 

semantics. l9 Now it is time to turn to the really important ques-

tion: could a computer have a mind? 

19There is another difference between CTPA and folk 
psychology. If Stich is right, then folk psychology is inherently 
ascriptive. Stich's Content Theory of Belief (1983, see ch. 5) is 
a theory of our folk notion of belief and is distinctly and essen
tially ascriptive; it is a theory of what a person P is saying of 
another person S when P says "s believes that q" (Stich, 1983, 
pp. 74ff). However, CTPA is a theory of belief (and the other 
propositional argument is a powerful argument that ascriptions of 
propositional attitudes are factorable into autonomous and non
autonomous descriptions. Yet, the argument still does not bar 
appeals to content within the CTPA paradigm: CTPA is a theory of 
attitudes, not their ascription. 



CHAPTER 5 

MACHINES WITH MINDS AND CONSCIOUSNESS 

5.1 Introduction 

In this section I will address the fourth question: 

Is having propositional attitudes having a mind? 

I should say up front that I think implementing a mind in a machine 

. 
is much too large a problem to be considered here, partly because, 

as far as we know, possessing true mentality depends on a wide 

variety of characteristics that simply are not at issue here. 

Such characteristics as being alive, having emotions or affects, 

having "intentionality", and being creative are obvious candidates. 

So, since mind and mentality may involve notions that I cannot 

consider here, I propose now to leave the question of whether a 

machine could have a mind. Instead, I will focus on conscious-

ness. My question then is, "Would a computer with propositional 

attitudes be consciousness?" I will argue that the answer is "No." 

The contrary intuition, however, may exist, for having propositional 

attitudes is having thoughts, and anything that has thoughts has a 

mind. The problem with this argument, though, is that second premise 

is false: there are a lot of things that think, that have 

156 
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propositional attitudes, that aren't conscious ••• , some computers, 

for example. I will argue for this claim in Section 4. 

I said that my target is consciousness, but even this subject 

is too large. In what follows, I will develop a view of what it 

would take to implement a certain sort of consciousness in a com-

puter, and though this consciousness is not sufficient for real 

consciousness (human-like consciousness), and though it certainly 

isn't sufficient for true mentality, it is close enough to be 

interesting. 

The view that I will develop has the consequence that having 

propositional attitudes is not sufficient for consciousness, even 

for the restricted notion I am going to consider. I will argue, 

instead, that for consciousness, we should focus on the capacity 

to internally recognize propositional attitudes. This internal 

recognition I call ip-intelligence for internal-programmer intel

ligence. I will argue that ip-intelligence is, to a significant 

degree, the sort of cognitive capacity that would provide a computer 

with the intelligence to theorize about the nature of some of its 

internal states. 

In Chapter 3 and Chapter 4, I elaborated a view of proposi

tional attitudes called CTPA. I argued that if we adopt this view, 

then we should construe attitudes as a species of abstract data 

types. Within the framework of this argument, I have explicated 

the notions of *knowledge representation, representing, relations 
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to representations, and functional roles of representations. These 

notions are not enough to allow me to answer (our new) Question 4 

and to present my view of ip-intelligence and the mind. I need two 

other notions: implicit information and meta-level processing. 

Insofar as we take these latter notions to be part of CTPA, we 

are no longer discussing any consensual view of it. 

5.2 Implicit Information1 

Explicit information is information a program represents 

or contains in its data structures when it is executing. If we 

get a trace of a program's execution, a computational chronicle 

of its execution, the information we can "read off" of the trace 

is the information that is explicitly represented. For example, 

if a natural language processor in the course of operating on 

a sentence constructs a semantic net with the content "Socrates 

was a philosopher" then the net explicitly represents the in for-

mation "Socrates was a philosopher." Information that is not 

explicitly represented is implicitly represented. 2 Consider 

lRobert Cummins is one of the first philosophers to have 
developed the notion of implicit information and urge its importance 
(1984). Py1yshyn urged its importance in his article (1980). 
Fodor's conception of tacit knowledge (1981, pp. 63-78) seems to 
be explicit information. My discussion here depends heavily on 
Cummins' paper and discussions I've had with him. 

2Again, Dretske's notion of information is not meant. It 
is essential to his notion that if a channel carries the informa
tion that p, p is the case. For me, information just is that with 
which problems can be solved. 
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again the semantic net of Chapter 3, Section 3.2. Two examples of 

implicit information are "'Socrates' is the label of a node" and 

" 'is-a' is the label of an arc." (I should point out that the 

latter two pieces of information are sometimes made explicit in 

semantic net systems because doing so makes the system smarter.) 

There are two relevant senses to the phrase "explicitly re

presents." Sometimes, information is considered explicit if it 

is just tokened. Other times, information is considered explicit 

if it is self-contained and unambiguously tokened. There are two 

broad categories of implicit information that coincide with these 

two senses of the phrase "explicitly represented." First, infor

mation is implicit if it is not explicitly tokened. Second, 

information is implicit if it is not self-contained and unambi

guously tokened. Thus, implicit information of the second kind 

might be ambiguously tokened, i.e., it might be one interpretation 

of an ambiguous token. Interpretation is crucial to the first 

category, too, for to recover information that is not explicitly 

tokened requires interpreting the explicitly tokened information. 

We will see two examples of this below. I am concerned with both 

categories because they are completely intertwined. Thus this 

distinction will not figure significantly in the rest of this 

chapter, and I have only raised it here for purposes of clarifi

cation. 
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To introduce the notion of implicit information and to 

develop an understanding of it, let us begin with two of the kinds 

of implicit information Cummins discusses--contro1-imp1icit 

information and domain-implicit information (Cummins, 1984)--both 

of which are implicit because they are untokened. 

5.2.1 Control-Implicit Information 

Control-implicit information is information implicit in the 

control structure of a program, which is to say that the infor-

mation is implicit in the logical structure of the program. Here 

is Cummins' example: 

Imagine a circuit fault diagnosis system so organized that 
it checks capacitors, if any, only after fixing the power 
supply, and suppose that it is now executing a rule like 
this: 

CHECK THE CAPACITORS. 
Given the way the program is structured, the system now has 
the information that the power supply is ok. It has this 
information because it cannot execute [the above rule] un
less it has fixed the power supply. There may be no explicit 
representation of this fact anywhere in memory--no token 
having t.he content, "The power supply is ok,"--but the fact 
that control has passed to [the above rule] means that the 
system is in a state that ••. carries the information that 
the power supply is ok. 

Cummins goes on to point out the fact that programmmers constantly 

rely on this feature of control structure. Every program ever 

written utilizes this sort of implicit information (1984, p. 5). 
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5.2.2 Domain-Implicit Information 

Domain-implicit information is information that is implicit 

in the domain or the environment the system operates in. A Martian 

Rover, for example, might not represent the fact that a certain 

interesting rock is at such and such a location, at such and such 

a latitude and longitude on Mars. It might instead represent the 

location of the rock by representing its location relative to a 

small canyon. It might represent the location of the small canyon 

by representing the canyon's location relative to a large boulder, 

etc., etc. until it represents the location of something relative 

to a location it can explicitly represent. This could be either 

its own location or the location of some other object for which it 

has the latitude and longitude, say Olympus Mons. Suppose that the 

Martian Rover is a long way from the interesting rock, say at 

Olympus Mons. If the Rover wants to go pick up the interesting 

rock, it must locate it. It is clear that the information regarding 

the location of the rock is not control-implicit; the information 

is not resident in the control structure of the Rover's program 

that would plan its path to pick up the rock. Nevertheless, the 

Rover has implicit information to the effect that the rock is at 

such and such a location. This information is in the environment 

and the path-planning program. Rover must execute its path-planning 

program in order to find the interesting rock. If either the 

environment or the path-planning program are changed, Rover will 
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not be able to find the interesting rock. One of Cummins' examples 

of domain-implicit information is a geographical example of this 

sort. 

Suppose I write a program execution of which will get you 
from your house to mine. Now, in some sense, the program 
represents me as living in a certain place, .••• Where does 
it say I live? Well, nothing like the proposition 

Cummins lives at location L 

need be explicitly represented; the program may fix the 
location in question in that execution of it will get you 
to my house from yours. But nowhere need there be anything 
remotely like [the above proposition], either in the program 
itself or constructed at run time. 

Notice that humans seem to use this sort of implicit information 

all the time, e.g., when they move about. The only thing I know 

about the location of Devil's Tower is that it is in northeast 

Wyoming. Nevertheless, I can get there from virtually anywhere 

on Earth by executing a program which utilizes the information 

in my immediate surroundings and my *knowledge of geography. 

The notion of domain-implicit information can be generalized 

to what might be called input-implicit information. My ability 

to get to Devil's Tower and the Rover's ability to get to the inter-

esting rock are instantiated as programs that take immediate sur-

roundings as input and output movements within those surroundings. 

The input for any program comes from a certain domain, and all 

programs execute the function they do only when they receive their 

required input. Thus the information embodied in the output of 

any program is, before the program is executed, implicit in the 
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input and program itself, i.e., implicit in the domain of the program 

and the program itself. A program in a certain domain constitutes 

implicit information made explicit, partially anyway, when it exe

cutes. Consider the LISP program discussed in Chapter 4 called 

Add-Numbers that adds a list of numbers. Given (1 2 3), this program 

returns 6, but nowhere in Add-Numbers is "1+2+3 = 6" explicitly 

represented. Rather, this information is implicit in Add-Numbers 

and its input (1 2 3). This is in fact the whole point to pro

gramming: programmers develop general procedures--algorithms--

that carry the implicit information made explicit in their execution 

given certain inputs. 

This concludes my general discussion of implicit information. 

I now turn to discussing an entirely different topic: meta-level 

processing. When I have finished this, I will have the tools I 

need to present my view of ip-intelligence and the mind. 

5.3 Meta-Level Processing 

"Meta-level processing" is a term AI scientists use to 

denote the sort of execution exhibited when one program, a meta

program, affects the execution of another program, a subjacent or 

target program. (Following custom, I will use "meta-program" for 

the program which does meta-level processing, and "object-program" 

for the program that does the target-level processing.) As the 

term is used in AI, not just any effect is allowed. For example, 

compiling a LISP program usually makes it execute more quickly 
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than the interpreted version. But an LISP compiler is not a 

meta-program and does not engage in any meta-level processing. 

A meta-program affects the runtime structures of an object-level 

program. This is more than a mere temporal arrangement, for 

affecting a program's runtime structures requires representing and 

making decisions about what the program is doing while it is run-

ning. An LISP compiler does not affect its target program this 

way; it never represents any runtime structures. The information 

a meta-program uses to make its decisions is called meta-knowledge. 

(In this essay, the correct term would be meta-*knowledge. But 

I will dispense with the "*" because "meta-knowledge" has no philo-

sophical or ordinary senses which could cause confusion.) In their 

paper "Meta-level Knowledge" (Davis & Buchanan, 1977), Davis and 

Buchanan pre&ent the distinction between *knowledge and meta-knowl-

edge nicely. First they present the field of "standard" *knowledge 

representation: 

The representation and use of knowledge [*knowledge] has been 
a central problem in AI research. A range of different encod
ing techniques have been developed, along with a number of 
approaches to applying knowledge. Most of the effort to date, 
however, has concentrated on representing and manipulating 
knowledge about a specific domain of application, like game-
playing, natural language understanding, speech understanding, 
chemistry, etc. 

This sort of "standard" *knowledge representation was the focus 

of Chapter 2 where we surveyed different encoding techniques and 

approaches to applications. Davis and Buchanan then define meta--

knowledge: 
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In the most general terms, meta-level knowledge is knowledge 
about knowledge. Its primary use ... is to enable a program 
to "know what it knows", and to make mUltiple uses of its know
ledge. That is, the program is not only able to use its knowl
edge directly, but may also be able to examine it, abstract 
it, reason about it, or direct its application. To see in general 
terms how this can be accomplished, imagine taking some of the 
available representation techniques (e.g. production systems, 
see ch. 2) and turning them in on themselves, using them to 
describe their own encoding and use of knowledge. The result 
is a system with a store of both knowledge about the domain 
(the object level knowledge)J and knowledge about its repre
sentations (meta-level knowledge). 

What AI scientists studying meta-level processing want to do is 

to be able to direct the course of the processing of an AI program 

on the fly, for example to provide a capacity for learning or 

self-debugging. Divining what meta-knowledge to represent when, 

and which meta-knowledge is relevant to these aspects of program 

execution is very difficult, so the exploration of such matters 

is an area of study in its own right within artificial intelligence. 

It is coming to be accepted in AI that meta-level processing is 

one of the keys to realizing true intelligence (Davis & Buchanan, 

1977; Lenat et al., 1981). 

As with implicit information, meta-knowledge and meta-level 

processing come in types. We can increase our understanding of 

the sort of processing meta-level processing is, and, more impor-

tantly, come to appreciate why there are types of meta-level pro-

cessing, if we examine in some detail a few of the types currently 

studied in AI. I will concentrate on Lenat et al. who give three 

good examples of meta-level processing that are designed to handle 
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six basic problems surrounding the use and maintanance of expert 

systems (Lenat et a1., 1981).3 

5.3.1 Strategic Meta-Knowledge 

Expert systems consist of a number of rules of the form "if 

<such and such is true> then <do so and so>" (see Chapter 2, pro-

duction schemes). To execute a rule, an expert system attempts 

to match the "if" part with information representing a given situ-

ation or state of affairs relevant to the problem it is solving. 

Finding such a rule, or rules, the expert system performs the ope-

rations comprising the "then" part. The intelligence, and hence 

the utility, of an expert system varies directly (but not 

straightforwardly) with the number of rules it possesses. As the 

number of rules grows, doing an exhaustive search for the rules 

that are relevant to a given situation becomes computationally 

expensive. This ruins the increase in utility that added rules 

provide because locating relevant rules simply takes too long: 

the problem within the domain that wanted a solution has already 

caused its damage. Moreover, when one rule is found that is re1e-

vant to solving the problem or a sub-problem usually several others 

3An expert system is a program that is intended to perform 
in the capacity of an expert in some specific domain such as diag
nosing various blood-related diseases, locating mineral deposits, 
analyzing mass-spectrograms, and planning experiments for a space 
station. Expert systems are composed of hundreds or sometimes 
thousands of rules gleaned from a human expert during in-depth 
discussions with the builder of the expert system. Expert systems 
work by executing the rules. See Chapter 2 on production schemes. 
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are found also. So, the expert system now has the task of deciding 

which rule out of the set of relevant rules should be executed, 

or if perhaps all of them should be executed. This latter problem 

is called conflict resolution. Strategic meta-knowledge is the 

sort of information required to solve these two problems (Lenat 

et al., 1981, pp. 3-5). First, there is information designed to 

guide the search for rules. For example, some strategic meta

knowledge might recommend searching for rules that result in less 

dangerous operations before searching for rules that result in 

dangerous operations, or it might recommend searching for rules 

that mention X instead of Y, even though rules mentioning X and 

those mentioning Yare both relevant. Second, there is information 

for performing conflict resolution. Given rules 1, 2, and 3 which 

are relevant to the problem at hand, this sort of strategic meta

knowledge would recommend, e.g., rule lover rules 2 and 3. 

Strategic meta-knowledge is receiving increasing attention lately. 

One of the most famous meta-level processors, TEIRESIAS uses meta

knowledge of this sort to perform conflict resolution (Davis, 1980). 

5.3.2 Descriptive Meta-Knowledge 

One of the problems with expert systems is that they suffer 

from a credibility gap: when an expert system recommends a certain 

course of action, the recommendation mayor may not be followed 

because the humans who use the sYRtem simply don't believe that 

it has made the right decision. As Lenat et al. say "The end users 
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of • . • expert systems have a healthy disrespect for machines simply 

telling them what to do" (Lenat et al., 1981). The obvious solution 

to this problem is to provide the expert system with the capacity 

to explain its decisions. In order to do this descriptive meta

knowledge must be supplied. That is, the justifications for each 

rule, its origins, its records of performance, and the costs of 

executing it need to be supplied to the system. Given this infor

mation, the system can say "I recommend doing x because of so and 

so." "Explanation" is currently receiving considerable attention 

in AI. Still, nothing like the persuasive explanations human experts 

are able to provide can be produced with any regularity or frequency. 

(Descriptive meta-knowledge has other important uses such as helping 

to detect syntactic and semantic bugs in rules and facilitating 

the addition of rules.) 

5.3.3 Systemic Meta-Knowledge 

Sometimes human users need an explanation of a decision or 

recommendation that involves much more than why the rules have 

the content they do. Satisfying such needs usually requires infor

mation about the control structure of the expert system, its orga

nization, or i.ts primary assumptions. These are explanations that 

only the designer of the expert system, or the designer together 

with the domain expert can answer. Such information is called 

systemic meta-knowledge. This sort of meta-knowledge may also be 

the key to achieving what has long been a dream of AI scientists: 
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enabling their expert systems to re-design themselves in response 

to specific run-time environments. Here are two examples of rules 

that would enable such a capacity by using systemic meta-knowledge. 

If a piece of code is executed frequently and it is not opti
mized, then it is worth optimizing it. 

If the collection of rules is not modified frequently, then 
it is worth compiling it. (Lenat et aI, 1981) 

Lenat et al. say "As programs grow ever larger and more complex, 

it becomes increasingly difficult for human beings to stay 'on 

top' of everything that is happening internally. The program itself 

must assume more and more of the burden of understanding its own 

behavior, documenting and justifying itself, and even modifying 

itself" (1981). Eventually, this information will encompass 

expertise in computer science and AI itself. Systemic meta-knowledge 

is not widely studied, and programs that attempt to use it still 

fall far short of in-depth, system-level explanations and self-

modification. 

One might well wonder about the relation or relations between 

implicit information and meta-processing. This is the subject 

of the next section. 

5.4 Ip-Intelligence 

Everything is now poised so that I can explain ip-intelli-

gence. I intend ip-intelligence to be a computational capacity: 

the capacity to recover implicit information from an object-level 

program. I intend this capacity to include the ability to recover 
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implicit information in the two types of implicit information 

introduced above in Section 1: domain and control-implicit inform-

ation. Soon, though, I will make a significant addition to this 

list. I also require ip-inte11igence to be a capacity to recover 

both categories of implicit information discussed in Section 1. 

Thus, ip-inte11igence involves the capacity to recover information 

that is not tokened in a program, but is, e.g., implicit in the 

control structure of the program. And, ip-inte1ligence involves 

the capacity to recover information that requires disambiguating 

token *knowledge representations, or programs. I doubt that, in 

general, the capacity to recover implicit information of the first 

category is independent of the capacity to recover information of 

the second category, or vice versa. But, this dispute won't matter 

to us since I will primarily be concerned with information from both 

categories. 4 

The obvious approach to implementing this capacity is 

therefore as a type of meta-level processing. In fact, this is 

the only approach I can think of. So, more precisely, 

41 doubt that these two capacities are independent because 
inferencing seems to be involved in both cases. Thus to recover 
implicit information that is implicit because it is not tokened, 
inferencing must be performed on the information that is tokened. 
And, to recover information that is ambiguously tokened, inferencing 
must also be performed on the information that is explicit. In 
both cases, therefore, the information that is available (explicit) 
is used to recover, via inferencing, the inf~mation that is 
implicit. 
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ip-intelligence is a kind of meta-level processing that instantiates 

the capacity to recover implicit information. I should point out 

that implicit information that is recovered is made explicit. 

This is just what recovering it means. I call a meta-level program 

that realizes ip-intelligence a meta-cognizer. 

There is an important point to be made about the object-level 

programs: they must be running. That is, ip-intelligence is the 

capacity to recover implicit information contained in programs 

that are executing. Thus, for ip-intelligence, object-level pro-

grams are not data structures; object-level programs do not stand 

to a meta-cognizer as a FORTRAN program stands to a FORTRAN 

compiler. Rather, the object-level programs are executing and 

the meta-cognizer recovers implicit information during this execu-

tion. 5 

Among the types of implicit information meta-cognizers 

recover, such as control-implicit information, there is one that I 

am particularly interested in: the identification of data types. 

That is, I claim that the identity of a token data type is implicit 

information. I intend to concentrate on the recovery of this kind 

51 should also point out that in this essay I restrict 
ip-intelligence to object-level programs that are already partially 
intelligent, that is, to AI programs such as expert systems, robot 
planners, or natural language understanders. Ip-intelligence may 
be useful with respect to more mundane programs such as compilers 
but I shall not discuss such a possibility. Also, I will speak as 
if ip-intelligence requires only one meta-cognizer. whether this 
is true is a matter for empirical investigation. 
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of implicit information because this information is the most 

important for my purposes: assuming my construal of propositional 

attitudes as structured abstract data types, if the identity of 

such types is implicit information, then inside the mind of some 

subject, the identity of its propositional attitudes is implicit 

information from the point of view of a meta-cognizer. From here 

on out, I will just assume that the recovery of other sorts of 

implicit information is included in the definition of ip-intel

ligence and that meta-cognizers recover these too. 

Of course, merely recovering implicit information is not 

sufficient for ip-intelligence; the information must be used. So, 

not only is information recovered, but the recovered information 

stands to the meta-cognizer as *knowledge representations stand to 

an object-level program: recovered information is represented in 

data structures used by the meta-cognizer in computations. I claim 

that a computer using such information--i.e., a computer with 

ip-intelligence--could get along in a complex world better than 

one without ip-intelligence. And, recalling our objective of this 

chapter, I claim that a computer with ip-intelligence has a certain 

sort of consciousness. All of this occupies the rest of this essay. 

First, I shall discuss abstract data types as implicit information. 
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Information 
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I begin with an argument that given a particular imp lemen-

tation of an abstract data type, which data type it is is a kind 

of implicit information. First, though, I need to introduce two 

terms in order to make the following discussion easier. I will call 

a particular implementation of a data type a data type implemen~ 

tation, or sometimes just "type implementation." Given a data 

type implementation, I will call the abstract data type of which 

it is a token its data type identity, or just "type identity." 

I am going to argue that the type identity of type implementation 

is implicit information. 

By definition, abstract data types are sets of values and 

operations defined over those values. Therefore, in general, 

determining that data type implementation D is a token of the data 

type ~ requires determining two things. First, it must be determined 

that the operations accessing D are those associated with D. This 

requires determining the identity of the operations accessing D. 

Second, it must be determined that the data in D are from the set 

of values associated with D. This requires determining which set 

the values are elements of. But, determining the identity of an 

operation and which set values are members of is, I will argue, a 

matter of interpretation, and information that depends on inter-

pretation for its identification is not explicitly tokened, or at 

least not unambiguously tokened. Hence, this information is 
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implicit. A type implementation does not wear its type identity 

on its sleeve because its constituents do not wear their identity 

on their sleeves. 6 

Let's consider an example. Consider the data type integer. 

Recall from Chapter 3, that this data type is defined by the set 

±O, +1, -1, +2, -2 .•• and the operations plus and minus. Suppose 

that we wish to determine whether data type implementations of 

this data type are being used by a program. That is, we notice 

certain capacities of the program utilizing the data type integer, 

and we want to understand and characterize the capacities of this 

data type in such a way that we can explain the capacities of the 

containing program. What would we do? We would need to deter-

mine that the domain is comprised of integers, and that the oper-

ations execute the addition and subtraction functions. This would 

be a matter of discovering which interpretation of the domain and 

operations explains the capacities we find associated with, and 

61 want to reiterate an important assumption that I am making 
here. The determination of a data type implementation's type 
identity is made in real time. That is, the determination I envision 
is not accomplished by passing a program to another program. Rather, 
the process I have in mind takes the run-time structure of a target 
program, i.e., the structure produced when the program is executing, 
not the program itself, and from this determines the target program's 
active data types. The first case, where a program is passed to 
"data-type-determiner," is easy to code, especially in a strongly 
typed language like Pascal. In such a case, it is not even clear 
that the type identity of the data structures is implicit. the 
second case, where the run-time-structure is the only input, is 
much more challenging. This case is tantamount to determining 
type identity from examples. Hence, the importance of interpreta
tion, and hence, the relevant information is implicit. 
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dependent on, this data type. This includes both the specific 

capacities of this data type such as producing sums and differ

ences, and "larger," more interesting capacities of the containing 

program such as balancing a checkbook. 

In the case of computers, standard1y, arriving at this inter

pretation would be a rather simple matter of matching the operations 

and domain to oues we know about antecedently. In this case, the 

data type integer is not unknown to us, we merely don't know which 

of several data types we have before us. However, in psychology, 

arriving at this interpretation is much more difficult. It would 

be as if we had never seen the set of integers or the operations 

E!E.~ and minus before. It would be as if we found an alien creature 

in the desert that had certain capacities in which we suspected a 

certain data type figured significantly. So suppose that we are 

ignorant of the data type integer and that we have discovered a 

creature in the desert for which this data type could serve in the 

explanation of some of its capacities. We, of course, do not know 

what this data type is, we have to discover an interpretation that 

works. Following Cummins, there are two respects in which this 

case is harder than the case for our computers (Cummins, 1983, 

pp. 37-38). First, the operations and data in a computer program 

utilizing the data type integer probably have an intended inter

pretation, but the processes in the creature which we are attempting 

to treat as operations on data probably do not. We are after 
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interpretations of the creature's processes that are theoretically 

useful. Discovering an intended interpretation is easier than 

discovering a theoretically useful interpretation because in the 

former case there is one (or nearly one) best answer, viz., the 

one intended, and in figuring out the intended interpretation we 

may have access to information about the designer, the person with 

the intention. For the creature in the wild, we would have to 

content ourselves with roughly characterizing the operations and 

the domain and work towards eventually characterizing the operations 

and domain more completely. We might start out by merely noting 

certain pairings such as (plus 1 1) and 2 or (minus 5 2) and 3. 

Later, we might come to interpret the.se operations as in such a 

way that the pairings were completely predictable (i.e., we come 

to see the operations as the standard addition and subtraction 

operations). Still later, we might be able to map the data type 

integer onto a domain and process we understood antecedently. In 

this way, we might come to see the data type integer in terms of 

this other domain and process, and so better understand the data 

type integer. However, at any point in this process we might get 

"sidetracked" and produce another explanation utilizing a completely 

different data type that worked as well as the type integer. 

The second respect Cummins notes is that for the computers 

we build and program, we can fairly easily figure out what is a 

data type and what isn't. Which is to say we know antecedently 
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what it is we need to interpret. For the alien creature, and for 

us, this is not true. We might be able to produce equally plausible 

interpretations of its larger capacities that, as it were, indi

viduated run-time structures in opposing ways. That is, we might 

employ the data type integer in one interpretation, and have another 

interpretation that was bereft of data types completely, and yet 

still not be able to decide between explanations that used these 

opposing interpretations. 

With these two respects in mind, I now want to focus on 

determining the identity of propositional attitudes. Given what I 

have said so far, we know that to determine the type identity of 

an attitude, the identity of the attitude's operations and the set 

membership of its domain must both be determined. We also know 

that both of these are a kind of implicit information, and to recover 

this information, interpretation is required. All of this concerns 

data types in general. Now we need to relate these findings to 

propositional attitudes. However, we are interested in more than 
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their type identity, as we shall see. We are interested in deter-

mining what we may call their complete identity.7 

5.4.2 Content and Implicit Information 

In Chapter 4, I pointed out that to determine the identities 

of an attitude's operations and domain, it must be determined that 

the operations are those associated with, say, the data type belief, 

and that the domain consists of *knowledge representations. This 

latter task might be relatively easy. It is tantamount to deter-

mining only that a given data structure is, say, a stack, as opposed 

to determining that it is a stack-of-integer. Determining that 

something is a stack simpliciter seems easier than determining 

that something is a stack-of-integer. In any case, determining 

the type identity of any data type, including propositional atti-

tudes, seems to be only half of the battle. 

Suppose that we had a meta-cognizer that could determine 

that something was a stack-of-integer, for example. This isn't 

7There is one other point I need to make about the determi
nation of the type identity of a data type implementation. The 
point is that determining the identify of operations and the set 
membership of values typically must be done concomitantly. In gen
eral, one cannot fix the identity of an operation without also 
fixing the identity of the values the operation takes as input and 
returns as output. This is because both kinds of information--the 
identity of operations and which kinds of values they operate on--are 
intimately entwined. This is an important point. We interpret 
operations as being plus and minus because we interpret their 
associated values as being integers. And vice versa: we interpret 
a set of values as being integers because we interpret the associated 
operations as being plus and minus. 
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all it would need to do. It would need to determine what the 

integers represented; for example, they might represent possible 

parses of a phrase of English or things to do on a certain day. 

This claim, when couched in terms of propositional attitudes, is 

very familiar to philosophers of mind. Its truth is also almost 

unquestioned. Let's, then, consider propositional attit~des. 

A .;meta-cognizer that cou~d only determine that some data 
.", 

ty~e was, say, a belief is in possession of just some of the infor-

mation we take to be relevant to the identity of a propositional 

attitude. Pretend that modus ponens and modus tollens are the opera-

tions associated with belief and that the assocated *knowledge 

representation is a semantic net which are themselves abstract 

data types (recall the discussion of this point in Chapter 3, Section 

1.) A meta-cognizer would have this information at its disposal: 

1) the operations associated with the target data type are MP and 

MT, 2) the domain is the data type semantic net, 3) the operations 

associated with the data type semantic net are "delete-node," 

"add-node," "delete-arc," and "add-arc," and 4) the domain for 

this data type is comprised of nodes and arcs. Given all of this, 

it is easy to see hOloT we could program the meta-cognizer to determine 

that the nodes and arcs have labels, and that the nodes are labeled 

with strings such as "cow," "dog," "Socrates," and the arcs with 

strings such as "is-a," "is-taIler-than," "is-married-to." But 

nowhere in all of this is there any information to the effect that 
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the belief is the belief that Socrates is not married to a cow. 

There is no information regarding what the strings represent. At 

most, the meta-cognizer has this information: the target data type 

is a belief and its nodes and arcs are labeled with this string 

"Socrates is not married to a cow." 

So, what the elements of a domain represent, the "content" 

of a data type, seems crucial to determining the complete identity 

of the data type, especially if the data type is a propositional 

attitude. There is, however, a really vexed question staring us 

in the face here. It is certainly true that, so far, content 

(representational content, semantics) has been left out of the 

discussion of the recovery of implicit information and abstract 

data types. And, it is certainly true that recovering the type 

identity of a propositional attitude is not recovering all that 

the received wisdom says there is to recover. But, is it really 

necessary to recover this "left out" information, the represen-

tational content of the *knowledge representation? Even more her-

etically, is this information really there to be recovered? 

Here is a typical statement of the received wisdom on this 

quesition. Fodor, in "Methodological Solipsism" claims that there 

are two dimensions to the identity of a propositional attitude: 

the functional (relational) dimension and the content dimension. 

He says of this distinction that: 

[it] is, prima facie, an appealing proposal since it gives the 
psychologist two degrees of freedom to play with and they seem, 
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intuitively, to be the right two. On the one hand, mental states 
are distinguished by the content of the associated representa
tions, so we can allow for the difference between thinking 
that Marvin is melancholy and thinking that Sam is (or that 
Albert isn't, or it sometimes snows in Cincinn~ti); and, on 
the other hand, mental states are distinguished by the relation 
that the subject bears to the associated representation (so we 
can allow for the difference between thinking, hoping, supposing, 
doubting, and pretending that Marvin is melancholy). (Fodor, 
1981, p. 226) 

It is obvious from this that content is presumed to play an impor-

tant role in cognitive psychology. Also notice that Fodor's des-

cription of the relationship between content and functional role 

is just the relation, developed above, that content seems to have 

to the type identity of a data type;, namely, it is a completely 

orthogonal issue. For views opposed to the received wisdom regar-

ding the role of semantics or content see the rest of Fodor's "Metho-

do10gica1 Solipsism" and Stich's From Folk Psychology to Cognitive 

Science (Stich, 1983). 

In the remainder of this essay, I am going to assume that 

the information is there and that it needs to be recovered. This 

assumption has some interesting consequences for machine inte11i-

gence and machine consciousness, so, for this reason, it is worth 

following through. I will return to discuss these questions in 

the last section. Let's, then, consider what is required to deter-

mine the content of the domain of a data type. In particular, 

let's consider what is required to determine the representational 

content of a *know1edge representation. 
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First, I claim that the content of a *knowledge represen-

tation is a type of implicit information because a *knowledge rep-

resentation R has the content it does because that is how it is 

interpreted, and, as I've already argued (Chapter 3 and Section 3.2, 

and Chapter 4), interpretation is driven by the needs of the inter-

preter. We interpret or attribute content on the basis of what 

explains the capacities we seek to understand. (This, of course, 

is just attributive semantics.) But interpreting R, or any other 

representation, is never a matter of just "reading off" its content. 

Given any representation whatsoever, that representation has more 

than one interpretation, hence more than one content. 8 

There does not seem to be any logical or a priori reason 

for this mUltiplicity of interpretations; that is, it does not 

seem contradictory to suppose that there is a certain represen-

tation R such that every interpreter of a certain sort, e.g., a 

human, who interprets R cannot fail to interpret R as having content 

s. Nevertheless, it does not seem possible to imagine a represen-

tation such that all interpreters would have to arrive at the same 

interpretation. For example, given any representation~ you and I 

could just agree to interpret it differently. Of course, in the 

typical case we cannot be this wanton. We typically interpret 

representations as members of representational systems. This often 

8The reader might be tempted to say content does not equal 
interpretation. If attributive semantics is correct, this temptation 
is to be resisted. 
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severely limits the interpretations we attribute to individual 

representations. 9 Still though, representational systems never 

seem to force us to only one interpretation. This just seems to 

be a fact about the world. Thus, even considering representational 

systems, it appears that interpreting a representation is never a 

matter of "reading off" its content. It is a matter of attributing 

content to it in response to certain explanatory pressures. But 

if the content of some representation, in particular a *know1edge 

representation, cannot be "read off," its content is not explicitly 

represented, hence its content is implicit information. 

I will now present a second argument that contents of *know-

ledge representations are implicit information. Here, I am going 

to focus on what it would take for a meta-cognizer to recover the 

content of a *know1edge representation. 

Consider a *know1edge representation R that transcribes to 

English as "Socrates was a real philosopher." The content of R 

is up for grabs. Consider two cases: 

1) I tell a class of freshman philosophy students "Socrates 

was a real phi1sosopher" meaning that the proper way to 

do philosophy is to discuss ideas with one's fellow 

9For example, cryptographers cannot decode a single message 
in isolation. They must have a collection of messages and some 
information about the world that is related to the messages. Given 
this, a cryptographer has constraints on the interpretations of 
the messages. Indeed, the constraints are what facilitate breaking 
the code. 



philosophers and this was the way my ancient idol did 

philosophy. 
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2) I tell a friend of mine who used to frequent Joe Socra

tes's Greek Deli with me "Socrates was a real philoso

pher," meaning that old Joe wasn't a philosopher at 

all, but was known, rather, for dispensing such pithy 

bromides as "The West wasn't won with a registered gun" 

and "There are no atheists in foxholes." 

How would an interpreter, a meta-cognizer for example, divine that 

R has the content associated with case 1 and not the content asso

ciated with case 2? It cannot do it, as I have argued, by reading 

R; rather, the meta-cognizer must interpret R. But interpretation 

or attribution, as I pointed out in Chapter 3, involves the Haugeland 

Holisms (Hauge land , 1979). 

In Chapter 3, recall, I discussed how what I called the 

Hauge1and Holisms were specific parameters helping to delimit and 

guide attribution. For the case we have here, suppose that machine 

M has a meta-cognizer that is trying to interpret R and that R 

is a portion of a semantic net. First, M's meta-cognizer must 

have some interpretation of the whole system of which R is a member. 

This resembles Haugeland's holism of intentional interpretation. 

Second, M's meta-cognizer must look at nodes near the node labeled 

"Socrates" in order to help determine which Socrates is intended. 

This resembles common-sense holism. Third, the meta-cognizer must 
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scrutinize other *know1edge representations representing MIs current 

situation, for it is only by doing this that it can pick between 

Case 1 and Case 2. This resembles situational holism. Lastly, as 

Haugeland suggests in his paper, interpreting the content of 

*knowledge representations representing MIs current situation may 

require the meta-cognizer to interpret a portion of MIs history 

or biography. This resembles Haugelandls existential holism. 

It appears, therefore, that a meta-cognizer must be informed 

by at least some holistic information such as that described by 

Haugeland in order to interpret a *knowledge representation. But 

most of this information is implicit. To see this, suppose again 

that MIs meta-cognizer, MC, is attempting to interpret a *knowledge 

representation R that is a member of MIs *knowledge representation 

system S. As we have seen, in this attempt MC will need to advert 

to some holistic information. There are two strategies for finding 

the relevant information: 1) MC can look it up in S, which requires 

that all of the information in S be made explicit in S, or 2) MC 

can recover the relevant information from information that is 

explicit in S. Strategy 1 is not feasible because it requires 

someone--the system designer, or MC--to make all of the information 

in S explicit. This process can never halt because once some 

information, I, has been made explicit, some new, implicit infor

mation is generated, e.g., that I is now explicit. (Even if all 

of the information were explicit, S would constitute such a large 
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something up.) So, strategy 2 is the more reasonable strategy. 

But if strategy 2 is the correct strategy, then at least some 

information required for interpreting *knowledge representations 
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is implicit. But if this information is implicit, then the content 

of the *knowledge representations it is used to derive is implicit. 

These then are the two arguments that the content of a *know

ledge representation is implicit information. I have now argued 

that determining the type identity of a data type implementation 

requires recovering implicit information. And, I have argued that 

determining the representational content of a data type requires 

recovering implicit information. It follows from this that the 

complete identity of a given propositional attitude is implicit 

information. I intend to include the capacity to recover this 

type of implicit information in the array of such capacities pos

sessed by meta-cognizers. We can now state this capacity in a 

language more familiar to philosophers of mind. Meta-cognizers, 

by recovering the implicit information relevant to determining 

the complete identity of a data type implementation, can determine 

the identity of a propositional attitude. Meta-cognizers can deter

mine whether an attitude is a belief or a desire, and they can 

determine whether it is a belief that it is snowing or a desire 

that it warm up. Or so I claim. 
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It is instructive to ask how much meta-cognizers are like 

theorists. I have claimed that meta-cognizers "figure out" the 

functional role and content of *knowledge representations, i.e., 

they "figure out" the complete identity of attitudes. It seems 

true, however, that a meta-cognizer cannot stand to an object-level 

program in the same way that a cognitive psychologist stands to 

his or her subjects. This would be to indeed duplicate the capa

cities of an entire person in a software module in such a way that 

the danger of an infinite regress is a serious threat, for then 

the claim would be that the capacity to recover implicit information, 

ip-intelligence, is a capacity realized by an entire person, and 

hence that consciousness results from an internal homunculus. 

Thus, it seems that a meta-cognizer cannot theorize about the cog

nitive capacities of an object-level program in the same way we 

theorize about the cognitive capacities of other humans. 

A more conse~vative view of meta-cognizers proposes con

struing them as standing to an object-level program in the same 

way that a translator of secret codes stands to a string of code. 

The distinction between these two views can be put this way. Imagine 

that you are a translator of secret codes working at the North 

Pole for some agency. When Colonel Big asks you to translate a 

recently intercepted string, you take the string, get out your secret 

code book and perform the translation. All goes well until the 

enemy changes the code on you, at which time your secret code book 
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is worthless. When this happens, you must set about breaking the 

new code, and this task is, or can be, similar to the psychologist's 

task of trying to figure out the nature of various cognitive capa

cities. Now, with regard to meta-cognizers, the proposal is that 

we view them as being like you when you translate secret code using 

your code book, and that we do not view them as being like you 

when you have to break a new code. The conservative view is tan

tamount to claiming that, when a meta-cognizer is attributing rep

resentational content to the *knowledge representations of a data 

type, it is attributing content antecedently supplied to it (perhaps 

such content is "hardwired"). All it has to do is figure out how 

to apply the contents to the *knowledge ~epresentations involved 

in the data type. The stronger view is that, at least sometimes, 

a meta-cognizer has to theorize and invent new contents to attribute 

to *knowledge representations; it has to, as it were, break a new 

code. 

For my purposes here, I can adopt the conservative view, 

I think, without endangering any of the claims I want to make here 

or in the next section. However, I would like to make two points 

regarding the conservative view. The first is that there is a 

strong empirical aspect to this entire question. We need to build 

a meta-cognizer and see how robust a theorizer it needs to be to 

actually determine the complete identity of propositional atti

tudes. It seems to me that it is possible that we may find that 
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it needs to be something of a "code breaker" rather than merely a 

"translator." Furthermore, we may find that implementing this 

capacity is not duplicating the entire capacities of a conscious 

person. This brings me to my second point. 

It just isn't clear to me that attempting to implement a 

"theorizer" ensnares one in an infinite regress. We run afoul 

of an infinite regress when we attempt to implement some capacity 

C that we analyze into sub-capacities Cl"'Cn , where some sub-capa

city Ci is equivalent to C. Humans have the capacity to theorize 

about what certain physical objects or events represent; they can 

invent new and unprecedented interpretations of such physical 

phenomena. (Something like this capacity seems to be involved 

in our capacity to break secret codes.) Yet, it is not obvious 

that implementing a meta-cognizer that can attribute content to 

a *knowledge representation is attempting to completely duplicate 

this human capacity. For example, the nature of what has to get 

interpreted by a meta-cognizer is always the same: it is always 

programs at the object-level. This is not true for humans, the 

things we must interpret are often radically different. Further

more, it may be that this capacity to interpret is due in large 

part to the existence within the human mind of something like a 

meta-cognizer. If this latter claim were true, then meta-cognizers 

would not duplicate this capacity, they would explain it. (Though 

the claim may be false for humans, a meta-cognizer in a machine 



may not only realize the capacity to determine the identity of 

attitudes, but it may figure the machine's capacity to interpret 

symbols in the world.) 
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In fact, a prima facie case can be made that meta-cognizers 

do not endanger us with infinite regresses because they do not 

duplicate capacities they are invoked to perform. They attribute 

functional roles and content to *knowledge representations, but 

it appears that they do not have nor need their own *knowledge 

representations interpreted. They interpret the identity of ab

stract data types, but do not need to have their own data types 

interpreted. Meta-cognizers can be thought of as expert systems 

that duplicate a programmer's capacity to theorize. about the func

tion program P instantiates and the identities of its abstract 

data types. Thus, meta-cognizers are programs in their own right; 

they simply execute functions, no aspect of them has to be inter

preted. However, as I said above, just recovering such information 

is not all that ip-intelligence involves. The information must be 

put to use, in particular the information must help a m.achine get 

along in its world. Determining the uses to which the recovery of 

implicit information could be put is itself (and should be) a 

research topic. Concentrating on determining the type identity of 

data types would be a fruitful place to begin. In the next section, 

I will discuss the topic of the uses of implicit information re

covery in relation to consciousness. 
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Before I leave this section, I want to briefly contrast my 

notion of meta-cognizers and ip-intelligence with current notions 

of meta-level processing in artificial intelligence. First, as 

far as I can tell, no meta-level processor today recovers any 

implicit information in the way described here: by interpreting 

function and content. Rather, the designer and builder of a meta

level processor either programs it to find information that is 

explicit when the object-level program is running, or to find 

information that is implicit but doesn't require interpretation. 

An example of the first is the rule we saw above in the discussion 

of systemic meta-knowledge (Chapter 5, Section 5.3.3): 

IF the collection of rules 1.5 not modified frequently 

THEN it is worth compiling it. 

Whether or not a collection of rules is modified frequently is 

information that becomes explicit when the program is running, 

provided it is collected. So recovering this information is not 

recovering implicit information. An example of the second case 

is control implicit information. (This example was discussed above 

in Chapter 5, Section 5.2.) If the control flow of a program is such 

that the program checks the capacitors only after it has made sure 

that the power supply is functioning properly, then if it is exe

cuting the rule 

CHECK THE CAPACITORS 
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it has implicit knowledge that the power supply is O.K. A meta-pro-

gram could relatively easily recover this kind of implicit infor-

mation for it does not require any interpretation. (Lenat's pro-

gram, AM, recovers such implicit information. AM made its own 

discoveries in elementary number theory.)10 So, the meta-level 

processors studied today either do not recover implicit information 

or recover implicit information without recourse to interpretation. 

Support for this claim of mine can be seen in this quote 

from Davis and Buchanan's "Meta-level Knowledge: Overview and 

Applications." They are describing meta-knowledge regarding the 

data structures of an object-level program. 

[An] example of meta-level knowledge involves describing to a 
system a range of information about the representations it 
employs. The main idea here is, first, to view every knowledge 
representation in the system [so as to be able to] write explicit 
descriptions of them. These descriptions should include all 
the information about structure and interrelations that [is] 
often widely scattered [throughout the system's code, comments 
in associated with the code, and documents and manuals]. Next, 
we devise a language in which all of this can be put in 
machine-comprehensible terms, making this store of information 
available to the system. Finally, we desig~ an interpreter for 
the language, so that the system can use its new knowledge to 
keep track of the details of data structure construction and 
maintenance (Davis and Buchanan, 1977, p. 921, all emphases 
are mine). 

This quote shows how AI scientists do the "recovery" for one sort 

of meta-level processor: a meta-level processor that "reasons" 

101 hasten to add that these remarks are not intended to 
slight the impressive meta-processing research currently being 
done. Several important advances in this field have been made in 
the last few years. I think, in fact, that Lenat's work with AM 
and Eurisko is truly impressive (Lenat, 1983, pp. 243-307). 
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about the data structures an object-level program uses. The infor

mation which Davis and Buchanan are supplying includes content 

information and information regarding the syntax or structure of 

the kinds of *knowledge representations the system allows. It is 

clear in this ca&e that humans currently provide the information 

with which this meta-level processor works. 

Because current meta-processors do not recover information 

by interpreting it, they cannot recover the sort of implicit infor

mation that a meta-cognizer must. Hence, the computational capaci

ties current meta-processors fund are different from capacities 

we might be able to implement were we to build a meta-cognizer. 

The sort of capacities I have in mind include self-debugging, 

learning, and theorizing about complex systems. These are among 

the capacities we associate with human-like intelligence. Cur

rently, there are machines that debug themselves, redesign them

selves, learn, or theorize, but they do not do this to the extent 

that would be possible if they had meta-cognizers. For example, 

there are no machines that can find and repair complicated bugs 

such as logical or control-structure errors. There are no machines 

that can redesign or re-configure themselves as a response to un

anticipated problems or situations. (Compare the two rules men

tioned above that use systemic meta-knowledge. They do not enble 

a machine to solve problems it could not 0therwise solve. They 

merely "decide," under certain circumstances, to make execution 
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more efficient.) There are no machines that can learn English, 

how to ride a bike, calculus, or how to get along with humans. 

More importantly, there are no machines that can learn English 

and calculus, i.e., there are no machines with any sort of general 

learning capability. And, there are no machines that can theorize 

about the economy, why Hitler came to power, or why Ralph is in 

a bad mood today. I have met one or two AI scientists who believe 

that such machines or capacities are upon us, or nearly so, and 

hence, that human-like intelligence is, if not currently available, 

just around the corner. But the calm consensus is that AI has 

a long way to go before there are truly intelligent machines. 

Finally, I would like to add that my claim that machines 

with meta-cognizers would be more intelligent than machines with 

current meta-processors is really an empirical claim. We need 

to couple an expert system, or some other sort of object-level 

program with a meta-cognizer, perform some experiments, and then 

determine whether or not a step forward has been taken. 

5.5 Ip-Intelligence, Propositional Attitudes, 
Consciousness, and Mind 

In the beginning of this chapter I said that a computer with 

propositional attitudes would not necessarily have a mind. Prop-

ositional attitudes are abstract data types, but as far as I can 

see, there is nothing special about these data types; there is 

nothing special about having "attitude" data types as compared 
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with having the data type integer or calendar-date. Propositional 

attitudes may figure in intelligent capacities such as problem-sol

ving and planning, but these capacities do not seem ebpecia11y 

relevant to mind. In general, I am disposed to deny that intelli

gent capacities such as planning and problem-solving are related 

to mind in any direct way. To claim the opposite is to claim that 

a rather common level of intelligence is sufficient for mind, for 

"humanesque mentality" (Cummins, 1985). This level is common enough 

that it is reached by some current AI software. For example, Lenat's 

AM, a program that developed concepts and conjectures in elementary 

number theory given only elementary notions from set theory, dis

covered natural numbers, multiplication, factors, primes numbers, 

de Morgan's laws, the fundamental theorem of arithmetic (every 

number is uniquely factorable into primes), and Goldbach's Conjec

ture (every even number greater than 2 is the sum of two primes) 

(Lenat, 1983). AM worked by exercising heuristics relevant to 

mathematical discovery: "if-then" rules which functioned as "plau

sible next move generators" (Lenat, 1983). AM is fairly good at 

solving problems and I am willing to concede beliefs and desires 

to AM. Indeed, assuming the definition of belief from Chapter 4 

(information available for decision-making), AM hasl beliefs. Yet 

it is not likely that it has a mind. I suspect many expert systems 

have beliefs and desires, but I do not think they have minds. 
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The reason I hold this view about minds is that I harbor 

intuitions regarding which sorts of mental capacities are relevant 

to having a mind. Following Nagel, I think these capacities are 

all related to consciousness and introspection, and in my view, 

some of the central capacities involve introspection of implicit 

information (Nagel, 1974). Thus, in my view, if certain information 

is implicit for a subject, and remains implicit, i.e., is never 

recovered, th~n that subject lacks crucial mental capacities we 

intuitively take to be constitutive of having a mind. ll 

Nagel's criterion of consciousness is subjectivity. If there 

is something it is like to be a subject, then that subject is con-

scious, and conversely. He points out that subjectivity is "essen-

tially connected with a single point of view" (1974). Certainly 

a part of this subjectivity, at least in humans, is introspective 

access to one's internal states and flow of information. Because 

I am a computationalist, i.e., because of my view of some of these 

internal states and the mechanisms for information flow, I view 

this introspection, at least in part, as introspective access to 

one's internal processing. It is a natural move, then, to 

postulate that the recovery of implicit information is a candidate 

mechanism for this kind of introspection. Given the assumption 

llAccording to Nagel, there is one capacity or property con
stitutive of having a mind: consciousness. He claims that con
sciousness is the essential aspect of mind: with it a subject has 
a mind, without it a subject does not (Nagel, 1974). 
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that this sort of introspection is necessary for subjectivity and, 

hence consciousness, if I can show some interesting relationship 

between it and the recovery of implicit information, I will have 

shown how at least one aspect of computer consciousness could be 

achieved. 12 

Of course, I am interested in implicit information of a 

certain type: propositional attitudes. Thus, I shall be interested 

in introspective access to propositional attitudes. This allows 

me to restrict the scope of my claims. I do not claim that a machine 

with ip-intelligence, with a meta-cognizer, would be conscious, 

and my view obviously leaves out conscious awareness of perceptual 

experience. This latter consciousness, the consciousness of per-

ceptual experience, is in fact the consciousness Nagel focuses on 

in his paper when he considers specific examples of consciousness. 

In discussing what it is like to be a bat, he discusses the dif-

ference between our visual perception of the world and a bat's 

perception by sonar (1974). Let's call the I~onsciousness of per-

ceptua1 experience perceptual consciousness. I do not advHnce my 

view as a view of perceptual consciousness, nor am I proposing 

recovery of implicit information as a mechanism for such 

12My focus on implicit information is not the standard focus 
in AI research into consciousness and introspectioin. The standard 
focus is on explicit information. As we saw in the section on 
meta-knowledge (Section 2), most of the meta-knowledge com.~s from 
information readily available in the code, or already proglrammed 
in by the programmer. Current meta-knowledge machines do not the
orize about object-level code. 
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consciousness in machines. I simply do not know if being conscious 

of seeing my brown coffee cup is like being conscious of believing 

that Wyoming is north of Colorado. I don't even know if perceptual 

consciousness is like believing that my coffee cup is brown while 

I am looking at it. Being conscious of perceptions may be the 

same phenomenon as being conscious of propositional attitudes, but 

this is not obvious. I claim only that a machine with ip-

intelligence would have what we might call attitudinal conscious-

~--introspective access of its own propositional attitudes. 13 

It is clear from my stated goals that attitudinal conscious-

ness is a computational capacity: it is the determination of the 

complete identity (type identity and representational content) 

of propositional attitudes by a meta-cognizer. This is conten-

tious, and certainly claiming that real, subjective, inner-life 

consciousness is a computational capacity seems contrary to Nagel's 

view of consciousness. But, the proposition that attitudinal con-

sciousness is computational is a consequence we must accept if we 

are to hypothesize that the recovery of the identity of attitudes 

is one form of, or one aspect of consciousness. 

There are other views of consciousness. To some psycholo-

gi~ts, for example, consciousness is attentiveness: to be conscious 

of something mental is to attend to it. Those who hold this view 

13This isn't a very good term, but it will do. I will some
times "PA-consciousness" ("propositional attitude consciousness") 
as shorthand for this term. 
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are impressed by the fact that we can only be conscious of a few 

of our mental states or other items at any onf~ time and the limited 

capacity of our attention or attentive process. Some philosophers 

see consciousness as sort of perception directed inwards which 

allows us to "see" our own mental states (see Armstrong, 1980). 

Other philosophers ~schew talk of consciousness, preferring instead 

talk of the locus for the privileged point of view, i.e., the self. 

This is what Nozick does in Philosophical Explanations (Nozick, 

1981). In his view, the self sort of produces consciousness as 

it asserts itself or expresses itself in the mental life of the 

individual. Casting our net wider, there are philosophers who seem 

to be approaching a theory of consciousness through the back door. 

I think Cummins's work on the notion of a representation being a 

representation ~or a subject and the role he sees for this notion 

in the two-phase ploy is directly relevant to the question of con

sciousness (see Cummins, 1983, pp.75-86). 

To my mind, these views are not disparate. Underlying them 

is some notion of introspective access. Somehow, consciousness 

is related to access to ourselves in a way perhaps somewhat similar 

to our access to the external world. Equipped with such access, 

we can selecti.vely attend to or see our own internal processes. 

I take Nagel's view as basic because it is the most vivid, at least 

to me. In focusing on this view, I do not believe that I am leaving 

anything crucLal behind. 
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So, is the recovery of the sort of implicit information rele

vant to determining the complete identity of a propositional 

attitude attitudinal consciousness? Prima facie, the answer seems 

to be "No." Meta-cognizing is just another kind of computing; 

ip-intelligence, then, is just another computational capacity. 

Here is an argument for this. Suppose we implement an expert system 

complete with a meta-cognizer. Now suppose we remove the meta

cognizer, and place it in another machine. Call these two machines 

MI and M2, respectively. Thus, MI is an expert system that reasons 

about some part of the world, say chess, and M2 interprets the 

execution of MI (or interprets the execution of the expert system 

running on MI). M2 recovers information implicit in MIls execution 

(or, the program MI executes) and determines which attitudes MI 

has at particular times. (M2 is just another expert system with a 

different domain.) Is MI + M2 PA-conscious? It seems not. Hence 

a machine with ip"intelligence would not have attitudinal con

sciousness. 

This argument is designed to foment intuitions that no amount 

of computing could result in attitudinal consciousness. But these 

intuitions are what is at issue, and so the argument begs the 

question. But more importantly, this two-machine argument is not 

valid. Just because there are two machines, it doesn't follow 

that there is no PA-consciousness. The dis-unity of physical bodies 

is not obviously fatal to the existence of PA-consciousness, nor 
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even to real consciousness. I see no reason why a unified con

sciousness, "PA" or otherwise, cannot be scattered over two or more 

objects. Indeed, this appears to be what is going on in certain 

epileptic patients who have obtained relief from their attacks by 

having their corpus callosum and other commissures linking the two 

cerebral hemispheres cut. Such patients have a unified conscious

ness, but two brains (see Marks, 1981; this claim is denied by 

many, see e.g. Puccetti, 1981). 

Though the two-machine argument fails, the intuition that 

funded it persists. According to this intuition, consciousness will 

not emerge by implementing more and more exotic computational 

capacities. But, when faced with the description of ip-inte11igence 

and meta-cognizing, this intuition seems difficult to maintain, 

at least for attitudinal consciousness. Indeed, I think that any 

intuitions we have now point the other way. Knowing what ip

intelligence is, and what implementing it requires, it seems that 

a meta-cognizer is just the sort of "exotic" program that realizes 

attitudinal consciousness. Ip-inte11igence is the capacity to 

discern inner information processing states. To implement it, 

one must build a theorizer, a meta-cognizer, that can theorize 

about the type identity of a propositional attitude and what its 

domain represents. It is not a leap of faith, therefore, to claim 

that a machine that is ip-inte11igent has introspective access 
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to its propositional attitudes: such a machine has attitudinal 

consciousness. 

This argument presents the case that ip-intelligence--that 

meta-cognizing--is the capacity for introspectively accessing and 

discerning the identity of propositional attitudes. There is another 

argument for this conclusion. This one starts from the other end: 

it assumes we have a machine that exhibits attitudinal consciousness 

and asks what could explain this. Suppose I were to build an 

ip-intelligent machine, an expert system with a meta-cognizer, 

say. Now, suppose that I confront you with this machine, and that 

in the course of your ~nteraction with it, it says such things to 

you as 

and 

I believe that you have made a mistake; rook to king's 
bishop four •.. checkmate, 

I don't think you're serious. By a winter's day one means 
a typical winter's day (cf. Turing, 1950), 

I don't want to open the pod bay doors, Dave, 

Suppose further, that after you had interacted with my machine for 

some time it occurred to you that it was describing beliefs and 

desires to you which it could only have had as a result of inter-

acting with you. That is, some of its beliefs and desires were 

brand new and depended on your interactions with it. 

As I have described my machine, it seems to pass the Turing 

Test, and it is reasonable to want to know how it does this, i.e., 
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explains the capacities you notice my machine having. Part of 
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my explanation would include an explanation of its capacity to 

introspect and determine the identity of its propositional atti

tudes. And, an explanation of how a meta-cognizer works is a good 

explanation of this latter capacity. Thus, the theory that attitudes 

are data types, that their identity is subject to interpretation 

and, hence, is implicit information, and that a meta-cognizer 

recovers this information are all aspects of an adequate explanation 

of my machine's capacity to introspectively discern its own proposi

tional attitudes: they are all explanatious of the nature of pro

positional attitudes and how a meta-cognizer works. But if ip

intelligence and meta-cognizing are adequate explanations for (what 

seem to you to be my) my machine's introspective capacities, then 

surel) it is reasonable to claim that a machine with a meta-cog

nizer, a machine with ip-inte1ligence, has introspective access to 

its propositional attitudes ••• ; surely it is reasonable to claim, 

in other words, that such a machine has attitudinal consciousness. 

I have now argued that a machine with a meta-cognizer would 

have attitudinal consciousness. I have not argued that a machine 

with a meta-cognizer would be consciousness in the way you and 

I are consciousness, My positive arguments are not intended to 

completely convince someone that meta-cognizing is attitudinal 

consciousness. They are only intended to persuade someone that 
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this claim is reasonable and worthy of further study. I would 

like to point out the importance of empirical research to this 

further study. To really understand meta-cognizing and ip-inte11i-

ence, we would need to build a meta-cognizer. With such a machine 

before us, we might be totally convinced that it was not conscious 

in any way. If I am right, though, we might instead have qualms 

about turning it off at night. 

Finally, I would like to reiterate that if I am right about 

meta-cognizing and introspective awareness!1 then introspective 

awareness is a computational capacity, and computational capacities 

can be improved: once equipped with meta-cognizers, our machines 

could be made more adept at introspection. I believe with Paul 

Church land that introspective awareness is a capacity that can 

be improved or enhanced. He says: 

The introspective discriminations we make are for the most 
part learned; they are acquired with practice and experience, 
often quite slowly. And the specific discriminations we learn 
to make are those it is useful for us to make. Generally, 
those are the discriminations that others are already making, 
the discriminations embodied in the psychological vocabulary 
of the language we learn. The conceptual framework for psycho
logical states that is embodied in ordinary language is •. •• a 
modestly sophisticated theoretical achievement in its own right, 
and it shapes our matured introspection profoundly. If it 
embodied substantially less wisdom in its categories and con
necting generalizations, our introspective apprehension of our 
internal states and activities would be much diminished, though 
our native discriminatory mechanisms remained the same. Cor
relatively, if it embodied substantially ~ wisdom about our 
inner nature than it currently does, our introspective 
discrimination and recognition could be very much greater than 
it is, though our native discriminatory mechanisms remained the 
same. (Church1and, 1984, p. 159) 
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We could, then, improve a machine's meta-cognizer, or meta-cog

nizers, increasing their capacity for theorizing about, and using 

implicit information. This could be done with our eye on a maturing 

cognitive psychology. However, we could perhaps equip our machine 

with meta-cognizing capacities we simply don't possess. Such a 

machine could be better at introspection than we are. It could 

even be better than we could ever be. We could, as our last step 

build our machines so that they could improve their own meta-cog

nizers and utilize the information recoverd to further enhance 

themselves. Such a move, though perhaps fatal to our own species, 

could snap the bonds of evolution from which might emerge entities 

whose scope of knowledge would be as ours is to an amoeba's. 
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